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Introduction. 
The subject of this thesis belongs to the branch of mathematics named algebraic 
K-theoiy of forms, also called algebraic L-theory. The main objective of the 
theory is to classify quadratic and hermitian forms over rings endowed with an 
(anti-) involution up to some notion of similarity defined on the forms. 
The L-groups were originally designed in a geometrical context by C.T.C. 
Wall in [22] as 'surgery obstruction groups': In order to classify compact man-
ifolds up to (simple) homotopy equivalence, one performs 'surgery', a certain 
process of cutting, replacing and glueing. Whether this surgery succeeds de-
pends on an obstruction in some ¿-group of the group ring of the fundamental 
group of the manifold. Conversely, every element of the L-group represents a 
surgery problem. Thus the geometric question is translated into an algebraic 
one. We refer to §9 and particularly to corollary 9.4.1 of ¡oc. cit. for the details. 
In his paper [24] Wall defines groups L'(R) and L!>(R) for arbitrary rings R 
with anti-structure in a purely algebraic way. These ¿-groups, the ones we will 
work with, are in essence Grothendieck- and Whitehead groups of categories of 
(non-singular) quadratic modules. We refer to chapter I for the actual definition. 
In view of the preceding it is clear that one is particularly interested in the case 
where Я is a group ring. Very little is known about ¿-groups of infinite groups. 
The computations in the literature are either concerned with ¿-groups of finite 
groups (see e.g. [15,10]) or, when infinite groups are considered, the results 
obtained yield but very limited information (see e.g. [8]). Our main aim is 
to compute ¿-groups by constructing sufficiently good invariants. Moreover, 
it is important to have such invariants at our disposal to evaluate a particular 
element in an ¿-group. 
To give a detailed description of our achievements in this direction, we need 
the following facts. 
Let Л be a ring equipped with an anti-structure. 
1. The anti-structure on R induces involutions on the algebraic AT-groups 
Ki(R), which in turn give rise to the Tate cohomology groups H*(Ki(R)) 
( 1 = 1 , 2 ) . 
2. ([24]) There is an invariant L!>(R) —» Я»(Кі(іг)), called discriminant. 
3. ([27]) If ƒ is a two-sided ideal of R which is invariant under the anti-
structure and І2 is complete with respect to the /-adic topology, then 
¿*(J2) is isomorphic to ¿J1 (A/7) and there is an exact sequence 
• . . - L¡{R) - щн/η - НЦ ) -> LUiR) - LUMI) 
Here V denotes the kernel of the map Кі(Д) -• Ki(R/I). 
4. ([9]) There is a homomorphism ¿;(Д) —• Я< + 1(Ха(Д)), called Hasse-
Witt invariant. 
vu 
The basic idea in our construction of new invariants is to extend the anti-
structure on the ring R in a rather exotic way to the ring of formal power series 
in one variable І2[[Т]]. By combining 1 to 4 in this situation, we construct invari­
ants for the ¿-groups ¿ ' (A) and L¡(R) taking values in the Tate cohomology 
group Я»(А
Х
(Л[[П])) vu. 
»{-.ЩИ) - IPildWm) ^:L^R) - #·(*ι(Α[[Γ]])). 
Further we obtain a secondary invariant wj which lives on the kernel of ω[ 
and takes values in some quotient of the cohomology group Я*+1(К2(А[[Т1]])). 
The invariant u>i is a generalization of the discriminant bomomorphism. To be 
precise, the discriminant bomomorphism of 2 coincides with the composition of 
wf and the natural projection Η%{Κι(η[[Τ\])) -* Ηι{Κι{Κ)). 
In some of the cases where the results of [4,21,18,14,6] on the computation 
of if-groups can be applied, we are able to compute the value groups of our 
invariants. For the value group of u>i we do this for commutative rings and 
for group rings. We compute the value group of a»2 by assuming R to carry a 
structure of partial Л-ring, by using the techniques of [6] to compute -FC-groups 
of Л-rings. The notion of partial Л-ring occurs more or less implicit in [13,12]. 
In the cases we are interested in, this notion is much weaker than the notion of 
λ-ring. 
We confine our investigations to the 'Arf-part' of ¿¿¿(Л). Roughly speaking, 
the 'Arf-part' of L^R) is the subgroup consisting of differences of similarity 
classes of quadratic forms whose underlying bilinear forms are standard forms. 
We refer to section 2 of chapter I for a precise formulation of the definition. 
Whereas the discriminant and the Hasse-Witt invariant merely reveal informa­
tion on the underlying bilinear form of a quadratic form, the new invariants ω[, 
u>i and ω? detect the structure of the Arf-groups. 
It turns out that wf is not unfamiliar to us in the sense that its restriction 
to the Arf-group is essentially the Arf invariant constructed by F. Clauwens in 
his paper [5]. Clauwens proved that this Arf invariant is injective for group 
rings of finite groups. We show that a»f is an isomorphism whenever R is the 
group ring of a finite group. The restriction of «2 to the Arf-part of the kernel 
of ω[ yields what we call the secondary Arf invariant. As an example we use 
these invariants to compute an ¿-group of the polynomial ring in two variables 
over the integers. Further we determine the Arf-group of the group presented 
by (X, Y, S I S2 = (XS)2 = (YS)2 = 1, XY = YX). This example is typical 
in so far as it demonstrates how a suitable representation of the group under 
consideration enables us to compute the Arf-group. 
The fact that an instance of cyclic homology [17], endowed with some kind 
of squaring operation, emerges from the computations on the value group of a>2, 
gives the impulse to search for generalized Arf invariants, taking values in cyclic 
homology theory. We conceived the idea that some quotient of the quaternionic 
homology groups J.-L Loday [16] came up with, might serve as suitable value 
groups for new Arf invariants. In order to find legitimate value groups for these 
vui 
nascent invariants, some effort is needed to construct appropriate operations for 
the various homology theories. The theory concerned with what we call 'reduced 
power operations' on (low-dimensional) Hochschild- cyclic- and quaternionic 
homology groups, is rather interesting in its own right. 
Ultimately we obtain an Arf invariant called Τ which takes values in a quotient of 
the quaternionic homology group HQ\. It is a generalization of all Arf invariants 
mentioned so far: when we specialize to the case of commutative rings, we retain 
both the ordinary and the secondary Arf invariant at the same time. Based upon 
the techniques exposed in [16] we can compute the group HQi for group rings. 
This enables us to comprehend the value group of Τ to a certain extent. This 
group turns out to be a rather complicated direct limit of groups, nevertheless 
it is quite manageable in concrete situations and we are able to prove that Τ is 
injective for all groups that possess an infinite cyclic subgroup of finite index. 
Thus we have augmented the class of groups for which we are able to determine 
the Arf-group. It is not yet clear how good this invariant really is: on one hand 
there are examples of groups which do not belong to the above-mentioned class, 
for which Τ is injective, while on the other hand there are examples of groups 
for which we cannot determine whether Τ is injective. 
We touch upon the contents of each chapter now. The first section of chapter 
I is the reflection of an attempt to familiarize the reader with some of the 
notations, definitions and results from algebraic K- and ¿-theory, needed to 
define and study the Arf-groups. In the second section we define the Arf-groups 
and the Arf invariant. Then we give a presentation of the Arf-groups due to F. 
Clauwens [5]. Further we mention the fact that the Arf invariant is injective for 
finite groups. We conclude the first chapter with a few examples of Arf-groups 
of (infinite) groups. 
In the second section of chapter II we construct the new invariants ω[, ω* and 
u>2 by extending a given anti-structure to the ring of formal power series Afp7]] 
as described above. In section 3 we compute the value group Я0(Хі(Д[[Т]])) 
of ω[ and ω f for commutative rings, and group rings. Then we show that the 
restriction of u>i to the Arf-groups coincides with the Arf invariant in these 
cases. Further we compute the cohomology group ff^Ä^Äfp1]])) for rings R 
that possess a structure of partial Л-ring, in section 4. The final section of this 
chapter is devoted to the example of the polynomial ring in two variables over 
the integers, Z[X, Y] and the example of the group we mentioned earlier. 
As we mentioned before, the surfacing of operations on cyclic homology 
groups in the computations on wj, is the motivation for studying operations 
on Hochschild, cyclic and quaternionic homology in chapter III. We give the 
definitions of the various homologies and mention the most important examples 
in the first section. In the next section we construct operations on these ho­
mologies needed to produce well-defined Arf invariants. Section 3 treats Morita 
invariance as a preparation for the definition of the invariant Τ in the final 
section. 
ix 
In chapter IV we apply all of the preceding to the case where Л is a group 
ring. In the first section we compute the quaternionic homology group HQi of 
group algebras. We use this in the second section to get an idea of what the 
value group of Τ looks like in this case. In section 3 we characterize groups 
having two ends (or equivalently groups having an infinite cyclic subgroup of 
finite index), in a for our purposes convenient way, as pull-backs of finite groups 
and infinite cyclic or dihedral groups. In section 4 we show that Τ is injective 
for groups with two ends. 
Most of the results in chapter II are already contained in [31]. 
χ 
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Chapter I 
Algebraic Jf-theory of quadratic forms 
and the Arf invariant. 
1 Collecting the relevant K- and L-theory. 
The material in this first section related to quadratic forms and L-groups has 
primarily been extracted from [9] and [24], while the facts concerning the alge-
braic üf-groups Ko, Κι and К? have been taken from [3] and [19]. 
First of all we need the notion of ring with anti-structure. The word ring 
will always mean associative ring with identity, written 1. 
1.1 Definition. An anti-automorphism α of a ring Я is a ring isomorphism 
o: R —• R0, where R0 denotes the opposite ring of R. A ring with anti-structure 
(R, a, u), consists of a ring iZ, equipped with an anti-automorphism α of Я and 
a unit u € R such that a(u)u = 1 and a2(r) = uru'1 for every г G Д. 
Remark. Let (R,a,u) be a ring with anti-structure. 
• If u is central in R, then α is an anti-involution, i.e. an anti-automorphism 
of order at most 2. 
• If α is the identity, then R must be commutative and u 3 = 1. The converse 
is not necessarily true. 
We give a few examples of rings with anti-structure including the most im­
portant ones. 
• R commutative, α the identity, u = ± 1 . 
Let (R, a, u) be a ring with anti-structure. Then the anti-structure on R can be 
extended to 
• the group algebra R[G], for every group G, by the formula 
Σ™ κ-» γ^ «»(г,)*,-1· 
• the ring M
n
(R) of (n ж n)-matrices over R by 
A*-* A", 
where (Αα)
Χ} := a(A}t). Thus Aa is the conjugate transpose of A. 
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• the polynomial ring in one variable R[T] by 
• the polynomial ring in one variable R[T] by 
1.2 Definition. Denote by 'P(R) the category of finitely generated projective 
right Ä-modules and iZ-homomorphisms. The anti-automorphism α enables us 
to define a contravariant functor D
a
.V(R) —* 'P(R) as follows. 
For every Ρ G Obj V(R) we define 
D
a
P := Нотя(-Р, R) equipped with a right Л-module structure by 
(yr)(p) := a-1(r)g(p), for every g 6 EomR(P, R), ρ G Ρ and г G R. 
For every ƒ G Нотд(Р 1 Q) we define 
D
a
ƒ G RomR(DaQ, DaP) by (Daf)(h) := h · ƒ for ail h G £>eQ. 
1.3. We make the following observations. 
1. If M is free with basis βχ,..., e
m
, then Д , М is free with basis e j , . . . , e^,. 
Here ej G D
a
M is determined by е^(е;) = 6ц (Kronecker delta). One 
calls e j , . . . , e^ the basis dual to βχ,..., e
m
. 
2. If M is free with basis ei e
m
, JV is free with basis f\ ƒ„ and 
φ G Нотд(М, і^) has (η χ m)-matrix A with respect to these bases, then 
Aa is the matrix of Ο
α
φ with respect to the dual bases. Just as in the 
case of square matrices {Aa)ij = а{Ац) Note that {AB)a = BaAa. 
3. Suppose βχ,..., e
m
 and Д f
m
 are both bases of M and X is the base-
change matrix. If A is the matrix of φ G Нотд(М, D
a
M) with respect 
to e i , . . . , e
m
 and its dual, then XaAX is the matrix of φ with respect to 
fi,...,fm and its dual. 
1.4 Lemma. [9, section 1] The map ηα,ν- 1р(Я) ~* Da defined by 
(Va,uP){p){g) ••= u^aigip)) for every PG Obj V(R), ρ e Ρ and g e D
a
P is a 
natural equivalence. 
Proof. Although the proof is rather straightforward we give some of the 
arguments because they might be instructive. 
• {Па,иР){ ) € D7aP: for every г G Л we have 
{rìcvPWigr) = и^аЫр)) 
= и-'а(а-1(г)д(р)) 
= u-
l
a(g(p))r 
= (ria,uP)(p)(9)r 
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• Va.uP G Hom f i (P, DlP): for every г 6 Л we have 
(Va,uP){pr)(g) = u^aigipr)) 
= u-
1
a(r)a(g(p)) 
= a-
l(r)u-la(
a
{p)) 
= a-
1(r)(»7<>.„P)(p)(ff) 
= ((Va.»P)(p)r)(9) 
• Va,и is natural: for every φ € Н о т л ( Р , Q) and Λ € DaQ the diagram 
Ρ » DlP 
1' I« 
Q • DlQ 
Í 
commutes since 
( ІМ с.,иР)(р)№ = (η
α
,*Ρ){ρ)(Οα№) 
= «-^(M/ÍP))) 
= (ij-.«Q)(/(p))(fc) 
* Va.uP is an isomorphism: there exists a canonical isomorphism 
Da(P Φ Q) — Da^* Φ -CaQ, so we may assume that Ρ is free with basis 
«b · · · i em say. Prom the definition oft; we deduce (tje,uP)(c») = e**u. 
The rest is clear. · 
Corollary. If M is free with basis e j , . . . , e
m
, then t;
a|U(Af ): M —» D^M has 
matrix tiJ
m
 with respect to ei e
m
 and e j * , . . . , ej^. 
Notation. From now on we write Pa instead of D
a
P and f instead of D
a
f. 
1.5 Proposition. ThemapT
a>u = TaiU(P,Q):RomR(Q,Pa)->EomR{P,Qa) 
defined by 
Ta,uU)-=r 'Va.uP 
is a natural isomorphism and Γ
β | „(Ρ, Q ) * 7 a | 1 | ( Q l P ) = ΐΗοπίΛίΡ^»)· ^ n other 
words Ta¡u defines a self-adjunction of the functor Da-
Proof. As in [9, Proposition 1.2] · 
1.6 Lemma. If M is free with basis βχ,.. . ,eTO and φ € Нотд(М, Μ α ) has 
matrix A with respect to this basis and its dual, then Τ
α
^{φ) has matrix Aau 
with respect to the same bases. 
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Proof. Immediate by the corollary to definition 1.4 and the second observation 
of 1.3. · 
We are now in a position to introduce the notion of quadratic module. 
1.7 Definition. In the case that Ρ = Q in proposition 1.5 we obtain a group 
endomorphism Γ
βι11: Нотл(Р, Ρ") —> Нотл(Р, Ρ β ) satisfying Т£ „ = 1. 
A quadratic, to be precise (a, u)-quadratic, iZ-module is a pair (Ρ, [φ]) consisting 
of a module Ρ € Obj 7?(Д) and the class [φ] Ç Coker(l - Ta u) of an element 
^ € Н о т
я
( Р | Р 0 ) . 
The quadratic module (Ρ, [φ]) is called non-singular if the image 6[¿] of [φ] 
under the 'bilinearization-map' b: Coker(l — T
a i U) —• Ker(l — Таіи), induced by 
the homomorphism l + T
a i U : Нотя(Р, Ρ") —* Нотл(Р, Ρ β ) , is an isomorphism. 
Remark. 
• If 2 is invertible in R, then 6 is an isomorphism, with inverse determined 
by φ H-» [hφ]. Thus there is a 1-1 correspondence between non-singular 
quadratic forms and symmetric non-singular bilinear forms, i.e. elements 
of Ιβο(Ρ, Pa) Π Ker(l - Γ
α
,„). 
• In the literature one denotes by Seeq(P) the additive group of sesquilinear 
forms on Ρ i.e. biadditive maps φ: Ρ χ Ρ —» R satisfying ^(ρι»Ί,ρ2Γ2) = 
а
"
1 ( г і )^(Рі>Р2) г з f101 every рі.рз G Ρ and п .гз G R. In the case that R 
is commutative and α is the identity, Sesq(P) is the group of iZ-bilinear 
maps. There is a bijective correspondence Sesq(P) <—» Нотл(Р, Ρ α ) by 
associating to an element φ G Sesq(P) the map ƒ G Нотл(Р | Pa) defined 
by /(Pi)(ps) := ¿(рі.Рз) for every pi.pa G P. 
We proceed to define the various categories of quadratic modules. Along 
the way we shall briefly recall the relevant definitions and facts from algebraic 
K-theory. 
The following categories and functors will all be 'categories with product' as in 
[3, Ch.VII, §1]. 
1.8 Definition. 
• Let Q(R, a, u) denote the category with 
objects: non-singular quadratic (right) A-modules, 
morphisms: (Ρ, [φ]) —» (Q, [φ]) are the isomorphisms f.P—*Q satisfying 
[ Г -Л = [ΦΙ 
product: 
(Ρ, [φ]) 1 (Q, ДО) := (Ρ Θ Q, {(τρΥφτρ + ( » Q ) " ^ ] ) , 
where τ ρ: Ρ φ Q —» Ρ and •KQ: Ρ 0 Q —* Q are the natural projections.' 
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• Let 'P(R) denote the category with 
objects: objects of 'P(R), 
morphisms: isomorphisms of 'P(R), 
product: product of V(R). 
• Now on one hand we have the forgetful functor F:Q(R,a,u) —> 'P(R), 
which is of course product preserving. While on the other hand there is 
the so-called hyperbolic functor H:P(R) —» Q{Rla,u) defined by 
H(P)-(P®P°,[v}), H(f):=f®(n-\ 
where υ: Ρ φ Ρ" -» (Ρ φ Ρ")" is determined by (υ(ρ, g))(p',g') := g(p'). 
Η is product preserving as well. The objects H(P) are called hyperbolic. 
• A product preserving functor G: С —» V is called cofinal if for each object 
A of X> there exist objects В of X> and С of C, such that A J. В = G(C). 
A subcategory С of a category V is called cofinal if the inclusion functor 
is cofinal. 
1.Θ Lemma. [23, theorem 3]. For every (Ρ, [φ]) 6 Obj Q(R,a,u) there exists 
an isomorphism (Ρ, [φ]) ± (Ρ, —[φ]) 25 # ( P ) . Consequently Η is cofinal. 
Proof. It is not hard to verify that the morphism £ : Ρ φ Ρ — » Ρ φ Ρ 0 defined 
by íÍPi.Pa) := (Pi - Ь^
ф
\(ф{рі -P2)),b[fl(pi -Pa)) does the job. We refer to loc. 
cH. for a detailed proof. · 
1.10 Definition. As usual GL(Ä) denotes the direct limit of the general linear 
groups GLn(.R) consisting of invertible η ж η-matrices over R, with respect to 
the embeddings GL
n
(R) <-» GLn+ifA) defined by 
( і 1 )
~ ( о î ) foraU M) e GM*)· 
A matrix is called elementary if it differs from the identity matrix at no more 
than one off-diagonal position. Denote by En(R) resp. E(R) the subgroup of 
GLn(iZ) resp. GL(iZ) generated by all elementary matrices. According to the 
Whitehead lemma [19, §3] E(R) coincides with the commutator subgroup of 
GL(Ä). By definition KiR := GL(R)/E(R). We use the additive notation in 
the abelian group KiR. 
There is a general procedure for defining the Whitehead group K\C of a 
category С with product, but we do not need it for our purposes. It follows 
from lemma 1.9 that the Я(Л П ) are cofinal in Q(R,ai'u). According to [3, 
Ch.VII, $2.3] we may just as well define KiQ(R,a,u) as follows under these 
circumstances. 
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1.11 Definition. KiQ(R, a, u) is the commutator quotient of the direct limit 
lim Аиі(Н{ЯГ)) 
where the limit is taken with respect to the canonical embeddings 
AutiHiK")) — > Aut(H(ir) 1 H{R)) S Aut{H{Rn+1)). 
1.12 Remark. Analogously Ki(R) is the Whitehead group of both 7>(іг) and 
V(R)- Since the free modules iZ" are cofinal in both categories, the groups 
Ki(P{R)) and Ki('P(R)) both coincide with the commutator quotient of the 
direct limit 
lim Aut(Än) 
where the limit is taken with respect to the canonical embeddings Aut(i2n) —» 
Aut^Ä") -L (R)) S АиЦ-В""1"1). Upon choosing a basis for Д" we may identify 
АиІ^Д") with GLni^) and consequently K^R) * ΑΊ(7>(Α)) S ЯіЯ. 
1.13. Let us return to Q(R,a,u). We choose a basis for Л" and the dual basis 
for (ІТ1)0. Since the matrix of υ with respect to these bases, takes the form 
Ejn 
- ( ! * ) 
we may identify Aut(H(Rn)) with the subgroup of GL2n(-R) consisting of all 
matrices 
( Г П ) ^ G^niR) (here А, В, С and D are η χ η-matrices) 
satisfying 
( â 2 ) ' ( S ï ) ( a Z ) - ( ! · ) - * -** · 
for some (2n x 2n)-matrix X. This subgroup of GLjniÄ) is called the general 
quadratic group and is denoted by GQ3n(iZ). As a consequence Ki(Q(R, a, u)) 
can be identified with the commutator quotient of the group 
GQ(fi):=limGQ2 n(Ä), 
where the limit is taken with respect to the embeddings 
GQ2n(Ä) - GQ2(n+1)(Ä) defined by ( £ £ ) 
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1.14 Definition. For every ne N we define ta¡u:GL2n(-R) -» GL2n(i?) by 
ta,u(X) = U^XaU2n for every X G GL2n(Ä), here СГ2п := ( ^ ^ λ . 
Explicitly: for every 
€GL2n(R) 
we have 
(со) 
. ( A B \ _ ( £>«-* u-lBa \ 
ta
·» \ С D ) - \ C°u A* ) 
Note that Da = u 1Dau since a2(r) = « г и - 1 for every r € Л. Furthermore, 
ία,υ is an anti-involution since 
tl.uiX) = Uí¿{V¿X*U2n)°Uin 
= U^U^Xaa(U^)aU2n 
= и^иХи-Ч/Ъ 
= X 
1.15 Propos i t ion . The following statements are equivalent: 
(·) 
(c ?>)eQb-W 
belongs to GQ
a n
(iZ) 
(b) 
{с р)есь2п(д) 
and 
(c) 
ani 
( A'C AaD - 1 λ ν
 v
. -
 v 
( gaç βαρ ) = X ~ X U '0Г SOme X 
AaD + CauB = l 
AaC + CauA = Q 
BaD + ІУиВ = 0 
the diagonal entries of А"С and BaD belong to 
{x - a(x)u | * € R} 
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(à) 
{с р)е 0 Ь-(Д) 
and 
ω 
(Α B y _ t f A B\ 
\ С D ) - t a i ' u V С D ) 
and the diagonal entries of AaC and BaD belong to {x — a(x)u \ χ € R} 
AaD + CauB = 1 
А
а
С+СаиА = Ъ 
BaD + DauB = 0 
DAa + C u - ^ " = 1 
DCa + Cu-lDa = 0 
BAa + Au-lBa = 0 
the diagonal entries of А" С and BaD belong to 
{x - a(x)u | χ e R} 
Proof. 
( a ) o (b): 
Immediate by writing out the condition in 1.13. 
(b)«- (c): 
From 
"C AaD-
"C B" 
( AaC AaD -1 \
 v
 „
β
 ,
 Y 
\в*с °D ) = x - X u f o r s o m e x-
it follows that 
' AaD - 1 = -{BaC)au = -CauB 
0 = AaC + (AaC)au = AaC + CauA 
the diagonal entries of AaC belong to {x — a(x)u \ χ 6 R} 
0 = BaD + (BaD)au = BaD + DauB 
the diagonal entries of BC'D belong to {¡ε — a(x)u | χ € Я} 
and vice versa. 
(c)«· (d): 
The identity AaD + CuB = 1 holds if and only if D" 1A + u-1BaC = 1. 
Combined with the other equations of statement (c) this reads 
{ I 0\ _ / Da~l u-lBa \( А В \ 
V 0 1 ) - \ Cau Aa ) \ C D ) 
=
 {**·" \C D )){c D J' 
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The rest is obvious. 
Immediate by writing out the equations 
(θ lj = ( c D ) {ta·" \ С D )) 
\ 0 1 J = \ t a · " V С D ) ) { С D J' 
1.16. The product preserving functors 
F:Q(R,a,u)-*V(RJ, 
H:r(ñ)-+Q(R,a,u) 
and 
Da:V(R) -» V(R) 
of deñnition 1.8 and 1.2 induce homomorphisms 
Η.-.Κ^^Κ&^,α,η) 
and 
í = ί
α
 : л ι it —• л ι л . 
Now F, is determined by 
F.([X]) = [X] for every X € GQ(Ä), 
Я , by 
Я.([Х]) = [ ( f ( j f î j - i ) ] i « every Χ € С Ц Д ) . 
tby 
t{[X\) = [Xa] for every X e GL{R). 
Note that ί is an involution since 
t>{[X\) = [X-] = [uXu-l] = [X\. 
1.17 Lemma. F, · Я , = 1 — t. 
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Proof. For every X e GL(iï) we have 
(X 0 λ _ /AXA4·)-1 ON (Xa 0 \ 
\,ο {xa)-x)-\ о і Д o (xarx)· 
But according to [19, §2] the class of 
(Xa 0 λ 
V o (*e)-V 
is trivial in K\{K). In view of the preceding this proves the assertion. · 
1.18 Definition. [24] A subgroup X of K\R is called involution invariant if 
ί(Λ') = X. For every involution invariant subgroup X of K\R define 
£
*<*°'"" = W 
1.19 Definition. 
• Let В(Д) denote the category with 
objects: (M, e) where M is a free right Д-module and e = [βχ,..., егт] is 
an equivalence class of bases of M ; two bases being equivalent when the 
base-change-matrix belongs to £(Д), i.e. it represents 0 € K\(IC)¡ 
morphisms: isomorphisms preserving classes, 
product: (Af, e) ± (JV, ƒ) := (Μ θ W, e/) where 
e = [βχ,... .cam], ƒ = [ Λ , · • •,/an] and e / = [βχ,.. . , β ^ , / χ , . . . , / 2 n ] . 
• Let .BQ(.R,a,u) denote the category with 
objects: (M, [0],e), 
where (M, [0]) 6 Obj Q{R, a, «) and (M, e) € Obj B(R), 
morphisms: isomorphisms preserving both structures, 
product: obvious. 
• Again there is a product-preserving functor Я»:В(Д) —» BQ(R,a,u) de­
fined by 
Ht{M, e) := (Μ Θ Μ«, [υ],«*) Я 6 ( Я := ƒ φ ( Г ) " 1 . 
Неге e* = [βχ,..., еЗ
т
] and υ is as before. 
1.20 Lemma. Нь is cofinal. 
Proof. Let (М, ,е) be an object of BQ(R, ot,u). Lemma 1.9 supplies a 
Q(R, a, ti)-Ì8omorphism 
ζ : (Μ, θ, e) J. (Af, -ff, e) -» Я 4 (М, e). 
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Let γ be the element ξ determines in Κι R. By choosing the class ƒ of bases of 
Μ φ M in such a way that 
ξ : (Μ θ Μ, θ J. -θ, f) -» Нь{М, e) 
represents —7 6 KiR, we obtain a BQ(R, a.uj-isomorphism 
Í J. ζ: (Μ, θ, e) ± (M, - Í , e) ± (Af φ Μ,θ - 0, ƒ) - . Яь(М φ M, ее). 
This proves the assertion. · 
1.21 Definition. Let (C, J.) be a category with product. The Grothendieck 
group KQC of С is defined as the abelian group given by the following presenta­
tion: 
generators: classes [A] of isomorphic objects A of C. We assume that these 
classes form a set. 
relations: [A] + [B] = [A ± B]. 
1.22. Lemma 1.20 implies that 
• each element of KoBQ(R, a, u) can be written in the form [A] — [B] where 
A € BQ(R, a, u) and В is hyperbolic. 
• the equality [A] - [B] = [A1] - [B1] holds in KQBQ{R, a, u) if and only if 
there exists a hyperbolic object С such that A ± B' ± С = A' ± В _L C. 
1.23 Definition. Define KoBQ(R,a,u) as the kernel of the rank-map 
rk:KoBQ(R,a,u)->Z 
induced by the map 
BQ{R,a,u)-+Z given by {Μ,θ, [βι,.. .,e2m]) 1- 2m. 
1.24 Definition. The map BQ(R,a,u) -» KiR determined by 
(Μ, Θ, e) Η-» [a 'matrix' of be with respect to e and e*] 
induces a homomorphism δ: KoBQ(R,a, u) —» K\R, called discriminant. 
1.25 Remark. 6; determines a matrix with respect to e and e* only up to 
elementary matrices. It is therefore legitimate to speak about the class of this 
'matrix' in KiR. 
1.26 Remark. Further we ought to mention the fact that 6 is a priori non-
trivial on hyperbolic objects: 
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given a hyperbolic object Нь(М,е) = (Μ φ Ma,[v],ee*) in BQ(R,a,u), the 
matrix Σ?,,, of υ actually (not only up to elementary matrices) takes the form 
• C Y ) Ejm = ( л Г* I (no matter what e looks like). 
Hence 6[
v
] has matrix t^m = ( τ Γ1 ) · The class of this matrix in Κι R is 
not necessarily trivial. 
1.27 Definition. [24, §3] Define a homomorphism r: K^R) -• KOBQiR, a, u) 
as follows : 
Suppose we are given an ζ 6 Ki(R). Choose (M, ,е) £ BQ(R,a,u) and 
7 € Aut(M) in such a way that the matrix determined by 7 represents χ in 
K^R). Define r([x]) := [(ЛМ.7(«)]-[ЛМ,е] where7(e) = [7(61),.. .,7(β*»)]. 
It is not hard to check that r is a well-defined homomorphism. 
1.28 Lemma. 6 · τ = 1 + 1 . 
Proof. Using the third observation of 1.3 we obtain 
δ. τ([Α)) = [AaBA] - [B] = [AaA] = ( 1 + t)([A]) for all A € ОЦЛ), 
where В is a 'matrix' of 6; and 0 is as in the construction of r . · 
1.29 Definition. For every involution invariant subgroup X oí K\R define 
L'iR
 a u\ - 6~^X) 
here 6:KoBQ(R,a,u) —* Ki(R) is the restriction of the discriminant. 
No ta t ion . Write L' instead of Li } and L^ instead of Le l ( ' for ε = 0,1. 
1.30. Let (R, a, u) be a ring with anti-structure and X an involution invariant 
subgroup of Ki(R). Every element I of LQ(R,a,u) can be written in the form 
[Μ,[φ],*]-№',№,*'], 
with rJb([Af, [φ], e]) = rk([M', ДО, e']) = 2m say. Let 
Τ([Μ,[Φ],']) «·Ρ· rítM'.M,«']) 
denote the matrix of φ resp. <£' with respect to a basis in the class e resp. e'. 
Since the quadratic modules (Μ, [φ]) and (Μ', [φ1]) are non-singular, it follows 
from definition 1.7 that these matrices belong to Af2m{R), where 
tfb{R) •= {г eMk(R)\r + rau e сь»(д)}. 
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We associate to I the difference 
[Т([М,[ф},е))]-тМ\[ф'},е'})} 
of classes with respect to the following relations: 
о For all Γι,Γί G Mm.iÄ) a n d г 2. г ' 2 e ЛГгтЛЯ), 
[Τι] - [ГЦ + [Га] - [Г'
а
] = [ГІ ± Г
а
] - [Гі ± ГУ. 
where ± is determined by 
( А О В 0\ О Л ' О В ' | C O D O ) ' 
О С' О D ' / 
This follows from the definition of the product in BQ(R, a,u). 
о For all Ξ e М2
г а
(Д) 
[Γ] = [Γ + Ξ - Ξ " ι * ] . 
This is clear in view of definition 1.7 and the observations of 1.3. 
о For all Δ G GL2m(iì) with [Δ] e Χ 
[Γ] = [Δ α ΓΔ]. 
This is a consequence of definition 1.8 and the observations of 1.3. 
Conversely, for all Γ, Γ' e J^3m(R) we associate to [Γ] - [Γ] the element 
[Я**,[Ф],«]- [я'-МП«*] e Lf{R,
a
,u). 
Here et denotes the standard basis of R2m and φ resp. ^' is the homomorphism 
which has matrix Γ resp. Γ' with respect to this standard basis. 
Thus we have established a bijective correspondence between elements of 
LQ(R,a,u) and differences of classes of elements of J^2m(R) under the given 
relations. Regarding the first item of 1.22 we may thus write every element of 
L$(R, a, u) as a difference [Γ] - [Егт], with Γ e J^2m(R)-
Finally, we interpret the second item of 1.22 as follows. For all Γ € J^2m(R) 
and Γ' G Àfim'iR), 
[Γ] - pam] = [ Π - [E2 m,] in L*(R,a, u) 
if and only if there exist η G Ν, Ξ G AÍ2(n+ro+m') and Δ G G L 2 ( „ + m + m ' ) such 
that 
Г ± Е 2 ( п + т , ) = А
в ( Г ' ± 2 з (
п + г о ) ) А + = - Н а и and [Δ] G Χ. 
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We conclude this section by stating some definitions and facts from algebraic 
K- and ¿-theory needed in the sequel. 
1.31 Theorem. [24, Theorem 3] Given an abelian group A and an involution 
t: A —* A the Tate-cohomology groups Hn(A;t) are defined by 
g n M . f ) - K e r ( l - ( - i r t ) 
H
 ^ - Im(l + ( - lW) l  l)"t  -
Suppose X\ С X2 лте involution invariant subgroups of Ki(R), then there exists 
an exact sequence 
H^Ab/Xi)-!* L*4R,a,u) —+ L*>(R,a,u) M H^Xa/Xi) 
î 1 
Lf'(R,a,v) L^(R,a,-u) î i 
L*4R,a,u) L*>(R,a,-u) 
H0(X2/Xi) ,—Lp{R,c,,-u)~-Lp{R,a,-u)<— Я 1 ^ / ^ ) 
Here f resp. 6 is induced by τ resp. 6. 
1.32 Theorem. [26] Merita invariance. 
If(R,a,u) is a ring with antt-structure and the matrix nng M
n
(R) is equipped 
with the conjugate transpose anti-structure, then L*(M
n
(R),a,uI
n
) is isomor­
phic to L*t(R,a,u). 
1.33 Theorem. [26] Scaling 
If (R,a,u) is a nng with anti-structure and ν is a unit m R, then L*(R,a,u) 
is isomorphic to Ll(R,a',u'), where ot'(r) := t»a(r)v-1 and u' := va(i>-1)u. 
1.34 Theorem. [27, Lemma 5] Suppose I is a two-sided ideal of R such that 
R is complete m the I-adic topology. If a(I) = I, then R/I can be equipped 
with an anti-structure m an obvious way and the projection R —» R/I induces 
an isomorphism L*(Д) —* L^R/I). 
1.35 Definition. [19] Denote by e, ;(a) E En(R) the elementary matrix having 
the element α € R at the (t,j)-entry. 
For η > 3 let St
n
(iZ) be the group with the following presentation 
generators: one generator ж,,(a) for every β
υ
(α) G En(R) 
relations: 
ζ»;(α)χ,,(&) = ;гу(а + 6) 
r / •ν /IM ƒ ! i* * Φ '. J'Φ * 
[»*(«).·«(*)] = (
 ХА
аЬ)ііГ=к,іфІ. 
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The Steinberg group of R denoted by St(R) is by definition the direct limit 
limStn(iï), 
where the limit is taken with respect to the embeddings StT,(Ä) <—• Stn+1(.R) 
coming from the embeddings En(R) *-» En+i(R) of definition 1.10. Since the 
relations for the Xij in St n (ü) also hold for the e¿;' in En(R), there is a natural 
homomorphism ifr.S^R) —» En(R), taking generators Xij{a) to £>;(α), which 
in the limit gives rise to a homomorphism E(R) —* St(i2). The kernel of this 
last homomorphism is by definition the ¿f-group іСгД· 
1.36 Lemma. [19, theorem 5.1] K2R is the center of the Steinberg group. 
1.37 Definition. Denote by GL2oo(iï) the direct limit of the groups GL2„(Ä) 
with respect to the embeddings 
GL2n(Ä) ^ GL2(n+1)(Ä) defined by ( A B\ CD)" 
/A 0 В 0 
0 1 0 0 
C O D O 
\ 0 0 0 1 
Similarly one defines E^oaiR) and correspondingly St2oo(A). 
1.38. [9, corollary 1.7] The anti-involutions t
aiU on the Gli2n(R) give rise to 
anti-involutions on the E^
n
(R) which in turn lift to anti-involutions of St2n(Ä). 
See definition 1.14 for formulas. These provide for the following commutative 
diagram with exact rows and vertical arrows (anti)-involutions: 
0 — • K2(R) — • StiooiR) — • GLjooCR) —• K^R) —»0 
J«. j t . . . J« . . . | « . 
0—» K2{R) —» St2oo(Ä) —» GLiooiR) —» Ki{R) — 0 
1.39 Definition. Following [9] one can construct a homomorphism 
as follows: 
Let 
l = [r]-[E,m)eL'0(R) 
and X = Г + Vu. Then 
U£XeE{R) and Xau = X. 
Hence 
**Av£x) = **AX) V-Í^m) = u^x'VbnUbn = u¿xau = u£x. 
Now choose a lift 7 e St{R) of U^X and define 
G(l):=[rlta.u7}eHl(K2(R);t). 
It's not hard to check that G is a well-defined homomorphism. 
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2 The Arf invariant. 
In this section we defíne the main object of study in this thesis: the Arf-groups. 
Suppose we are given a ring with anti-structure (R, a, u) and an involution 
invariant subgroup X of Ki(R). We will analyse the subgroup of LQ(R, a,u) 
consisting of all differences of classes of forms whose underlying bilinear form is 
standard. 
2.1 Definition. Recall the considerations of 1.30 and define Arf (Л, а, и) as 
the subgroup of LQ(R, a, u) generated by all elements 
where А, В G Л
т
( Я ) := {Χ € Mm{R) \ Χ + Xati = 0}. 
Note that 
(ί 's) - (2 'ö) 
both belong to A^2m(Ä)· 
Further we define Tm(R) := {X - Xau \ X € Mm(R)}. 
2.2 Lemma. All elements (A, B) of Arf (R, a, u) can be written in the form: 
m 
(Α,Β) = Σ{Α
η
,Β
η
). 
«=ι 
Proof. Recall 1.30. Since A + Aau = B + Bau = 0 we find 
<^> = [(» 's)]-[(» ir)] 
• Sift ¿)]-[(i Ol 
m 
= Σ(Α„,Β„) »=ι 
2.3 Proposition. 
Suppose we are given А, В G A
m
(R) and A', B' € Л
т
<(Я). Then 
(A,B) = (A',B') »n Апх№,а,и), 
if and only if there exist 
n 6 N ana ( * ^çGL,{n+m+ml){R) with [ ^ τ ) ] € * · 
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such that 
A' = XaAX + XaZ + ZaBZ (mod Γ
η + τ η + 7 η. (Я)), 
В' = YaAY + YaT + ΤαΒΤ (modr n + m + m ' (Ä)) and 
(χ γ\_(χ γγ1 
ta
-
u\z τ)-\ζ τ) 
Неге Α, Β, Α', Β' are considered to be elements of Mn+m+m'(R), by the embed-
dings Mt(R) '-» М|.+і(Л) defined by 
(C) (?!) 
Proof. Regarding the final assertion of 1.30 it suffices to make the following 
statements. Define к := η + τη + m'. 
(î ϊ)"(ί 5 ) ( ï ï )—»·-»(о è) 
(mod Г2к(Л)) precisely when the difference 
ƒ Л"аі4А" + XaΖ + ZaBZ XaAY + XaT + ZaBT \ _ f A' Ik \ 
\ YaAX + YaZ + TaBT YaAY + YaT + TaBT J \ 0 B' J 
belongs to Г24(Л). From the fact that the matrices Α, Β, A', B' in this expression 
belong to A.3k(R) we deduce: 
{ X T + Z
a
uY = 1 
XaZ+ZauX = 0 
γα
Τ + Г а и у _ 0 
This is equivalent to 
(*«•»( Ζ Τ )){ Ζ Τ ) = 
We will give a presentation for the groups Arf*(Я, α, u) in the next theorem. 
Although our definition of the Arf- and ¿-groups is a priori quite different 
from the one in [5], the presentation is nearly the same. We refer to [1] for a 
comparison of the various ¿-groups. Moreover this presentation is not quite the 
same as the one in [5], because our u is not necessarily central in Д. At least 
not yet. 
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2.4 T h e o r e m . Compare [5]. 
J4S абе/tan group Arfx(R,a,u) has the following presentation: 
generators: (a,b) where a, 6 e A-i(R) 
relations: 1) (a,6i + 62) = (0,61) + (0,62) for all 0,61,62 € Лі(Я) 
2) (ai + 02,6) = (oi,6) + (03,6) / о г а « а і , 0 2 , 6 е Л і ( Л ) 
3) (0,6) = (6, nat i" 1 ) /or a« a, 6 € Ai(Д) 
4) (о, 6) = O / o r a H a e A i O R ) , 6 € Г^Я) 
5) (о, а(х)6і) = ( и о а - 1 ^ ) , 6) for all a, 6 G Лі(Я), χ G Л 
6) (а,6) = (о 16аа- 1(Ь)). /or а» а, 6 G Αι(Д) 
V ЕГ=і((*в-Ю...ОгвП.) = 0 . / ( J y)GGL2„(iî), 
Proof. Arf^íiZ.a,«) is geneiated by the (0,6) because of lemma 2.2. To 
prove the relations, we will now exploit proposition 2.3. 
Let il, В G Amin). 
Choosing 
(Χ Υ\ _ (І
т
 и-^ВЛ 
\ζ τ ) - \ ο І
т
 ) 
in proposition 2.3 yields 
{Α,Β) = {А^и-івуАи^В + ^ В у + В) 
= (А,ВаиАч-1В + Ваи + В) 
= (A,BABa~l). 
Taking m = 1 this proves 6. 
Choosing 
(îïMîri) 
in proposition 2.3 yields 
{A, B) = {A + A + AaBA, B) = (AaBA, B). 
As a consequence (a, 0) = (0,a) = 0 for all a G Ai(iZ), which proves 4-
Let A', B', C', D1 G Л
т
( Л ) and X' E M
m
(R). 
Choosing 
and 
U rj- L· 0 0 
0 
0 
I
m 
0 
0 
0 
-u-W 
Im 
0 
Χ' 
0 
0 
Im 
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in proposition 2.3 yields 
((o c'Mo ν)) 
f f A' O W 0 -uX'\ f A' 0\f 0 X ' V 
~ \\0 CJ'^X'" о Д о C'){-u-lX"" 0 ) + 
\X'a "θ ) + \0 D1)) 
f f Α' Ολ (uX,C,u-1X,a 0 ^j./'B' 0 \\ 
~ \\<i C'J'y 0 jr'eA'JrV + V0 D'J) 
Hence 
(Л', B') + (С, Я) = (A', B' + uX'C'u-ìX'") + (С, Χ'" A'Χ' + £»')• (1) 
First choose С' = и-1 В'и, D' = 0 and Χ' = 1 to obtain 
(Л'1В') = ( и - 1 В Ч ^ ) . 
which proves 5. 
Then choose A' = ІУ and X' — 1 to obtain 
(A', B') + ( С , Л') = (Л', В' + « C u " 1 ) 
which by 5 is equivalent to 
(Л\ В') + μ ' , « С и " 1 ) = (Л', В' + uC'u-1). 
This proves 1. 
Note that 2 follows from and 1 and 3. 
In order to verify 5 we use 7, 2, 3 and V to see that equation 1 comes down to 
(¿' .uA-'Cu-1*'") = (С7\Л-/вЛ'Х')· 
But since ( ¿ ' . u X ' C u - 1 * ' 0 ) = (X'C'X"""'.^), this proves 5. 
I' χ γ\ 
Note that all choices for I „ „ J we have made so far satisfy the conditions 
of proposition 2.3. 
ÍX Y\ Finally suppose I „ _ I agrees with the conditions of 7. To prove the theorem 
it suffices to show that 
(Xa AX + XaZ + Z'BZ, YaAY + YaT + TaBT) = (A, B) + (Xa Z, YaT) 
modulo the relations 1 to 6. This is accomplished by using the relations for 
Χ,Υ.Ζ and Τ listed in proposition 1.15. We equate 
{Xa AX, YaAY) = {ΥΧΆΧΥβ"', A) = (ΧΥα~1, A) 
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and in the same fashion 
(ZaBZ, TaBT) = (ZT"'1, B). 
Further 
{Xa AX, YaT) + {Xa Z, YaAY) 
= (Α,ΧαΎαΤΧα) + (ΥΧαΖΥα~1 ,A) 
= {χι-1ΧαΎαΤΧαν,Α) + (ΥΧαΖΥα~1 ,A) 
= (ΧΥ·~\Α) 
and analogously 
(ZaBZ, YaT) + (Xa Z, TaBT) = {ZTa~\ B). 
Finally we have 
(Xa AX, TaBT) + (ZaBZ, YaAY) 
= (A, Xa3TaBTXa) + {YZaBZYa~l, A) 
= {A, Xa*TaBTXa) + (il, υΥΖαΒΖΥα~\-ί) 
= (A, Xa3TaBTXa) + {A, (1 - Xa3Ta)B(l - TXa)) 
= (A,B). 
This completes the proof. 
2.5 Theorem. There is a well-defined homomorphism, called Arf invariant 
ω: Aifx{R, a, u) — R/K{R), 
defined by 
(A,B)~[Tr(AaB)}. 
Here K(R) denotes the additive subgroup of R generated by 
{z + x*,y + a(y)\z,yeR} 
Observe that xy — yx, 2x € K(R) for all x, y G R. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of [5, theorem 2]. 
2.6 Definition. For every group G we define 
L'-*(G):=LS'*ft [ΟΙ,ο,Ι) 
and correspondingly 
Arf*'fc(C?):= ΑιΓ·Ηφ3[0\, a, 1), 
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where a is determined by a(g) := g 1 for all g £ G. Further we define 
K(G) := 
«№>[<?])' 
2.7 Remark. See also [5]. From the presentation of theorem 2.4 we deduce 
that Arf'^G) is generated by all (g, h) with g, h £ -¡.G := {χ G G \ x2 = 1} and 
that the following relations hold: 
(9, h) = (h, g) 
(g,h.) = (xgx^.xhx'1) forali xeG 
(g,h) = (g,hgh). 
The value group K(G) of the Arf invariant Arf''fc(G) —• K(G), is in fact the 
n^-vectorepace generated by the quotient set Ct(G) := G/ ~, where ~ denotes 
the equivalence relation on G generated by g ~ g-1, g ~ hgh'1 and g ~ g2. 
2.8 Theorem. The Arf invariant Arf''h(G) —» K(G) is mjechve whenever G 
is a fintie group. 
Proof. We refer to [5] for the proof. · 
We will revert to these theorems later on. 
2.9 Lemma. Let a, b and с be elements of order two in a group G and assume 
that с commutes with α and 6. Then the relation 
(a, 6c) = (0,6) 
holde in Arf' fc(G). 
Proof, (a, oc) = (a, bcabc) = (a, bob) = (a, b). · 
Example. Let G be the group with presentation 
(X,S\X13 = S2 = 1, SXS = Xs). 
So G is a semidirect product of the group of order 2 and the cyclic group of 
order 12. 
2.10 Proposition. The elements (1,1), {X2S, S) form a basis for Arf''h(G). 
Proof. A little computation yields Ct(G) = {[1], [X]}. The Arf invariant is 
injective and maps (1,1) to [1] and (X2S, S) to [X2] = [X], hence the assertion 
is true. · 
The following example is meant to illustrate how tricky manipulations with 
the relatione in Arf'' (G) can be. 
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Example. Let G be the group with presentation 
G : = ( X > y , 5 | 5 2 = (Jf5)2 = y 1 2 = l, SYS = Y5, XY = YX). 
This group fits into the short exact sequence 
1 — > С x Си —• G —• Ca —• 1, 
where C2 has generator S, C12 has generator У and С is the infinite cyclic group 
generated by X. Actually С is a semidirect product of C2 and С χ Си· We 
show that the elements ( S . S J ^ y 2 ) and ( 5 Х , 5 Х 3 У 2 ) of Arf'^G) coincide. 
The Arf invariant ш maps both elements to the class of Х 2 У 2 in K(G). We 
equate 
( 5
І
5 Х 2 У 2 ) = (StSXAY*) 
= ( 5 1 5 Х 2 У в ) 
= (SySXYA) 
= (SXY3SSXY3,SXY,SXY4SXY2) 
= {SX2Y*,SX) 
= {SX,SX2Y*) 
= (SX,SX3Y*) 
= (SX,SX*YA) 
= (SXtSX3Y3). 
Since the Arf invariant maps both (S, SY2) and (SX, SXY3) to the class of У 2 
in K(G), one might conjecture that these elements are equal too, but this is 
false. 
Example. Let G be the group with presentation 
G := (У, 5 I S 2 = (УS) 4 = (У 2 5) 2 = 1). 
This group is actually an extension of the infinite cyclic group by the dihedral 
group Ö4: 
1 — ν С —• G —• ¿λ, — » 1 
S·-— σ 
Υ—* στ 
Here С is the infinite cyclic group generated by У 2 and D4 is the dihedral group 
with presentation 
£>4 = <σ,τ|σ2 = ( σ τ ) 2 = τ 4 = 1). 
2.11 Proposition. The set 
{ ( 1 , 1 ) } и { ( У « + 2 5 , 5 ) | » > 0 } 
constitutes a basis for Arf',fc(G). 
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Proof. The elements of order 2 in G are Y 2 ,5, (YS)2 and Y2»5(Y5)2. Note 
that (YS)2 is central in G So we may use lemma 2.9 to see that Arf1' (G) is 
generated by elements of the form (Y2 ,5, Y3]S). The identities 
{Υ*3,Υ*3) 
(Y^S.Y'S) 
(Y^S.S) 
{Y7tS,S) 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
{Y-2kY:itSY2k,Y~7kY73SY2k) 
(уа-4*5
і
уЯі-«5)
і 
(Y2 ,5 )Y25(Y5)2) 
( Υ ^ , Υ ί Υ " 1 ) 
(Y2-1SY )5) 
(Y2»-25(5Y)2,5) 
(y'-'s.s), 
(Y2,S5Y2*5,5) 
<r*s,s), 
(SY2tSS,S) 
(Y-2 ,5,S) 
show that {(1,1)} U {(Y 4 * + 2 S 1 S) 11 > 0} is a set of generators for Arf'^G). 
We use the Arf invariant АгГ''л(0) —• .ff (G) to prove that these elements are 
independent. It is easy to verify that 
a(G) = {[i]}u{[Ya»+1]|i>o} 
by writing down all generating relations in Ct(G). 
The Arf invariant maps (1,1) to [1] and (Y 4*+ 2S,S) to [Y4*+2] = [ Y 2 ^ 1 ] . This 
proves the assertion. · 
Example. Let G be the group with presentation 
G := {X, Y,S\S7 = (XS)2 = {YS)4 = (Y 2 5) a = 1, XY = YX). 
This group is actually an extension of the free abelian group A of rank 2 by the 
dihedral group Dt·. 
1 — A — G - = - D4 —*1 
where »(5) := σ, *{Χ) := 1, x(Y) := στ and A is generated by X and Y2. 
2.12 Proposition. Arf',fc(G) и generated by 
{(1,1)} U {(X3,+lY3>S,S)\i>0} 
U {(X3tY*i+3S,S)\j>0} 
U {(Χ**1 Y*'+3S, XS) | j > 0} . 
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Proof. The elements of order 2 in G are ΧΎ3>5, (YS)2 and ΧΎ2'5(Υ5)3. 
Note that {YS)2 is centred in G again. So Arf' (G) is generated by elements of 
the form (ΧΎ2'S,XkY2lS). We may assume that *, I e {0,1} by the identity 
(X%Y2}S,XkY2lS) = (Х-2ту2,-4п 5 і А -Ь-2ту2І-4п^ 
We may even assume that ¡ = 0 by the relation 
(A' 'y 2 i 5 > X*y 2 5) = (XtY2}S,XhY2S(YS)2) 
= (χΎ^ε,χ'Ύεγ-1) 
= (XtY23-1SY,XkS) 
= {XtY2l-1{SY)3,XkS) 
= {Х^2'-25,ХкЗ). 
When к = 0 we may assume that ι or j is odd: 
(X*Y4JS,S) = {ΧΎ2ι53ΧΎ238,5) 
= {FY2'S, S) 
In this situation we may assume that one odd exponent is positive: 
(ΧΎ2>3,3) = {3ΧΎ2333,3) 
= {χ-Ύ-2>3,3) 
When ib = 1 we may assume that i and j are odd: 
(X2tY23S,XS) = {Y2>S,X-2t+1S) 
= (X^-WS.S) 
(X2t+1Y*>S,XS) = (X,+1Y2>SXSXt+1Y2>S,XS) 
= (XX+1Y7'S,XS) 
And finally, we may assume that j is positive: 
(X'Y 2 j S,XS) = (XSXtY2iSXS,XS) 
= {x-t+2Y-2>s,xs) 
This proves the proposition. · 
E x a m p l e . Let G be the group with presentation 
G := {Χ,Y,Z\X2=Y2 = Z2 = {ΧΥ)3 = {YZf = (XZ)3 = 1). 
This group is known as the affine Weyl group Aj. 
Define U := XYZY, V - YXZX and W := ZXYX Then UVW = 1 and U, 
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V and W commute. The subgroup Η of G generated by U, V and W is normal 
since, 
XUX = u-1 XVX = w - 1 
YUY - W - 1 YVY = v-1 
zuz^v-1 zwz = w-1. 
Further G/H Ξ 5з = (χ,у | ж2 = у2 = (ху)3 = 1). These groups fit into the 
short exact sequence 
1 —» Я — G J=» 5 3 — 1, 
which splits by a(x) := X and a(y) := Y. Thus G is actually a semidirect 
product of S3 and H. 
2.13 Propos i t ion. The elements 
(1,1), (Х.У), (7 ,2) , {Χ,Ζ) and {Хи\Х) i>0 odd 
form a basis for Arf' (G). 
Proof. We merely sketch the proof. 
The elements of order two in G are XU*, YV* and XYX WV So in Arf 1 · ' 1 ^) 
one has the following types of elements. 
1. (χυ\χυ>) 
2. (Χυ\Υν>) 
3. (XlP.XYXW*) 
4. (YV'.YV') 
5. (YV .^JfYA-Vri) 
6. (XYXW'.XYXW') 
We prove that all of these elements are actually of the desired type by using the 
relations 
XIP = У*ХУ-* = VTjrw-*, 
у v* = i7*Ycr* = ντγ\ν-\ 
XYXYViXYX = XU-i. 
1. Conjugation by W-i yields (XU^.XW) = ( X l f ' - ^ X ) . 
And further 
{XU*, X) = (Jfl^JfXi^.A·) = {XU*,X), 
(ΧΙΡ,Χ) = {χχυ'χ,χ) = {χυ-\χ). 
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2. Conjugation by IT"» yields (ЛГУ.У ' ) = (XU,+2> ,Y). But because 
{χυτ,γ) = (t^-^x^w-^.^-^yw- 1 ^) = (Jf^*+3,y), 
only the elements 
(x.Y), 
(XU, Y) = (YZY, Y) = (У, Z) and 
{XU-^Y) = (ΧΥΖΥΧ,Υ) = ( ^ У Х У Х У ) = (Χ, Ζ) remain. 
3. Conjugation by X yields (XU*,XYXW') = (XU^.YV-'). 
4. Conjugation by XYX yields (YJT.YW) = {XU-\XU^). 
5. Conjugation by У yields (YÌT.XYXW) = (YV-\XU->). 
6. Conjugation by X yields (XYXW\XYXW>) = (У ^ . У - ' ) . 
We give a list of generating relations in Ci(G). 
• XC '^V^ ~ Л" ' ~ ^ F 2 ' ~ U>V-> 
• УЕГ ' ~ УСГ» ~ U^V* ~ І7* -* 
• χγχυ*ν> ~ y^-»v» ~ υ*-}ν3-% 
• ΥΧυ*ν> ~ΧΥυ]-Ύ3 
• XYWV' ~ X y ^ ' + ^ í " 1 ~ ХУ[Г*+1 ^ + 2 
The Arf invariant maps 
f (1,1) to [1] 
(X, У) to [ХУ] 
(JT, Ζ) to [XS] = [ХУ^] 
(У, Ζ) to [У^] = [XYU-1] 
(XU*,X) to [Í7*] t is positive and odd. 
From the list of relations we see that these images aie independent, which pioves 
the proposition · 
We will review some of these examples in chaptei IV. 
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Chapter II 
New Invariants for L-groups. 
1 Extension of the anti-structure to the ring of formal 
power series. 
To construct new invariants we start by extending a given anti-structure on a 
ring R to the ring of formal power series І2[[Т]], in a highly non-trivial manner. 
The fact that the projection iZ[[T]] —» R induces an isomorphism of the associ­
ated ¿-groups, enables us to build new invariants. 
1.1 Definition. Suppose we are given a ring with antistructure (R,a,u). 
For every η 6 N U {oo} we define 
о ._ / Я р 1 ] / ( Г П + 1 ) . the truncated polynomial ring, if η 6 N 
\ Λ[[Γ]], the ring of formal power series, if η = oo, 
I
n
 := TRn, the two-sided ideal of Rn generated by the class of T, 
щ, := u( l + T). 
Note that the class of Τ in Rn is also denoted by T. Now we extend the anti-
structure on R to an anti-structure on Rn by the formula 
1.2 Lemma. For every η G N U {oo} 
1. (Rn,a,Un) is a ring with antistructure. 
2. In is an involution invariant two-sided ideal of Rn, i.e. a ( J
n
) = J
n
. 
3. Rn is complete in the J
n
-adic topology. 
4. The projection Rn —* R splits and α respects this splitting. 
Proof. The proof is trivial and therefore omitted. · 
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2 Construction of the invariants ω{' and 0*2· 
2.1. In algebraic if-theory on has functors 
if,: category of ideáis —» category of abeiian groups 
for every t G N. The category of ideals is the category with 
objects: pairs (Л, /) consisting of a ring R and a two-sided ideal I oí R 
morphisms: ƒ:(Λ,I) —• (5, J ) are the ringhomomorphisms f:R—* S satisfying 
m ç '· 
The groups ^«(Α) := ^ « ( # , Д) are the ones we already came across in the first 
chapter. For every pair (R, I) there exists a long exact sequence 
• · • -» Kl+1(R/I) - Я.(Д, ƒ) - Я, (Л) - Kt (R/I) 
2.2. Let (i2,a,u) be a ring with anti-structure and (Än.a.Un) the associated 
extension. Since the projection Дп —+ Л splits, we have 
K
x
(R
n
)^Kl(R)®Kt(Rn,In) 
by the functoriality of the Kt. The involutions ta on ^ ( Д п ) and K^Rn) 
induced by a respect this splitting. Consequently, the Tate cohomology groups 
split accordingly: 
H^iK^Rn)) Si Я 0 ' 1 ( В Д ) ) Я 0 - 1 ^ . ^ , I
n
) ) . 
2.3 T h e o r e m . ГЛе following periodic sequence is exact. 
H1(K1(Rn,In))-^Li(Rn,-,un)— Ц(Я,-,и) ^IH^K^R»,!*)) 
Τ i 
L[(R,-,u) Ι Ϊ ( Α » , - , - « η ) 
î i 
Τ 1 
HOiK^Rn.InV^-LKRr.-^'—Li^rr-Uni^-H^IdiRn.In)) 
Here f is induced by the homomorphtsm τ of definition 1.27 ana wj is induced 
by the discriminant homomorphtsm. 
Proof. From theorem 1.31 of chapter I we obtain the following commutative 
diagram with exact rows (c = 0,1) 
¿ і - , (Яп) - Я ^ Ч а д - £?Г , ( Л , , , І т )(Я») ^L^Rr,)^ H'iKiR) 
1 II i 1 11 
LÎ_t(R) - ^ - ' ( А і Д ) - . L'(R) - » £ ? ( Д ) - Я ' ^ Д ) 
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Theorem 1.34 of chapter I implies that L^Rn) —+ L^(i?) is an isomorphism. 
Consequently L
e
 1V
 "'
 n \ R n ) is isomorphic to L't (Л) by applying the five lemma 
to the diagram above. When we insert this in the sequence of theorem 1.31 of 
chapter I applied to the ring Rn with X\ = 0 and Лг = Ki(R
n
,In), we obtain 
the desired periodic exact sequence. · 
2.4 Definition. Define 
as the composition of homomorphisms 
where Í is induced by the discriminant homomorphism 6. Notice that ω} factors 
through ω ι. 
Define d as the composition of homomorphisms 
H^KiiRn.in)) ^ ¿S(Än.~.«n) - ^ я ^ ^ Д п . і п ) ) , 
where G denotes the homomorphism of definition 1.39 of the first chapter. 
2.5 Lemma. The map d can explicitly be given by 
<*([*]) = b-lt.,ui[, for all Χ e GL(R), 
where 7 € St(fl) is a lift of (t^X)X € E(R). 
Proof. Immediate by the definitions of G and r . · 
2.6 Theorem. The homomorphism G induces a homomorphism 
fa;a:Ker(fa>;) -» Coker(d). 
Proof. This is clear now in view of the exact sequence of theorem 2.3 and 
definition 2.4. · 
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3 Recognition of ω^. 
We now proceed to analyse u>*. It will turn out that ω J1 is strongly related to 
the Arf invariant of the first chapter. 
3.1 Proposition. Let (R, a, u) be a nng with anti-structure. For all (o, 6) G 
Anh(R,a,u) 
«*((.,*)) = [l + ^f\ G ¡PWIU,!*)) 
Proof. We may take 
[(! 0] - [ ( ï i)] "»(*··«·-> 
as a lift of (a, b) G Arf k(R, a, u) С L%(R, a, u). 
-Í«-·» - [(i ¡ M t ' «))«+*>] 
-[(ι j ) + ( ; s)"<i+r»] 
Ό(α)«Γ 1 \( 0 IN"1] 
и(1+Г) a(b)uT)\u{l + T) θ) J 
[\a(b)uT 1 J\ 
= [A = ^ W ι *&)( ι ONI 
•[(• 
1 + 
1 + Γ 
1 + Γ 
For the time being we will assume that R is commutative and write instead 
of a. 
3.2 Lemma. 
q.H
0(Rr)^H0(Rr) 
defined by 
[ z ] ~ [x2] 
is a homomorphism. 
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Proof, q is well-defined: 
• x
2
 = x
2
 for all χ £ R, satisfying χ = x. 
• (x + x) 2 = x 2 + xx + xx + x 2 = (x 2 + xx) + (x 2 + xx), for all χ G Д. 
q is a homomorphism, since for all x, y £ R satisfying χ = x, y = y 
«([* + »]) = [(* + у)2] 
= [x2 +ху + ух + у2] 
= [χ2 + ху + ху + у2] 
= [*2 + у2] 
= Í ( M ) + Í([V])· 
3.3 Definition. Define С7(Л) := Сокег(1 + q). 
3.4 Propos i t ion . If η is even {φ 0) or η = oo, then 
X-.H^K^RnJn);^) -^ C(R) 
defined below is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We denote by 1 + J
n
 the multiplicative group of units in Rn, which are 
congruent to 1 modulo I „ . According to [4, theorem 3.2] the homomorphism 
(1 +ln) —* Ki(Rn,l„) determined by the composition 
(1 + І
п
) С (RnY = GL1{Rn) -» ΑΊ(Αη,ϊ„) 
is an isomorphism. Since this isomorphism respects the involutions we may and 
will identify tf^íTiíAn.IOit^and Я 0 ( 1 + 1 « ; - ) . 
Define Ζ := {f £ 1 +I
n
 \ f = f} und В := {gg \ g £ 1 + ! „ } . 
If 
/ = 1 + αΓ + 6Γ 2 (mod Г 3 ) 
for certain α, b £ R, then 
7 = 1 - а Т + (о-|-Ь)Г2 (mod Τ3) 
and 
/ 7 = 1 + ( а - а ) Г + ( а - а а + Ь + о)Г2 (mod Г3). 
So f £ Ζ implies о = 6 — 6. It is easy to verify that the map Ζ —» C(R) defined 
by ƒ ·-» [66] vanishes on В and induces a homomorphism 
λ: Я
0 ( 1 + ! „ ; - ) - . C(Ä). 
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Define 
μ:Ο(Κ)^Η0(1+Ι
η
;-) 
by 
[ ζ ] ~ [ 1 - Μ Τ 2 / ( 1 + Γ)]. 
First note that 1 + zT2/(l + T) G Ζ. We will prove that μ is well-defined. If 
[z] = 0 in C(R), there exist x, y G R with y = y, such that z = x + x + y + y*. 
Define 
ƒ := 1 + a T 7 ( l + T) and
 ff := 1 + yT - ( ι + у)Г2, 
then 
gg = l - ( a ! + ï + y + y 2 )r 2 and M = l (mod Г3). 
So we may assume ƒ = 1 (mod T3). 
We assert that [h] = 1 for all ft G Ζ satisfying A = 1 (mod T3). 
By induction we assume /fe > 0 and 
ft = 1 + αΓ 2 * + 1 + 6 T " + 2 (mod T2*+ 3), 
for certain а, Ь G І2· Now 
Λ = 1 - ЯГ2''*1 + ((2* + l )ö + 6 ) r 2 t + 2 (mod Г 2 І + 3 ) . 
So ft G Ζ implies (2Jb + l)a = 5 — 6 and а = —а. 
Defining 
g := 1 + (6 + Jfea)r"+1 - (к + 1)ЬТ2к+2, 
yields 
gg = l-|-((Jba-|-6)-(Jbä-|-6))T2*+1 + 
((2Jb + l)(JfcS + b) - (k + 1)(6 + 6 ) ) Г " + 2 
= 1 - οΓ 2 * + 1 - 6Г 2*+ 2 (modT 2 f c + 3 ) 
and 
Л ^ = 1 ( m o d r " + 3 ) . 
By induction we find [ft] = 1. 
Thus μ is well-defined. Finally we prove that μ = Λ - 1: 
For all [z] G C{R), 
Χμ([ζ)) = λ(1 + *Γ2/(1 + Τ)) = [ζζ] = [ζ2] = [*]. 
For all ƒ := 1 + αΤ + ЬТ3 + · · · G Ζ, 
μλ([/]) = Μ["])=[ι + ΜΓ2/(ΐ + τ ) ] , 
But since 
Γ
ι{1 + 66Г2/(1 + Т))(1 + ОТ)(1 + ОГ) = 1 (mod Г 3) 
we may apply the same argument as before to see that /¿Л([Л) = [ƒ]· * 
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3.5 Theorem. The composition of homomorphisms 
ATÌh(R,-,u) С Li(R,-u) - ^ Я 0(А- 1(ДПДП)) -±> C(R) — . R/K(R), 
IS just the Arf invariant Arf (R,~, u) —* R/K(R) defined m section 2 of the first 
chapter. Here C(R) —» R/K(R) IS induced by inclusion. 
Proof. In view of proposition 3.1 we have 
Α«?((α,*)) = A Q I + ^ J ) 
= И· 
The rest is clear. · 
From now on Л is not necessarily commutative. Let (R, ~, u) be a ring with 
anti-structure. We wish to prove that the Arf invariant 
Anh{R,-,v.)->R/K(R), 
we dealt with in section 2 of chapter I, factors through the invariant 
«?: АгГ*(Л,-,«) —* Я 0 (* і (Я
а
, І2 ) ) . 
Here follows an attempt to uncover the connection between 
R/K(R) 
and the Tate cohomology group 
Я
0 (* і (Я
а
, Іа ) ) , 
in the non-commutative case. Let us fix the following notations. 
• A is the truncated polynomial ring Яг. 
• J is the two-sided ideal of A generated by T, 
• ~: A —* A is the extension of — on R to A determined by 
i.e. о + ЬТ + cT2 = ä - ЬТ + (ϊ + с)Т2. 
•1+2 denotes the multiplicative group of units in A which are congruent 
to 1 modulo J. 
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• We write W = W(A, J) for the subgroup of 1 + Γ generated by the set 
{(1 + ox)(l + χ α ) - 1 | α G A, χ G Ί}. According to [21, theorem 2.1] W is 
the kernel of the surjection 1 + 1 -» Κ^Α,Ί). We will identify Ki(A,l) 
and (1 + I)/W. 
• For all r, 5 G Л we define [r, *] := re - er. And Д
а
ь := Д/[Я, Щ the 
quotient of Л as an additive group by the subgroup generated by all [r, * ] . 
This is actually the Hochschild homology group Ho{R). 
As we saw in section 2 of chapter II the anti-automorphism ~ of A induces 
an involution t on the relative K-group K\(A,1). We want to investigate the 
structure of the Tate cohomology groups Я 0 ( А " І ( І 4 , І ) ) Ξ Я 0 ((1 +I )/W). We 
proceed to take a close look at the group W. 
3.6 Lemma. Every element of W has the form 
1 + Í Ç[«i. f<] j Τ + ί 5 > ь **] + Σ «i*¡[»í. vi) + Χ)Κ, «<][«,', »i] J Τ7. 
Proof. Substituting α = αο + α\Τ and ζ = xjT + xjT2 in the expression 
(1 + ax)(l + x o ) - 1 yields 
(1 + (ao -I- o^JÍXiT + x2T2))(l -I- ( Х І Т + x2Ta)(ao + αχΤ))"1 
= (1 + aoxiT + (aoX2 + α ^ Ο Τ ^ ί Ι + χ ^ ο Γ -(- (xjai + xaaojr 2 ) - 1 
= (1 + aoxiT + (aoX2 + a ix i ) r 2 ) ( l - хюоТ + ((XIOQ)2 - xioi - Χ2θο)Γ2) 
= 1 + [ao, χι]Γ + ([ao, c 2 ] + [αϊ, *i] + [«i, ao]xiao)T2. 
When ao = 0 we obtain elements like 
i + M r 2 
and modulo such elements we find expressions of the form 
l-|-[u,t/]r+tii/[u,i>]T2. 
Note that 
(1 + [u, v)T + ut»[u, t/jT2)-1 = 1 + [v, u]T + vu[v, u]T2. 
Thus W is generated by 
{1 + [u, v]T + uv[u, «]Г2, 1 + [г, ί]Τ 2 I г, s, u, ν G Я} . 
Writing out a product of such elements yields the desired result. · 
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We also need the Hochschild homology group Hi(R). We refer to chapter 
III for the definitions. The Hochschild homology group Hi(R) and the cyclic 
homology group HCi(R) are defined as: 
HdiR) := 
Im(6: Д ® R ® R -» R) 
Кег(6:Д® R-*R) 
Іт(Ь:Л® Д ® Л - » Д) + Im(l - ι ) ' 
where 
6(u ® v) := [u, υ], b(u ® υ ® w) := uv ® tK — u ® vw + wu ® ν 
and а; :Д®Л—»Д®Л is defined by x(u® υ) := — ν ® u. 
3.7. Define Θ: R ® Д -* Д,ь by 
» t<j « 
θ is well-defined in the sense that the right-hand side does not depend on the 
order of summation in £2» Щ® І. Observe that 
{х + у) = {х) + {у) + Ь(г)Ь(у). 
for all 1, y G Д ® Д. So the restriction of θ to Ker(6) is a homomorphism. 
Furthermore it is easy to verify that θ vanishes on Im(fc) and Im(l — x). Con­
sequently θ induces a homomorphism ':НС\(Щ —» Двь· 
In view of the preceding it is clear that the sequence 
HC^R) SU Д .
ь
 —* МАЛ) —» Даь — > 0 
M н - [І + 5Г2] 
[І + аГ + бТ2] ι—» [а] 
is exact. 
The anti-automorphism — : Д —» Д induces an involution on Д
в
ь: 
[u, v) = [v, u] 
Щ = [uru-1] = [r] in Д.ь. 
Furthermore 1τη(θ') is invariant under this involution. When we equip Д
а
ь on 
the left-hand side with this involution and Двь on the right-hand side with 
the involution [a] t-+ [—a], we obtain the short exact sequence of groups with 
involutions 
0 — > Cokeríí') —> Κι {A, I) — Д^ь —• 0 
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which gives rise to the six-term exact sequence 
Я
о(Сокег(0')) — Н^КгіА,!)) —» Я ^ Д . ь ) 
«Î I 
Я
0 ( Д
в
ь ) — Η^Κ^Α,Ι)) ^— H^CokeW)). 
We compute the differential map 6: Я 0 (Д
а
ь) -» Я0(Сокег(0/)). 
3.8 Lemma. If [a] 6 Я 0 ( Я
в
ь ) . i e . δ — a = 6(x) for some χ E R® R, then 
δ([α]) = [α + άα + θ(χ)). 
Proof. The element l + αΓ is a lift of a in Ki(A,2). And in Ki(A,X) we have 
(Ι + α Γ χ ί + αΤ) = (1 + αΓ)(1 - δΤ + öT2) 
= 1 + (α-α)Τ+(ο-αα)Γ 2 
= (1 + (а - â)T + (S - αδ)Τ2)(1 + b(x)T + θ{χ)Τ2) 
= 1 + ((а - ö)(ä - а) + ö - oô + θ{χ))Τ2 
= 1 + ( ( α - α ) ( ο - α ) + α - ο α + ί ( χ ) ) Γ 2 . 
But this is the image of 
[(a - ä)(ä - a) + S - aa + θ(χ)] = [ä + Sa + θ(χ)] 
= [α+άα+θ(χ)] 
in Н0(Сокет( ')). · 
Now we specialize to the case that R is the group ring Z[G] of an arbitrary 
group G. 
3.9 Lemma, в' = 0 
Proof. Every cycle of HCi(R) can be written as 
. i 
by using the relation g ® h + h® g = 0. The condition for this element to be 
a cycle reads ^ ф / ц = ^2Ыд%- Such an cycle can be decomposed as a sum of 
cycles of the form 
Iß ® h] with gh = hg 
or of the form 
η 
^2 Яг® hi 
. i 
with gihi 
•{ 
hi+iui+i for i < η 
higi for г = η 
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The homomorphism θ' is obviously zero on elements of the first type. As far as 
the second type is concerned we have the following identities in К
л
ъ 
' ' ([Σ*®*·]) = ΣΙΛΛΗΡ,ΛΙ + Σ Λ Μ * · * · ] 
= y^gthtQjhj +y^fhtgthjgJ + У ^ і М А + 
- Σ ІъдіЯ) h] - Σ Ях^зЯ] - Σ л*«^»л 
= Σ^^ ·^ ^
 +
 Σ ^ ^ Α + Σ í • / ц í ' , ' ц + 
- Σ ^ '
ι
Α ί » - Σ
Λ Λ
» ^ ^ - Σ
Λ
'
Ι
·
Λ
* Λ 
= Σ
 9ihi9} hJ - Σ ^ Λ ί ^ 5 , 
«J »J 
.2 
= (Σ**·) -(Σ^)(Σ^) 
= ο 
This proves the lemma. 
The next move is to figure out what 6: Я0(Л
а
ь) —• Я0(Яаь) looks like in 
this case. Suppose we are given an element [a] € Я0(Ааь)· Then we may assume 
that α = £ y, by using the fact that [y + y - 1 ] = 0 in Н0(Я
л
ъ)· The condition 
for α to be a cycle reads 
where hj G G and h'j is a conjugate of h}. From this we conclude that every gl 
is conjugated to some g'1. Note that [g + h~1g~1h] — [ff + y - 1 ] = 0 in Я 0(Д
а
ь). 
Thus it suffices to consider the case that a — g where g = h~ïg~1h. We follow 
lemma 3.8. Now g-1 — g = [Л - 1^/»], so 
6№ = [g + gg-'+Hlh-^gh])] 
= lí + i + fc-^Mí'1-»)] 
= fo + i + í T V 1 - * ) ] 
= Iff + P-2] 
= [g + g2]. 
As a consequence we have 
{o € Z[GU | α = 5} Coker(6) = 
Span{g - h-lgh,gi + g11 ,g2 + gl | Ja ~ g^1}' 
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Our main conclusion is that in the case of a group ring the invariant 
ω?: Arffc(iïr.ti) —» Η0(Κι(Α,Χ)) 
factors through an injective homomorphism 
Coker(í: Я0(Я»ь) -» Н0{Я
лЪ
)) «—» Я 0 ( Л Г І ( І 1 , І ) ) 
and that there is a homomorphism 
Coker(6) — • R/K(R). 
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4 Computations on the invariant u^· 
In order to study the invariant 0/2, we wish to compute the cokernel of the 
homomorphism 
We confine our inquiries to the case where R is commutative, for then we have 
the following theorem at our disposal. 
4.1 Theorem. Let R be a commutative nng with identity and I an ideal con-
tained in the Jacobson radical of R. Then Kifò, I) is isomorphic to the abelian 
group with presentation: 
generators: <o, b> with a G I orbfzl 
relations: <a,b> =—<b,a> if α 6 / orb 6 I 
<a, b> + <o, c> = <o I b + с — abc> ifa£lorb,cÇ.I 
<a, bc> = <ab, c> + <ac, 6> if a G I or b G I or с G /. 
The isomorphism maps <a, b> to the Dennis-Stem element <a, b>0 G K^R, I). 
Proof. See [18,14]. · 
A little digression seems in order. We refer to [19, §9] and [7] for more 
background. 
Let η > 2. 
For any unit r G R one has the elements wtJ(r) := x, J(r)i J t(—r~ 1)x l }(r) and 
/ц^(г) := wt](r)wtJ(—1) in Stn(Ä), where » and j are distinct integers between 
1 and n. 
Further, for every couple of units r, s G R, 
М^Г/И /Иезмя) 
determines an element {r, 5} in ^ ( i Z ) , which does not depend on t or j . 
And for all a, 6 G R such that 1 — ab is a unit of R, 
x,t(-b(l - ab)-l)zl}(-a)x}t(b)xt,(a(l - α * ) " 1 ) ^ ! - α6) G Stn(R) 
determines the Dennis-Stein element <a16>o G ^ ( Д ) which does not depend 
on t or j either. Note the sign conventions. 
In AJÍ-R) the following relations hold, whenever the left-hand side is defined. 
{гхгз.з} = {гі,л}{г 2 іа} 
{r,*} = - k r } " 1 
{r,-r} = 1 
{r,\-r} = 1 
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<α,6>ο = < 6 , α > 0 -
1 
< α
ι
6 > 0 < α , Ο,, = <o,6 + c - a b c > o 
<а 1 6с> 0 = <аЬ 1 с> 0 <ас 1 6> 0 
< 0 , α >
ο
 = 1 
{г, β} = <(l~r)s-\a>0. 
Note that we used an additive notation in dealing with the symbols < , > and 
a multiplicative notation for the corresponding Dennis-Stein elements <,><>· 
Nevertheless we will often omit the о . 
4.2 Propos i t ion . Let R be α commutative rtng and ~.R—*R an involution. 
The involution t on K2(R) induced by ~ satisfies 
t(<a,b>0) = <b,ä>0. 
Proof. We will work in St2n(Ä)· We drop the decorations of the anti-
involution on the Steinberg group and simply write t. From definition 1.14 and 
1.38 of the first chapter we deduce 
provided that i and j do not exceed n. 
Thus t{wi7(r)) = i i ;n +2„+ i(r) and 
ttâir)) = <+2„+iO>;.Un+i(-i) 
= wn+2n+i{-r)wn+7n+1(l) (1) 
= « ' n + i n + j ( r~ 1 ) t i / „ + i n + 2( - l ) (2) 
= Кі+1п+2(г~ ) 
In (1) we used the relation w
v
(r) = w'^—r) and (2) follows from the relation 
wtJ(r) = ti;j,(—r - 1). See [19, lemma 9.5]. Hence 
t ( < o I 6 > 0 ) = hn+in+idl-aty-^Xn^n+imi-afy-^Xn+in+zfi)-
iEn+2n+i(-ä)zn+in+2(-b(l - ab)'1) 
= Л п + і п + 2 ( ( 1 - ^ ) ~ 1 ) < - Ь , - а > о Л „ + 1 „ + 2 ( 1 - ^ ) 
= <-o l -a> 0{( l -Í6)- 1 1 l -¿b} 
= <ò>3>0<-Sb )-l>o{(l-56)-1,-l} 
= <ò, ô> 0 
which proves the assertion. · 
To make life more congenial, we will assume R to carry some additional 
structure. In that way H1(K2(Rn,Tn)) becomes fairly accessible for computa-
tions by the techniques of [6]. The following definition occurs implicitly in [13] 
and [12]. It describes a notion of what one could call 'partial A-nng'. 
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4.3 Definition. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and к G NU{oo} . 
A ύΛ-ring structure on R consists of operations (P: R —» R, for every prime 
number ρ < к, which satisfy the following conditions 
1) ^ ( 1 ) = 0 for all p<k 
2) вр(а + Ь) = вг(а) + Р>(Ь) + ^Ц\$(Р
к
)акР-к f^ all p<k 
3) ',(аЬ) = ''(а)Р + Г(Ь)аГ-р ГІ(а) '>(Ь) for all ρ < к 
4) ^ ( ^ ' ( α ) ) = ^ f ( P ( a ) ) for all p,q<k 
here V1* is defined by ^ '(o) : = а ' — 9^'(а)· 
We then call R an JbA-ring. 
4.4 Remark. It is easy to verify that multiplication by ρ transforms the equa­
tions 1 to 4 into 
1') V ( l ) = l forali p<k 
2') ^ ( о + Ь) = (а) + (Ь) for all ρ < fc 
3') V(ab) = фР(а)фР(Ь) for all ρ < к 
4*) гРІФЦа)) = V - W H ) for all p,i<Jfe. 
Thus the so called Adams operations фр are ringhomomorphisms, which 
satisfy the compatibility conditions 4'. 
Conversely, if Л is a torsion-free commutative ring equipped with фр satisfying 
Г to 4' such that фр{а) = a? (mod pR) for all ρ < к, then R becomes a fcA-ring 
in the obvious way and the фр are the associated Adams operations. 
As far as the references to [13] and [12] are concerned, a few remarks are in 
order. 
• We point out the differences in sign conventions between the definition in 
[12] and the one above. 
• Condition 4 in our list is equivalent to what is called the permutability of 
θρ and
 я
 in [13]. 
The terminology is explained by the following theorem. 
4.5 Theorem. [13, theorem 3]. The notions X-rtng and οολ-тгпд coincide. 
4.6 Lemma. Any structure of/fcA-ring on a ring R admits a unique extension to 
the rings R[T] and Rn for all η £ N U {со}, under the condition that θρ(Τ) = 0 
for all ρ < fc. 
Proof. There exists a unique fcA-ring structure on the ring of integers Ζ 
defined by фр := 1. 
Since the polynomial ring Z[T\ has no torsion and the condition θ
ρ
(Τ) = 0 
implies φρ{τ) = 7*, the formula Φρ(Σ<4Τ) = Х)<цТ,'>, determines a unique 
structure of іЬА-ring on Z[T]. 
We now call upon [12, theorem 3], which reads as follows. If Ri and Л2 are 
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¿A-rings, then Ri ® R2 can be provided with a unique structure of ifcA-ring, 
such that the canonical maps Ri —» Лі ® R? and R2 —* Ri 0 R2 preserve every 
θ
ρ
. Applying this theorem in our situation, proves the assertion for the ring 
R[T] = R®Z[T]. 
From condition 2 in definition 4.3 we deduce that ƒ = g (mod T'iZfT1]) implies 
ep(f) Ξ р(д) (mod TlR[T\). Consequently the JbA-ring structure on R[T] 
extends uniquely to the rings Я,, for all r» 6 N U {00}. · 
4.7 Definition. Let 6:R—* ÌÌR be the universal derivation on R and define 
П
Л п
, і
п
 := Кег(Пя
п
 -» Од). 
Define recursively 
0 ( ^ , 1 ) := QRl 
Д ф П д Q(R,n+l) := П(Д,п)( Span{((n + 1)α, δα) | a € R} ' 
Define 
Define 
Ω ί Α , η ) ^ Ω(R, η) φ > _f
i
l\R
 i f η i s o d d 
П(Д, η) if η is even. 
( К'гСЯт.Дп) if η is odd 
8 р а і і { < а Т " Г г > [ а € Я } l f n i f l e v e n · 
4.8 Lemma. As Л-modules 
= П(Д,п)ф Í I n ν ' ' W ( n + 1 ) Ä 
Proof. Write J for the ideal of R[T] generated by Γ"4"1. We have 
•/Пд[г] + ¿J 
and as Ä-modules 
Одр·] = (Λ ®Z ΩΖ[Τ]) ( ^ t 7 ! ® я "л)-
So 
ρ 
Ω
Α » , Ι
Λ
 = ( А Ш П
л
) ф - - - ф ( Д ф П л ) ф ( п + 1 ) Я ' 
η copies 
Dividing out Sin yields the desired result. 
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We are now in the position to apply the machinery of [6] to our situation. 
As a matter of fact, the construction in loc. cit. yields a homomorphism 
Vn-KiiRn.In) 
esses a ( 
a homomorphism 
Sin ' 
even when R poss ss s a (n+l)Ä-ring structure. In view of lemma 4.8 we obtain 
vn:Ki{Rn,Xn)-Q(R,n)e- R 
It is straightforward to check that i^ 1:ÌÌR φ ^ —» / ^ ( Д і Д і ) is well defined 
( п + 1 ) Д · 
Furthermore we obtain a homomorphism 
^ . ^ ( Д п Д О - В Д п ) 
whenever Л is a nA-ring (n > 1). 
4.9 T h e o r e m . i/
n
 and Ц are isomorphisms. 
Proof. We refer to loc. cit. for the definitions of the v„. We proceed by 
applying induction on n. 
η = 1: R is a 2A-ring and ι/χ: K^Ri,Ίχ) —» Од φ ^ is determined by 
Ux<aT, b> = (aSb, [α2ί?2(ό)]), ux<cT, T> = (0, [c]). 
Btraiguiiorw ra ю сисек in i f 
by 
i / f^aíb, [с]) = <aT, b> + <а 20 2(Ь)Г 1 Т> + <сТ, Т> 
η > 1: Consider the diagram 
*2(Я»,2£) 
l· 
ϊ* I х l· 
0
 -» А " ^ * з ( Я » - і , 2 ; - і ) ^ ^ П ( Л , п - 1 ) - 0 
Неге χ and τ are the obvious maps and Ker(x) = Im(r). In the top row к is the 
obvious direct summand of i/
n
 and і([а,Ь6с]) = < а 7 , п ~ 1 , Г > + <6Т т е ,с>. In the 
bottom row к is the obvious direct summand of Un-χ and t([a]) = < α Τ η - 1 , Γ > . 
The maps denoted by π are the cononical projections. We compute 
Д ф П я 
1 / п < а Г
п
І
Ь > = [0,а66]е . - . 
(па, 6a) 
v
n
<aTn-1,T> = [a,0]£ - 1 m. r_ п і ^ А ф П л 
п
<аТп,Т> = [a] e 
(па, 6 а) 
Л 
(η + 1)Л 
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Therefore the map ι in the top row is split by the remaining summand of i/
n
; 
and since in/
n
 = Vn-iX this implies that the map ι in the bottom row is split 
by the remaining summand of Vn-i- The bottom row is exact by the induction 
hypothesis. 
Suppose that χ € K2(Rn,2n) and 
к
( х ) = 0 € П ( Л 1 п - 1 ) ^ ^ (*). 
Then there exists a y G /nf"f) such that t(ir(j/)) = χ(χ). The exactness of 
the column guarantees the existence of an element ζ € Кз(Іі
п
,І^) satisfying 
x - i(y) = T(Z). Thus there exists an г G Л such that χ + < г Г п | T> G Ιηφ). 
But [г] = 0 G /
п
+і\д because of (•). So s G Im(t). This proves that v
n
 is an 
isomorphism. 
If η is odd and η > 1, then the notions пЛ-ring and (n + l)A-ring coincide 
and the preceding proves that i^ is an isomorphism. For η even consider the 
following diagram. 
0 
0 
— • 
— • 
and proceed 
(ηα, ¿α 
IT 
A 
as before. 
ι 
-i-» ^ ( • R n - l . I n - l ) 
-5-» 
к
 l 
Q(R,n-
1 
П ( Л , т і -
1) 
•i) 
Corollary. If R possesses a structure of ηλ-ring, then H1(K2(R
n
,In)',t) is 
isomorphic to H1((l(R,n),l%ltV¿~ ) 
Proof. Note that t<a1m,T> = <âTn,T> in K2(Rn,ln) and <aTn,T> is 
an odd torsion element of Ä^iZn,Zn) if η is even. But odd torsion elements 
vanish in H^KtiRn.In)), so Hl(K2{Rn,l»)) * Я 1 ( ^ ( Л
П 1 І П ) ) . In view of 
the preceding theorem this yields the desired result. · 
This enables us to compute these cohomology groups in the cases where Pñ 
is manageable. The next theorem for instance, shows what these groups look 
like for η = 1 and η = 2. For all abelian groups A and numbers k we write h A 
to denote {a G A | ka = 0}. 
4.10 Theorem. Let R be a 2X-nng and~:R-* R the identity. Then 
ff^tfaiÄa.Ia)) S {α G а(П
л
) | (1 + ф2)а G ¿(2Д)} 
R_ Ωχ 
Θ 2 Α Θ 2Ω
Κ
 + 6R + Іт(1 + ф*) 
where φ2: íiR -» Ω
Λ
 is given by ф2{а6Ь) = ф2{а){Ь6Ь - 6 2(Ь)). 
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Proof. Again we refer to [6], for more details on the operations φ2. According 
to proposition 4.2 
i(<oT, 6>) = <b, -aT> = <aT, b> 
and 
<(<αΓ,Γ>) = <-Г,аТ> = <аГ ?Г> 
in ÜC2(iZi, Ji) . So in view of the corollary to theorem 4.9 we have 
Hl{K2(Ri,Ii))9iHl(^<BnR;l). 
The isomorphism 
is given by 
v7(<aT, Ь>) = (абЬ, [а2 2(Ь), (а2 - 2{а))6 \Ь) + 2(а)Ь6Ь + 2(Ь)а6а]), 
2(<аТ,Т>) = (Ο,Ια,Ο]), 
Р
г
(<аТ2,Ь>) = (0, [0, oí*]). 
Using proposition 4.2 we compute 
^ - V . [b,l]) = К [-». "(I + ^2)(а) - 7])· 
Hence 
Ker(l + SWh-1) = {(а, [Ь
Л
]) | 2а = 0 and [0, (1 + ф2){а)) = [0,0]}, 
Im(l - ¿SííT1) = {(0, [26,27 + (1 + ^2)(а)])} 
and the quotient of these groups equals the right-hand-side of the second iso­
morphism. · 
As far as stability is concerned we have: 
4.11 Proposition. Let η φ 0 be even. If R is α (n + 2)\-ring and ~ = 1, tAen 
Я Ч К е г ( Х 2 ( ^ 2 Д п + 3 ) - . М Я „ , І п ) ) ) S 2 ± L ! g M e A 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
RQQR
 Ж
 Д ПЛ 7 =-,„ _. « — / D „ . ft 
((η-Ι-1)ο,ία) ((η + 2)α, δα) 
where Τ is defined by 
Ща,Ь6с], [x,y6z]) = <аТп,Т> + < И * + 1 , е > + <хТп+1,Т> + <уГ п + 3 , г>. 
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A splitting σ of Γ is given by the appropriate direct summand of Pn+a- The 
involution t on both ifj-groups induces the involution σίΓ on 
((η + 1 ) α
ι
ί α ) Θ ( ( « + 2)α,Αα)' 
A little computation shows that 
«rfZUo,«*], [6,/?]) = ([β,а], \-ЪМ- (η + 1)β -/?])• 
Now ([о, a] , [Ь,/?]) 6 Кег(1 + σίΤ), if and only if ([2a, 2a], [0, ¿a - (n + l)a]) = 0. 
Thus putting η = 2m, there exist r, a € R satisfying the relations: 
2a = ( 2 m + l ) r , 
2a = 6r, 
(2m + 2)e = 0 and 
¿5 = 6 a - ( 2 m + l ) a . 
Hence [a,a] = [a, 6a - ¿5 - mir] = [a + (2m+l )mr ,6 (a - a ) ] = [0,-¿s] = [-5,0] 
and lbs - (2m+2)a = 0. 
Conversely, if [a, a] = [a, 0] for some a G Л satisfying lbs = (2m + 2)« = 0, then 
( [ α , α Ι , Μ Ο Ε Κ β τ ί Ι + σίϊ). 
The observation that Im(l — <rt7) = {([0,0], [2b,/?'])} completes the proof. · 
The final contribution to the comprehension of the Value group of u>2 comes 
from the following proposition. 
4.12 Propos i t ion . Compare [9, theorem 4.1.]. Let ( Д , - , u) be α commutative 
nng with antistructure. If η is even, 
assigns to the class [x] of the element χ 6 1+In the class [{x, — u}]. Recall that 
we identified H1{K1(Rn,ln)) and Я ^ І + In). 
Proof. We will work in GLj^An) and St2fc(ii
n
). 
Suppose χ € 1 + 2 n and χ = ζ - 1 . Let X be the image of χ under the map 
l + l
n
—* О М Я » ) ^-» GUiRn). By definition t-lUm{X)X = ( * ^ Ì 
and hi fc+i(x) is a lift of this element in St2i(ñn). According to lemma 2.5 
од) = ¿(m) = [h:i+l{x)t-^(hlb+l{x))]. 
But from the definition of i-u» we compute 
<-,u.(fti t+ i(i)) = t-Un(u;i f c+1(ir)u)iib+i(-l)) 
= u»i t+ i í -uñ 1 )« ' ! *+ι(-1)«Ί *+ι(1)«Ί t + i í ^ ñ 1 1 " 1 ) 
= fcn+ii-t^^Ä^^-t^1*-1). 
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Thus 
«*([«]) = Itö+itobia+ii-OÄrkii-«;1*"1)] 
= К*. M ] 
= [{
Х
,-и}{х,-(1 + Т)}). 
It remains to show that {x, — (1 + T)} vanishes in Я^К^ЯпДп)) · First note 
that {x, —u} is a cycle: 
« ( { χ , - « » = г«-и-1(1-х),-и>) 
= < - u - 1 1 - u ( l - x - 1 ) > 
Now choose y G Л,, such that 1 - х - 1 = yT. So 1 - χ = -уГ(1 + Τ ) - 1 . We 
compute 
(l-t)(<T,y>) = <T,y><-T(l + T)-l,f> 
= <T,y><T,-(í+T)-iy><-{l+T)-1,yT> 
= < Г , у - ( Ц - Г ) - 1 у + у у Т ( Ц - Т ) - 1 > · 
< - ( 1 + Τ )- 1 1 (1 + Γ ) ( χ - 1 ) > 
= <Г, у - (1 + T)-ly + ууТ(1 + T)-l>{x, - ( 1 + Г)}. 
But since 
(у - ( 1 + Г)"1!? + ууТ(1 + Т ) - 1 ^ = 1 - χ " 1 + 1 - χ + (1 - χ-ι)(χ - 1) = О, 
we have 
y-il + T^y + yyTil + T)-1 = z 7 , n for some ζ G R. 
For {x, —u} is a cycle, so is <Γ1 zT w >. What's more <Γ Ι zTn> is an odd torsion 
element in /ЗДЛп.Іп). because 0 = < Γ " + 1 , ζ > = ( n + 1)<Τ,ζΤη> and η is 
even. This finishes the proof. · 
Corollary. If и = — 1 in the situation of proposition 4.12, d is the zero map. 
4.13. The composition of homomorphisms 
Arf'W 1. -1) — LU*. 1. -1) SS OW =
 S p a n ( , + ^ | x e f i } 
maps (α, b) to [αί>]. This surjection splits by the homomorphism [г] н-» (r, 1). 
Writing Arf (R) for the kernel, we obtain a splitting 
АгГ(Я, 1, - 1 ) S Ârf(A) φ ρ ^ - ! ^Γ· 
ν
 ' ' '
 ν y
 Span{x + χ 2 | χ 6 R} 
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Aiî(R) is generated by {(о, b)) := (α, 6) + (об, 1), where о, b 6 R. The following 
relations hold in Arf(iZ): 
((α
ι
6ι + *2» = ((β,6ι)) + «α,δ2)> 
((α, 6)) = «6, α» 
((a,b)) = 0 f o r o e 2 Ä 
((οι 2 , b)) = ((a, bx3)) for every ζ e R 
((a,b)) = ((a,ab>)) 
<{α,1))=0 
The secondary Arf invariant is by definition the the restriction of u>2 to the 
Arf-part of ΚβΓ(ω{): 
In(R) с-» Ker(wî) -^ Coker(d) = Я 1 ^ ^ , I j ) ) . 
The next theorem tells us what this invariant looks like for η = 2. 
4.14 Theorem. ω2(((ο,6») = [<αΤ2 16>] € tf1^^,^))· 
Proof. Let ((α, 6)) = (α, b) + (ab, 1) be represented by 
α 0 1 0 
0 ab 0 1 
0 0 6 0 
,0 0 0 - 1 , 
'0 0 1 0 ' 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
.0 0 0 0> 
G L'0(R, 1,-1). 
A lift of this element in LQ(R2, a, —(1 + T)) is given by 
! : = 
/a 0 1 0 
0 ab 0 1 
0 0 6 0 
\ 0 0 0 - 1 , 
To apply the map G of definition 2.4 we choose 
7 := x24(T2 - Г)* 1 а(*(Г - Га))Л1 2(1 + α6:Γ2)*3ΐ(-α7>42(-α&Γ) £ St4(Ä2) 
as a lift of 
/ 0 
0 
0 
G ^4(Ä2) · 
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Using the definition oft and the calculations in the proof of proposition 4.2 we 
find 
fry"1 = x24(T - T2)x13(b(T2 - Г ) ) М 1 - аоТ2)ізі(аТ)і4 2(а6Г). 
A little computation shows that 
G(0 = [y-^ty)) 
= [<abT, Τ - Т2><аТ, b(T2 - T)> 
huil + оЬГ2)Лз4(1 - α6Τ2)Λ„(1 - а6Г2)Лзі(1 + абГ2)] 
But since u>a(((a, 6))) = G(l) this finishes the proof. · 
Taking the (primary) Arf invariant into account we have the following result. 
4.15 Theorem. Let R be a 2X-nng. The tnvanant 
l
 ' '
 ;
 {x + x 2 } * 2Пд + SR + {хбу + x*y6y Ι χ, у e R} 
maps (a,b) io ([ab],[a6b]). 
Proof. We compute (/¿(aSb) modulo 2Пл + SR-
ф
2(а6Ъ) = іІ>2(а){Ь6Ь-6 2(Ъ)) 
= {а.3-2 2{а))(Ь6Ь-8 2(Ь)) 
= а
2
Ь6Ь-а76 3(Ь) 
= аЧбЬ. 
Thus 
2Пл + 6R + Іт(1 + ф2) = 2QR + 6R + {хбу + х2у6у \ х, у € Я}. 
In view of the preceding the rest is obvious. · 
Let R be an arbitrary commutative ring. We recognize 
2П
Д
 + SR 
as an instance of a cyclic homology group viz. HC\(R/2R). 
The assignment α Η-» аба determines a well-defined homomorphism 
qR
^-6R· 
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Under the assumption that 2R = 0 
e:R->R ¡ c t - n 2 
θ
'
:
 τ £ -» C o k e r ?' [a t f t] ^ [ a 2 w f r ] 
are well-defined homomorphisms. From this point of view 
r *
 n
= C o k e r ( l + g) 
and 
— — — .
 с
П л
 ,
 f , ^ - = Cokerfl + '). 
2QR + 6R + {x6y + x2y6y\x,yeR} v / 
We are a bit sloppy here in denoting the projection -г& —» Coker q' by 1. 
These observations are the motivation for investigating (operations on) cyclic 
homology groups. In the next chapter we will construct the homomorphism 
AT{'(R,1,-1)^-. £ - ^ П л {x + x2 \x€R} 2ÇiR + 6R+{{r + r4s)6s \r,s£ R} 
without the assumption that R carries some extra structure. 
It turns out that the right generalization in the non-commutative case in-
volves the notion of quaternionic homology groups. We will enter into details 
in the next chapter. 
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5 Examples. 
Example . Let R = Z[X, Y] be the polynomial ring in two variables. 
5.1 Theorem. 
R „ (ÌR 
^ ( Д , 1,-1) г {ƒ + Ρ} 2Ω* + SR + {fSg + pgSg | ƒ, g € Д} ' 
Proof. First we claim that ¿¿(Я, 1, -1) = Aii'(R, 1, -1) . 
Let (M, [0], e) G BQ(R, 1, -1) be given. Then b
w
(m)(m) = 0 for every m € M. 
Choose a basis element ƒ in M. There exists an element g Ε M such that 
Ь[ф](д) = f*. Thus we obtain a decomposition 
(Μ, [φ], e) S (Ν, [φ
ίΗ
], [f,g]) J. ( ^ χ , [φ\
Ν
±], h), 
where Ν := Span(/,g), Ν-1 := {m G M | ο[φ](τή)(Ν) = 0} and Λ is some class 
of bases. Given the fact that Äi(.R) — Z/2 it may be necessary to interchange 
the roles of ƒ and g to get the right class of bases at the right hand side. In this 
decomposition the first summand is isomorphic to 
( я 2 . [ ( ; î)],[(i.o),(o,i)]) 
for some a, 6 G R- An induction argument proves the claim. 
Furthermore R has a structure of Л-ring by lemma 4.6. Next we claim that 
R
 ^ "
Я
 А г П Я . І . - І ) {ƒ + p} w 2П
Д
 + SR + {fSg + Рдбд \f,gER} 
defined by 
( [ * ] , £ > « ] ) — (χ,ΐ) + £((<., 6» 
is a well defined inverse of the homomorphism in theorem 4.15. The only non-
trivial point on our checklist is: show that this map respects the relation 
aSbc + abSc + ac6b = 0. 
This amounts to showing that the relation 
((a,bc)) = «<*,c)) + ((*e,b)) 
holds in Arf(Ä). But this follows immediately from the identity 
«/.*» = «ƒ§£.«» + «/gj.v)> for «v«y f,9 e R. 
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It suffices to prove this for monomials by additivity. By using the relations in 
Arf(Ä) we see that 
((ΧΎ',Χ'Ύ1)) = ((X'YJJbA·*-^',*)) + {{ΧΎ'Χ'ΊΥ'^,Υ)) 
whenever к or /is even By symmetry this is also true when t or j is even. In 
the remaining case t, j , к and / are all odd and 
((XlY>,XkY1)) = ((XY,X^+h-1Y>+^-1)) 
= ((XY,XYX,+k-'2Y}+,-'i)) 
= ((Л"У)Л'(*+*-2)/2У^+'-2)/2)). 
An induction argument finishes the proof. · 
Example. Let G be the group with presentation 
G := (X, Y, S I S 2 = {XS)2 = (УS) 2 = 1, XY = YX). 
We study Arf'(G) and Arf',(G). Recall that we are working with the anti-
involution determined by g = g-1 for all g £ G. Let H be the subgroup of G 
generated by X and У. These groups fit into the split short exact sequence 
1 —• Я —» G — > C7 —y 1, 
where Cj is the group of order two generated by S. Elements of order two in 
G have the form X^Y1 S for some i,j G Ζ. Every element ƒ G ^ [ G ] can be 
decomposed in a unique way as ƒ = ƒ_-(-ƒ+ 5 with ƒ_, ƒ+ бИЭДЯ]. 
5.2 Proposition. Arf' (G) ts generated by ihe elements 
(1.1) 
(X2'Y2>+lS,S) mthj>0 
ix2%+1Y2>S,S) withi>0 
{X2*+1Y2>+1S,S) withi>0 
(X2tY2'+lS,XS) withj>0 
( X 2 ' + 1 y 2 ' + 1 S 1 XS) with j>0 
{X2t+1Y2'+1S,YS) mth i > 0. 
5.3 Remark. We say that an element ƒ €П^[Я] fulfils condition 1 resp. 2 if 
all terms X*Y1 of ƒ satisfy Î > 0 resp. j > 0. Using the fact that for each 
h еП<2[Я] there exist unique ho, hi, /ij, /13 еЩ^Я] such that 
h = hl + h2x + hly + h2xy, 
we can reformulate proposition 5 2 as follows Every element of Arf'''l(G) is of 
the form 
(fS,S) + (gS,XS) + (hS,YS), 
with 
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• Λι/з satisfy condition 1, ƒ2 satisfies condition 2 and f0 GIF2 
' 92,9з satisfy condition 2 and go = gi = 0 
• A3 satisfies condition 1 and ho = hi = Л2 = 0. 
5.4 Lemma. Every element of Arf' (G) is a sum of elements of the form 
( Л ' т У п 5 | 5 ) | (XmYnS,XS), (XmYnS,YS). 
Proof. It suffices to prove this for generators (X*YiS,XkYlS). Conjugation 
by X and У yields 
Î V ' V J Ç y * ν ' Ci — J ( Y3 S, X Y S) (Λ Y ώ,Λ Y i>)-\(XiYj±2StXkY,±2S) 
This proves that our generator has the desired form whenever one of the expo­
nents », j , к or I is even. 
If all exponents are odd, we have 
( J ^ y ' S , XkYlS) = (ХУ5,Х '- < + 1 У , - , ' + 1 5) 
where both lb — i + 1 and I — j + 1 are odd. But since 
(ХУ5,Л- 2 < + 1 У 2 ; + 1 5) = {XYS,Xi+1Y>+1SXYSXi+1Yj+1S) 
= (XYS,Xi+1Yi+1S) 
and 
{XYS, XYS) = {XYS, 1) = (1,1) = (5, S), 
we can use an induction argument to prove the assertion in this case. · 
We turn to the proof of the proposition. 
Proof. By lemma 5.4 it suffices to prove the claim for the elements 
(XmYnS,S), {XmYnS,XS), (XmYnS,YS). 
o ( X m y n 5 , S ) 
We may assume that m or η is odd by using the relations 
(5,5) = (1,1) 
( Х 2 т У 2 п 5 , 5 ) = ( A " n y n 5 S X m y n 5 , 5 ) = {XmYnS,S). 
Further we may assume that the odd exponent is positive since 
(XmYnS, S) = {SXmYnSS,S) = (x-mY-ns, S). 
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o (XmYnS,XS) 
We may assume that η is odd by 
(X2mY2nS,XS) = ( 5 , X - 2 m + 1 y - 2 n 5 ) = ( j r a m - 1 l r a n S 1 5 ) 
(X2m+1Y2nS,XS) = (Xm+1YnSXSXm+1YnS,XS) 
= (Xm+1YnS,XS). 
And we may assume that η is positive since 
(XmYnS,XS) = (XSXmYnSXS,XS) = (x-m+2Y-nslxs). 
o (XmYnS,YS) 
We may assume that η is odd by 
(X2 my2 nS,yS) = (Х^У 2 "- 1 ^ 5) 
(X2m+1Y2nS,YS) = {XS,X-2mY-2n+1S) = (x-2mY-2n+1s,xs). 
We may assume that m is odd by the relation 
(X2mY2n+1S,YS) = (XmYn+1SYSXmYn+1S,YS) 
= (XmYn+iS,YS). 
And we may assume that m is positive since 
(XmYnS,YS) = ( У 5 Х т У п 5 У 5
І
У 5 ) = ( * - т у - п + 2 5 , У 5 ) . 
This completes the proof. 
The Arf invariant 
Arf* (G) — K(G) =
 8 р а п { а + 5 і 6 + ь 2 | а ( 6 е ^ [ с ] } 
which maps 
fpryJS.X'y'S) to [J^-'yi-'] 
\(Х^З,1) = (1,1) to [1] 
splits by 
([ΧΎ>] ^{ΧΎ>3,5) 
\[X^S] кч(1,1). 
We write Arf (G) for the remaining summand. Thus 
Arf ' (G)=Âï f (G)® К (G). 
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Observe that the inclusioni^[Я] «—»n^G] induces an isomorphism 
K(H) ^ » K(G), 
with inverse [α] ι—• [a_ + a+ö+]. 
Arf(G) is generated by 
«a, b ) ) : = ( a + S , 6 + S ) +(0+675,5) , 
where a = â, b — 6 inlR¡[G]. The following relations hold in Arf(G): 
((α,ο)) = ((α+5ι6+5)) 
((α
ι
1)) = «1,α» = 0 
((α 1 5» = ({5,α)) = 0 
((a,bi + 62» = {(a,61)) + {{a,fc2» 
<(a,6)) = «6,a)> 
({cae, 6)) = ({a, c6c)) for every с G IR [G] 
<(a,*)) = ((a,6a6» 
Now we consider the representation />:I^[G] —* M2(R) of G over the ring R := 
ЩН] determined by 
- ~ (ί χ0-) 
r « (Ï Л) 
— (Ï i) 
and the diagram 
Arf'(G) • Arf5(iï, 1,1) 
I· . I-
L'(G) -U L'0(M2(R),a,l) -^* L'0{R,l,l). 
Here г and J are inclusion maps, 
ρ is induced by p, 
4 ! J)· 
α(Α) := υΑ*υ for all Л 6 А^Д). 
7 is the composition of the 'scaling-isomorphism' 
L'0{M2(R)>a,l) -^ L'0(M2(R)Itranspose,!) 
and the 'Morita-isomorphism' 
¿а(М 2(Д), transpose, 1) - ^ ¿¿(Д, 1,1). 
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5.5 L e m m a . (Χ'Y'S, Χ*Y'S) H^U (JJt—y-J, Х*У') + {ΧΎ',Χ^γ-'). 
Proof, t maps (ΧΎ>, Χ'Ύ1) to 
[( 0 A-lY'sj]"Ko θ)]' 
ρ maps this element to 
г/ 0 X'YJ 
л—у-* 0 
0 0 
Λ о о 
7 maps this element to 
0 Λ—Υ-' 
0 0 
Л о о 
1 
0 
0 
X-ky-t 
0 
1 
x*y' 
0 X 
0 
1 
A-'Y' 
0 
1 
0 
0 
-kY-i 
(Si)· Now we apply the isometry ( n T ). Note that this isometry is admissible 
since its class in Ki(R) is trivial. This yields 
rX-iy-j
 0 ! 0 ν 
0 
0 
0 
ΧΎ> 0 1 
0 XhYl 0 
0 0 x-kY-1 /J 
'0 0 1 0> 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
^о о 0 0-
This element is equal to j ((χ-*γ-ι, Χ'Ύ') + (ΧΎ>, χ - * Y - , ) ) . · 
Consequently 
mfS,9S))) = ((7,9)) + ((f,9)) e А5(Л) 
for all f, g E d [Я]. We are now in the position to apply the machinery of the 
previous section and in particular the secondary Arf invariant 
Arf(Ä) 6R+{(a + a4)6b\a,b£R} 
of theorem 4.15. 
5.6 Theorem. The invariant 
(fS.gS) -
R (ÌR 
Span{a + 5,6 + b2 | a, b E R} 6R + {(a + a4)6b \ a, b E R} 
- №],[76g + f6g}), 
и mjective and the elements mentioned m proposition 5.2 constitute a basis for 
Arf*(G). 
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Proof. By the reformulation of proposition 5.2 in remark 5.3 it suffices to 
prove that 
{f'S, S) + (gS, XS) + (hS, YS) = 0 = » f' = g = h = 0, 
whenever f',g,h €П^[Я] satisfy the conditions mentioned in remark 5.3. Sup­
pose ξ := (f S, S) -f- (gS, XS) + (hS, YS) = 0. Define ƒ : = ƒ ' + gX'1 + Л Г " 1 . 
Then 
ζ = (f S, S) + {(gS, XS)) + ((hS, YS)) 
and ƒ still fulfils the condition of remark 5.3. The image 
([ƒ]. [{я*'1 + gX)X-1SX + (hY-1 + h y j y - ^ y ] ) 
of ζ vanishes in 
Ä
 ffi ΩΗ 
Span{a + a, b + 62 | о, Ь 6 R} 6R + {(a + a2b)6b \ a, 6 G Я} ' 
We will exploit the following facts to show that ƒ = g — h = 0. 
• For each Л 6 R there are unique Ло, hi,Лз,^з G Ä such that 
h = /ig + hjX + hjY + hlXY. 
• If h G R is symmetric, i.e. /ι = Λ and the constant term of his zero, then 
Λ = ρ + ρ for some ρ G Л. 
• If Λ G R is symmetric, then tic, hlX, h^Y and Л|ХУ are symmetric. 
The fact that [ƒ] = 0 guarantees the existence of a, b G R such that 
/ = α + α2 + & + 6. 
This implies: /o = 0 and a ' + a 2 is symmetric. So ao + a = ao + OQ + ofX + 
d^Y + alXY is symmetric as well. By applying induction on 
max{|t| + | j | | X'Y' is a term of ο + α 2} 
we conclude that ο + α2 is symmetric. Hence / 2 X + / 2 У + fêXY is symmetric, 
but the conditions on / i , /2, /з make this impossible unless ƒ = 0. 
Since [(gX-1 + gX)X-16X + (ЛУ" 1 + М^У-МУ] = 0 there exist 0,6,с G R 
such that 
{gX-l+gX)X-16X+{hY-1+hY)Y-1SY = {a+a^X-HX+ib+b^Y'^Y+Sc 
Since 
Sc = 6(4 + clX + cJY + clXY) 
= clxx-^x + c^yy-^y + clxYX-Hx + сіл-уу-^у, 
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we may assume that CQ = 0 and it follows that 
gX-1 +gX = a + a2 + clX + 4ΧΥ, 
hY-1 + hY = b + b2 + clY + clXY. 
Substituting g = g^Y + glXY and h = /і|ХУ gives us the identities 
glX^Y + glY + glX-lY + giY = a + a2 + c^X + c23XY, 
hlX + ЦХ = b + b2 + c\Y + c\XY. 
From these equations we deduce that OQ = α and bo = b, thus o+a 2 = 6+62 = 0. 
Hence ci = C2 = C3 =r 0. But then the restrictions on дъ, дз and /13 imply 
gj = g3 = Л3 = 0. This finishes the proof. · 
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Chapter I I I 
Hochschild, cyclic and quaternionic homology. 
1 Definitions and notations. 
In the fourth section of the previous chapter we explained why we are interested 
in constructing certain operations on cyclic homology groups. We start by 
summing up the definitions of the various homologies we need. We refer to 
[17,16] for more details. 
Let Jfc denote a commutative ring with identity. 
1.1 Definition. A simplicial fc-module is a series of fc-modules {M
n
 \ η € Ν } , 
endowed with fc-module homomorphisms 
di-.Mn-tMn-! forali i G {0,1,. . . , η} 
si: Μ
η
 -* М
п
+і for all i G {0,1,.. .,η}, 
satisfying 
¿»dj = dj-idt iîiKj { Sj-idi i f i < ¿ 1 i f j < t < J + l 
Sjdi-i i f i > j + l 
SiSj - Sj+isl i f t < j . 
1.2 Definition. A cyclic ¿-module is a simplicial fc-module {Mn | η G Ν } 
equipped with homomorphisms 
x: M
n
 -+ M
n 
satisfying 
^ " ^
1
 = 1 
dix = —xdt-i forali » € { ! , . . . , η} 
dox = ( - l ) n d n 
з
г
х = — xsj-i forall t G { l , . . . , n } 
50* = (-l)n+1X2S
n
. 
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1.3 Definition. A quaternionic ¿-module consists of a simplicial ¿-module 
{Mn | η G Ν } and homomorphisms 
satisfying 
j.n+1 
xyx 
dkx 
SiX 
diy 
ЯіУ 
Γ x:M
n
^M
n 
\ у.М
п
-+М
п 
= У
2 
= У 
= — xdi-i for all 
= -a;a»_i for all 
= (-!)»»*,_< forali 
= ( - l ) B + l y«»- í for all 
« € { ! , . . 
» € { ! , . . 
¿ € { 0 . . . 
¿ € { 0 , . . 
· ,»} 
. ,»} 
. , »} 
. , « } • 
1.4 Definition. A quaternionic ¿-module is called a dihedral ¿-module when 
2^ = 1. 
1.5 Example. Let Я be a ¿-algebra. We write Л п + 1 as an abbreviation for 
the (n+l)-fold tensor product І2 ®fc R ®it · · • ®* R. The ¿-modules 
Mn := Д п + 1 
and the homomorphisms di and s< determined by 
. ,
 Ä _ ч / α ο ® · · · ® £ца,+1 ® · · · ® On for 0 < i < η 
4(αο®···®α„) := ( ^ ^
 0 α ι 0 .. , ® ^ ^ {οτί = η 
'¿(αο ® · · · ® α,,) :— αο ® • - ® OÍ ® 1 ® сч+і ® · • • ® a,, for all 0 < i < η 
constitute a simplicial ¿-module. The homomorphisms x: Я""·"1 —» Л " + 1 deter­
mined by 
x(oo ® · · · ® o„) := ( - ΐ Γ α η ® oo ® · · · ® α„_ι 
make this simplicial module into a cyclic module. 
If in addition R is equipped with an anti-involution of ¿-algebras — : R —» R, it 
even becomes a dihedral module by defining 
y(ao ® · · · ® о«) := (-1) ^η+1\αζ ® З ^ ® · · · ® ST). 
1.6 Example. More general, given a ¿-algebra R and a iZ-bimodule Ρ we can 
turn 
M
n
:=P®kRr 
into a simplicial ¿-module through the homomorphisms 
Í pri ® r j ® · · · ® r n for t = 0 
ρ ® r i ® · · · ® ηπ+ι ® · · · ® r
n
 for 0 < » < η 
»•nP® η 0 · · • ® »n-i for t = η 
* i ( p ® r i ® · - β Γ η ) := p ® » - ! ® · · · ® ^ ® 1®г<+ і ® •••®rn 
for 0 < г < η 
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1.7 Definition. For every simplicial ib-module M, one constructs the chain 
complex B(M,) called Hochschild complex as follows: 
U M n + 1 -L» Mn -S-» M « . ! - U L, Mo 
where 
6:= £(-1)4. 
»=o 
The Hochschild-homology of M, is by definition the homology of this chain 
complex. 
In case M, is the simplicial fe-module of example 1.5 we denote this chain 
complex by (R*, b) and its homology by H»(R). 
1.8 Definition. If M, is a cyclic fc-module one can build a double complex 
C{M,): 
i l i I 
м
п
 i=î м
п
 **- м
п
 h=z м
п 
M
n
_ i <—- M„_i « i- Mn-i <—- M
n
_ i 
i 1 1 I 
where 
6 := ¿(-1)4 
»=o 
L := Σ«' 
The cyclic homology HC
n
(M») of M, is by definition the n-th homology of the 
total complex TotC(M,) associated to C(M,), i.e. 
ЯСп(М.) := H
n
(TotC(M.)). 
In the case that M, is the cyclic module of example 1.5 we denote this cyclic 
homology by 
HC
n
(R). 
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1.9 Definition. If M, is a quaternionic module one can build a double complex 
Z)(Af.) as follows: 
i i ¡ i i 
|ь I - 5 I s l·6' і ь 
М
п
_і Д М„_іфМп-і Д Αίη.χφΜη.ι Д- М
п
_і Д- М
п
_і «-· 
i i l i l 
where 
ь 
b' 
в 
в 
L 
Ν 
a 
ß 
7 
:= 
:= 
;= 
:= 
:= 
:= 
:= 
:= 
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The quaternionic homology HQ
n
(M,) of Af, is by definition the n-th homology 
of the total complex Tot'D(M,) associated to 'D(M,) i.e. 
HQ
n
{Mt) := Нп(ЪЛ {М,)). 
In the case that Af* is the quaternionic module of example 1.5 we denote this 
quaternionic homology by 
HQ
n
(R). 
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2 Reduced power operations. 
In this section we will construct operations on various low dimensional homology 
groups. These operations will be used later on to define new Arf invariants. We 
feel that the material in this section is interesting in its own right. 
Notation. Let ρ be a fixed prime number for the rest of this section. For every 
η G Ν, I
n
 denotes the set {1,2, . . . ,n} . I
n
 will act as a set of indices. The 
symmetric group of degree p, Sp acts on the p-fold cartesian product I* of /„ 
by 
i"(ti,...,ip) :=(ÏT(I) , . . - ,»T(J»)) for all (ii,.. .,»„) € Ιζ,τ £ Sp. 
Consider the permutation σ := (1 2 · • ρ ) - 1 · Define Δ
η
 := {y G Щ \ <гу = γ}-
Let Γ
η
 denote a set of representatives for the σ-orbits of the free action of σ on 
Let R be an associative ring with identity. Now recall the definitions of 
the Hochschild homology group Яо(Л) and the cyclic homology group ЯС7о(Д)· 
Observe that both groups are equal to Coker(ò), where 6: R® R —» R is defined 
by 
b(ri 0 Га) = Г1Г2 — rjri. 
For all г G R we denote by [r] the class of г in Ho(R). 
2.1 Proposition. р:Но(К) -» Я0(Я/рД) defined by 
*
Р
(М):=К]. 
is α well-defined homomorphism. 
Proof. For all maps a.I
n
 —* R and elements 7 = (»1,..., ip) G 1%, we will 
write 7(а) instead of α^,α^, · · α^. We assert that 
V /p- i 
Σ »'TÍ01) = Р Т И - Η Σ a i x ·· · ou, ® a i | + 1 •о«, 
*=1 \ l = l 
This is easily verified by writing everything out. For all α: I2 —» R, the following 
identity holds in Яо(Я/рЯ): 
[ ( a t + a ^ ] = Κ + α ζ + £
 7 (α)] 
7еГа fc= 1 
= W] + [^]· 
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So it suffices to show that [(6(αι ® oi2))F] = 0 in Ho{R/pR). Now then: 
[(¿(ai 0 a2))p] = [ ( a i ^ - a j a ! ) " ] 
= [(aiea^ + í - l ^ í a j e x y ] 
= [aiO!2(aiai2)''_1 - a2(aia2)''~1 оц] 
= [¿(« ιΘα^αιαΐ)" - 1 )] 
= О 
This proves the proposition. · 
Recall the definitions of the Hochschild homology group Hi(R) and the cyclic 
homology group HCi(R): 
_ К е г ( Ь Д ® Д - ^ Д ) 
U ;
' ~ І т ( 6 : п ® Д ® Д - » Д ) 
ЯСі(Д) := Кег(Ь:Д® Д-» Д) 
Іт(Ь: Д ® Д ® Д - » Д ) + Іт(1 - х) ' 
where 
Ь(гі ®rj) = ГіГ3-Г2Г1, 
Ь(гі ® Гз ® Гз) = ГіГ2 ® Гз - Τι ® Г2ГЗ + ГзГі ® rj, 
а ! : Д ® Д - » Д ® Д is defined by і(г і ® гг) = -rj ® гі. 
For all £ € Кег(6: Д ® Д -» Д), we denote by [ξ] the class of ξ in Яі(Д) as well 
as in HCi{R). 
Let α,β: I
n
 —• Д be set-theoretic maps. For every p-tuple 7 = (¿1, . . . , ij,) G I* 
we write 
-rie ß) 
instead of 
α,Χα,,/?,, · • ·<»,,_,/?,„_, ® a,,/?,, G Д ® Д. 
2.2 Theorem. The map ep:Hi(R) -> HCi(R/pR) deiermmed by 
I Σ α,® Ä e/» p - l «e/» 7€Γ„ *=ι 
«5 α well-defined homomorphism. 
2.3 Remark. In the case that ρ = 2 this reads 02: Яі(Д) -• HCi(R/2R) 
¿a .® A 
• = 1 
^ β,Αβ, β Ä + 53 (e»Ä ® «JA + Ä«· ® β, α, ) 
»=1 t < j 
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We will prove this theorem with the help of a series of lemmas. 
2.4 Lemma. Let m > 1. For all rj,гг,...,т
т
 G R' 
^ri + i r , + 2---r m r ira---r,_i0r, = (1 - x){ri 1) 
/ m - 2 
+ Ъ Ι Σ Γ»+2 · · • Г
т
 0 Γι · · · Γ, ® Γ,+1 
, » = 1 
+ 6(1 0 Гі 
- 6(10 η 
Proof. Simply a matter of writing everything out. 
Corollary. For all α,β: I
n
 -* R and 7 G Щ 
• г
т
_ і 0 г
т
) 
• г
т
0 1 ) 
p - I 
Σνσ*ι{α,β)-ίσ*+ιτ{α,β)) 
L í = l 
ΣΑ(α./3) 
. t = l 
= 0. 
Corollary, θρ does not depend on the choice of Γ
η
. 
2.5 Lemma. Let Τ(Κ Χ R) be the free abelian monoid on the set R χ R 
and 0 : P(R χ R) —» R 0 R be the canonical morphism. There is a bijective 
correspondence between homomorphisms on Ker(6: R®R—> R) and morphisms 
on Ker(60: ^ (R χ R) -+ R) which kill all elements of the form 
(u,0) u£R 
(0,u) uÇR 
(u,v + w) + (u, -v) + (u,-w) u,v,weR 
(u + v,w) + (-u,w) + (-v,w) u,v,weR. 
Proof. To a homomorphism ƒ on Ker(6), we associate the morphism / 0 on 
Ker(60). It is clear that this morphism meets all requirements. 
Conversely suppose ƒ is a morphism on Ker(b0) as in the statement above. 
Define the homomorphism g on Ker(6) as follows: If ξ = ^ a, 0 β
ι
 belongs to 
Ker(6)1 we choose η = £]і( а»іА) а з а ^ ^ 0 ^ £ і п Кег(б0), and define д(С) := 
/(η). Let us verify that this is well-defined. 
Suppose ή = Σ,(^»>Α) is another lift of ζ in Ker(ft0) Consider the differ­
ence η — ή in the free abelian group iFgiR x R). By definition of the tensor-
product, this takes the form: 
Σ { ( " * ι + Vkt.Whi) - Ыг.^кг) - («к,.»»,)} + 
t i 
5 ^ {Κ,ι^fc,) + ("ibj,ω*,) - («*, + Vfc
a
,u»*,)} + 
k3 
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M 
•{(o,,,») + ( , ' *-" '») + ( , , m , , , n ) } 3 
M 
+ {(0 '^) + (*»«-'4n) + (*"»'Mn)}2 
M 
+ {(o ' t 'n) ? : }^ 
M 
+ {(Mm- 'Mn) + (Mft- 'Mn) + (Mm + Mft 'Mn)} ^ 
M 
+ { ( e ^ Ό) + ( ^ " Ό + (Мл 'Мл)} 2 
M 
+ {( e ^O) + ( e ^ , e * i - ) + ( e , m ' e , n ) } 2 
M 
M 
+ {(Mm'Mft_) + (Mm'Mn-) + ( M m ' M f t + M n ) } ^ + L 
= {(0'^n)2}3 
M 
+ {(Mm- 'Mn) + (Мя- 'Mn) + (Mm + Мд 'Mn)} j [ 
M 
+ {(O'^n) + (Mm-'M„)
 + ( M m ' M n ) } ^ 
M 
+ { (0 ' t ï n) + ( ,*i- 'Mn) + (Mft'Mn)}j[ 
M 
+ {('"« Ш} 3 
M 
+ {(Mm ' Мд_) + (Mm 'Mn-) + (Mm 'Мд + Μη)} ^ 
M 
+ {C'"» Ό) + ('««"'ft-) + (Mm'Mft)} 2 
M 
+ {( ,^'0) + ( , ,"л' , ,п-) + ( , ,"™"*п)}3 + и 
•(Ή x Н)^" u ! ЭЛВЧ э м ээиэпЬэвиоэ в ву Ц Э Мт'Мд'Мп иів^іээ joj 
M 
{(Mm + Мд'Мп) - (Мт'Мп) + (Мд'Мп)}^7 
M 
+ {(Mm 'Μη) - (Мд 'Μη) - (Mm + М
л
 ' Μη)} ^ 
This implies /(η) = /(ή). Hence g is well-defìned. The rest is obvious. 
We want to apply this lemma to the map 
^:Ker(ft®) -» HdiR/pR) 
defined by 
p-1 
»ел. 7 е г „ t = i 
But first we need another lemma to show that θ
ρ
 is well-defined in the sense 
that the formula on the right-hand side defines a cycle in HCi(R/pR). 
2.6 L e m m a . For all α,β- I
n
-* R with Е.е/пК'/ 3 «) € Ker(6®) 
Ь ( Е М Г Ч β Ä + Σ Σ ('^К/?) - ***7(0. «)) J = о. 
\«6/» 76Г« <=1 / 
Proof. Writing y(a,ß) instead of atlßtl • • • octTßlT, for every 7 = (*ι,. · ·, tp) G 
Щ, the expression becomes 
Σ(Ί(*,β)-Ί(β,<*))+ 
7€Δη 
P-1 
Σ Σ(<<τ<Ύ(*,/3) - tfft+1y(a'ß) - ^УО3' <*) + ^ < + 1 7 ( / ? Û ) ) 
7€Γ
η
 «=1 
= Σ Μ*·!*) - ΐ(β'α)) + Σ Σ ^ * · ^ - ë^W'α)) 
7 6 Δ
η
 7€Γ» t = l 
= 53(7(α,/3)-7α?.β))+ Σ (У(<*.0)-7(М) 
7€Δη 7 6 / ; - Δ -
= 5];(7(α^)-7(/ΐ,α)) 
7€/г 
\»€/» / \ »e /» / 
= 0. 
This proves the assertion. 
We proceed by showing that θρ is a morphism on Ker(6®) 
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2.7. Suppose we are given a,β: I
n
 —* R and α',β'; Ι
η
ι —» R, such that 
І, = Х;К.А) and ν = Σ « · # ) 
tei» »ei
n
/ 
are in Ker(ò®). Let's say 
r := 2 α,Α = 2 До,, and r' := ^ a iÄ = £ /?>;. 
We identify the disjoint union In V ƒ„» and /„+„'· Define a: !„+„' —» Д by 
й(л ._ƒ«(») i f*e/„ e w
- \ a ' ( . · ) if¿e/„. 
and define /3 in the same way. The map /„+„' —» /2 defined by 
i l i f¿G/„ 
, H
" \ 2 ¡ f i e l » . 
induces a map it: 7j+n» —* /J which preserves the σ-action. Therefore 
Г„+„' = г п U ГП' и (J r-^x). 
Аег
э 
Using this terminology we equate 
'p-l 
«=1А€Гз
т е і
г-»(А) 
ΣΣ( ί σ ' λ (ρ)-^λ(ρ) ) 
= ο, 
where p:l2—*R is defined by ¿>(1) = r and p(2) = r'. 
And Цр) = Pxl • • • Px,^ ®PxT if λ = (¿ і 1 . . . ) ) € ^ . 
2.8. Now it is time to apply lemma 2.5 and show that θ
ρ
 induces a homomor-
phism é£ on Ker(b: R 0 R -» R) : 
о It is clear that
 р
(и, 0) = ^,(0, и) = 0, for all ti e Д. 
о
 г
({и, ν + w) + (ti, -υ) + (u, -w)) = 0, for ail u,v, w G R: 
Define α,/?: ƒ3 -» Л by 
α(1) := ti α(2) := ti α(3) := ti 
/?(1) := ν + w /?(2) := - ν /3(3) := -w. 
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The map /3 —+ Jj defined by 1 •-» 1, 2t->2, 3 i - » 2 induces a map 
π: if —» 1% which preserves the σ-action. Define а',0':І2—*КЬу 
α'(1) := u a'(2) := u 
/?'(!):= -v ß'(2):=-w. 
And finally we define 
71 —uftufc-u®^ 72 : = Α « ^ « · · · Α , β « 
forall7 = (¿i » p ) e ^ · 
flr((«,« + w) + («, - » ) + (u, - » ) ) = Öp ( ^{Cti.ßi) J . 
(u(t> + it»))1'-1« ® (v + w) — (ut»)'-1« ® t» - («til)''-1« ® w 
= - Σ
7 ι +
 Σ τι 
76/j 7€Дз 
= - Σ т. 
7б/а-Да 
7ег» *=і 
ΣΣ^Μ-^ΜΜ) 
7€ Γ , * = 1 
= Σ Σ Σ (1σ*Ί(*,0)-ίο*Ί(β,α)) 
λ Ε Γ
ΐ
ί = ΐ 7 € * - , ( λ ) 
7€Γ , * = 1 
But for all λ £ Гз we have 
^ (ta*7(a,/?)-*»SG9,«)) 
7€ΐΓ-4λ) 
= ± [t((«(v + и;))' - 1 ® «(υ + ti») - {(ν + и»)«)'- 1 ® (υ + и»)«)] 
= о, 
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since [(ab)* ® a6 - (6a)fe ® 6a] = 0 in HC^R). Further 
p - l 
76Γ 3 t = l 
p - l 
7€Γ 3 t = l 
- Σ Е^ь 
7€Γ 3 t = l 
Conclusion: 
-ΣΣ((σ ,ιθι+(*'7)3) 
7er
s
 *=1 
-ΣΣ-Μ^α') 
7€Г 3 t = l 
= О 
according to the corollary following lemma 2.4. 
о In asimilar way one can prove that 0ρ((ιι + υ,ιι>) + (—и,\и) + (—v,w)) — 0, 
for all u.ïf.u; G Ä. 
Thus we obtain a homomorphism B' : Ker(ò) —» HCi(Rfj>B). 
2.9 Proposition. 0p(ti ® υ + ν ® u) = [(uv)''-1 ® uv] for all u,v £ R. 
Proof. Define α, β: h -* R by a( l ) := u, a(2) := v, ß(l) := ν, β(2) := u. 
We equate 
'1>(и® + v® u) 
p - l 
(tiü),'"lu®t» + (vu),'"1w®ti+ Σ Σ * " * ^ 0 ' ^ - ^ ' 7 ^ ' ^ 
76Γ 3 t = l 
The permutation /j —» I2 determined by 11-+ 2, 2 t-» 1, induces a permutation 
ιτ-.Ιζ—*!^ which preserves the σ-action. Since •ιτ'γ(α,β) = j(ß,a) for every 
7 € Гз, the term involving the double sum in the equation above vanishes. 
Adding this to the fact that [(ην)ρ~1η ® υ + { иУ~1 ® и] = [(tiv),,~1 ® uv] 
proves the proposition. · 
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2.10. To finish the proof of theorem 2.2 it only remains to show that 
'(и ® w — u ® vw + um® v) = 0 forali u,v,w G R. 
For this purpose we define α, β: Iz —• R by 
a ( l ) := uv a(2) := vw oi(3) := wu 
/3(1) := w /3(2) := « /3(3) := ν 
We use proposition 2.9 to equate 
Θ' (uv ® ui — u ® vw + wu ® v) 
= Θ' ((uv ® w + vw ® u + wu ® v) — (u ® vw 4- vw ® u)) 
= [(uvwy~1uv ® w + (vwuy~1vw ® u + (wuv)p~ wu ® ν 
p- l 
+ Σ Σ(*σ,τ(«.0) - < σ < ^ · α ) ) - (««»У"1 ® «И· 
76Γ, t = l 
The permutation /3 —» /3 defined b y l i - * 3 , 2 t - + l , Ζ t-> 2, induces a 
permutation τ of 1% which respects the σ-action. Since πη[(α,β) = j(ß,a) for 
every 7 € Γ3, the term involving the double sum in the equation above vanishes. 
And because 
[(uvw)p~1uv® w + (vwu)'p~1 vw® и + (wuv)J'~1wu®v — (uvwy~l ® uvw] = 0, 
we are done. 
This completes the proof of theorem 2.2. 
2.11. Let B: HCo(R) —» Яі(Л) denote the homomorphism determined by 
[r] ι-* [ r®l+l®r] = [l®r]. The composition of В and θ
ρ
: Hi(R) -» HCi(R/pR) 
yields a homomorphism q: HCo(R) —» HCi(R/pR), which, as a consequence of 
proposition 2.9, maps [r] to [ r p _ 1 ® r ] . 
2.12 T h e o r e m . The homomorphism θ
ρ
: Hi(R) -• HCi(R/pR) induces a ho­
momorphism HCi(R) —* Coker(g). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of proposition 2.9. · 
2.13. Now recall the definition 1.9 of the quaternionic homology group HQi(R). 
There is an isomorphism 
H Q I { R ) ^ .._•*»((» 1 - У ) : ( Д ® Д ) Ф Д ^ Д ) 
Span < 
(r ® 3 + s ® r, —rs — rs), 
(u ® ν + u ® v, vu — uv), 
(Q^w + w)), 
(xy ® г - χ ® yz + zx ® y, 0) 
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deñned by 
Неге 
[w,a,b]h* [π,0,0+0+ о]. 
b:R®R—*R is defined by 6(ri ®Г2) = rjrj — гг^ч, 
y:R—>R is defined by y(r) = r. 
2.14. The correspondence χ >-> [1 ® г,0] obviously defines a homomorphism 
UH-.R^HQilR). 
2.15 Lemma. The map χ t-» [ζ ® z,0] determines a well-defined homomor­
phism /ід: R —» Coker vn-
Proof. For all x, у € Д, 
Мя(* + У) - Мл (s) - Мл (у) = [я!®У+У®х,0] = [ я(ху)] = 0. The rest is 
obvious. · 
2.16 Theorem. There exists a well-defined homomorphism 
HQÚRI2R) 
ύ = Од: HQi(R) -» Coker (мд/гл) = Span{[x®ar,0] | χ € Л} 
defined by: 
Uè/. 
] Γ α,/3,α, ® /3, + ^ а,Д ® Да, 
+ 2 ( a , / î , + Да.) ® (й,/3, + /?,а, ) + с ® с, с2 
The proof will come about in a few steps. 
2.17 Remark. 
W ^ а . в Д . с ) = ^ а , Д а , ® Д + ί ^ α , Α ) ® Í ^ Д а Л 
\ Le/» J/ be/» \»6/» / V»e/» / 
+ J 3 (^(e, /?) - 7(^, а)) + с ® с, c3 
Ύ€Γ2 
Е т е г Л ^ а . / ? ) - ^ « , ^ ) ] = 0, since [r®a + í®r,0] = 0 in Сокег(/ід/3д). Thus 
it is dear that ϋ does not depend on the way the sum Σ<€/ α · ® A> l s ordered. 
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2.18 Lemma. If (Е.еЛ α» ® ft.c) G Кег(6 1 - y), then 
Σ α Д о , ® /?, + α,/3, ® /?,«,+ (Σ' 
^(α,/?, + Да,) ® (α,/3, + β,α,) + с ® с, с2 
is a cycle in HQi(R/2R). 
Proof. The image of this expression under the homomorphism (b 1 — y) 
equals 
X)(a,A) 2 + (Да,)2 + a,A/?,a, + /?,a,a,/3, + 
•ел. 
^ ( а , Д +Да,)(а,/9, +/? ;а,) + (ar,/?, +/?,*, )(а,/?, +/3,а,) + 
» < j 
cc + cc + с2 + с3 = 
^ (а,Д + ßtat)(a)ß, + β, а, ) + cc + cc + с2 + с2 = 
(с + с)2 + cc + cc + с2 + с2 = О 
2.19 Lemma. As before Jr(R χ R) denotes the free abelian monoid on the set 
RxR and ®:^(RxR) —» R®R is the canonical mapping. Compare lemma 2 5. 
There is a bijective correspondence between homomorphisms on 
Ker((6 1 - y): (R ® R) θ R -» R) 
and morphisms on 
Ker((6 1 - y ) ( ® j ) ) = K e r ( ( b ® 1 - y): ?(R χ R)<B R -» Д), 
which kill all elements of the form 
((«,o),o) и е д 
((o.uj.o) « е я 
((u, υ + u;) + (u, -υ) + (ti, -ti/), 0) u, ν, w 6 Л 
((u + v,w) + (-и, w) + (-t/, w), 0) u, υ, tu G Л. 
Proof. Modulo a few minor adjustments the proof of lemma 2.5 will do · 
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by 
We apply this lemma to the map ΰ· Ker(ò0 1 — y) —* Сокег(^д/2л) defined 
( Σ Κ Α ) , ^ = Σ «.Дог. ® А + α,/?, ® Att,+ 
t e / . 
Σ ( « . Α + А«.) ® (<*}Рз + /5, α, ) + с ® с, с3 
2.20 Lemma, ι? is a morphism on Кег(6® 1 — у). 
Proof. If 
are in Ker(6® 1 — y), then 
( Σ α,Α + Д о . J 0 ( Σ α ; # + Ααί 
\te.r. / \»€/nf у 
(с + с') ® (с + с7) + с ® с + с' ® ?, (с + с')2 + с2 + с'2] 
= [(с + с) ® (с' + с7) + с 0 ? + с' 0 с, ее' + с'с] 
= [с 0 с' + с 0 с' + с' ® с + с 0 с7, ее' + с'с] 
= о 
which proves the lemma. · 
The next step is to prove that ύ induces a homomorphism i?' on Ker(6 1—y). 
2.21. We use lemma 2.19: 
о It is clear that Щи, 0), 0) = ¿((0, и), 0) = 0 for all υ € Д. 
о For all u, v, w € R, 
Щи, « + u») + (и, -ν) + (и, -w), 0) 
= [u(v + w)u ® (v + w) + uvu 0 V + uwu 0 w + 
u(v + tu) 0 (v + U/)ti + uv 0 VU + Utü 0 wu + 
(u(v + w) + (D + f )« ) 0 («ν + υιι) + 
(u(v + w) + (v + w)u) 0 (utti + u;u) + 
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(uv + vu) ® (uu; + wu), 0] 
= [uvu ® ui + uwu ® ν + uv ® wu + uw ® vu + 
(uv + wu) ® (uu; + u;u)] 
= 0. 
o In the same fashion one proves that i?((u+i/, «;) + (—u, w)-\-(—v, w), 0) = 0 
for all u, v, w € R. 
Finally we use 2.13 to verify that ύ' induces the promised homomorphism 
1?. 
2.22. For all r, a, u, v, w, x, y, ζ £ R we have 
^'(r ® 3 + a ® r, rs + rä) 
= [таг ® * + ra ® ar + ara ® г + ir ® rs + 
(re + ar) ® (re + er) + (re + re) ® (re + re), (re + re)2] 
= [0, rere + refe + fere + rere] 
= 0, 
<?'(« ® ν + й ® v, vu — uv) 
= [uvu ® ν + й й ® ï ï + u v ® v u + tïïï®vu + 
(uv + vu) ® (ш; + vu) + (UK + vu) ® (uv + vu), (uv + vu)2] 
= [uvu ® v + uvu ® v + uv®vu + ïïv® vu, (uv + vu)2] 
= o, 
i?'(iy ® ζ + χ ® yz + zx ® y, 0) 
= [xyzxy ® ζ + xyzx ® yz + zxyzx ® y + 
xyz ® zxy + xyz ® yzx + zxy ® yzx + 
(xyz + zxy) ® (xyz + yzx) + 
(xyz + zxy) ® (zxy + yzx) + 
(xyz + yzx) ® (zxy + yzx), 0] 
= o, 
i?'(0,2(tv+u;,)) = 0. 
This step completes the proof of theorem 2.16. 
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3 Morita invariance. 
3.1 Theorem. Let A be the ring ofmx m-matnees over the k-algebra R. The 
trace-maps Tr: An —» Д " determined by 
•ВДвХа »•··«*„):= £ № ) „ „ β №).,., ® •••0 №)..., 
•ι. Λ» 
yieW α chain egvtvafence between the Hochschtld complexes (A*,b) and (R*,b). 
A chain inverse is given by the maps г. Л" —» An defined by 
i(ri 0 r 2 0 · · · 0 r n ) := Eu^i) ® · · · 0 i?i i(r n ) 
ІУЛеге ^ t J ( r ) denotes the m χ m-matrtx with r in the (i,j)-entry and zeros m 
all other entries. 
Proof. It's easy to check that Tr and ι are chain maps. We immediately see 
that Tt · <• = 1. We will show that ι · Tr ~ 1 simply by giving a chain homotopy. 
For that purpose we proceed to introduce the following definitions: 
Define 
7: An+1 -* An+1 
by 
m 
7(*o®*i0--0*n) :=(- ir + 1 X>u(l )0t f i , ( l )X
n
*o0Xi®--0Xn-i I 
» = 1 
s: An -» An+1 
by 
a(Xi 0 · · · 0 X
n
) := Xi ® · · · 0 X
n
 0 1 
and finally 
by 
X„:=(-ir+1¿7fca. 
The following relations are valid: 
¿^(1)^1.(1) = 1 (1) 
do-y ± (-l)n+1d„ 
do7* = (-l)"-·-1^*-1 if *>0 (2) 
d,7 = - 7 ^ . ! if 1 < ί < η (3) 
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47* = = ( - 1 ) * 7 Ч - * if Jb < i < η (4) 
<*і72 = -fdot (5) 
= (-l) n7dn 
= (-1Г7ап-1 
^ γ
4
 â ( - l ) < - 1 7 < - 1 d 1 7 t - i + 1 (6) 
= (- ir+V" 1«^.* if 0 < i < к 
jsdn = ydns (7) 
Еи(1)ХЕц{1) = En{Xti) (8) 
dn^a â t . T r (9) 
in the position to prove that 
bxn + Χη-гЬ = 1 - iTV : 
к=1«=0 
η η η - 1 
-ΐΓ^ΣΒ-
1)^^ 
-l)n+1(¿(do7** + (-l)ndn7 )^ + Σ Σί"1)**^·) 
- <*η7η* + 
-ΐ)η + ι(Σ D - 1 ) ' * ^ · + Σ В-1)Ч7^) 
fc=lt=k t = 2 i = l 
- і Т г + 
-ΐΓ
+ι(ΣΪΣ(-1)<+*^*-»·+ΣΣ(-1)"4'+ν-1*.+ι-*·) 
h=li=k k=2i=l 
- tTr + 
- Ι Γ
+ 1 ( Σ Σ (-i)m7**»*+¿ Σ (-i)m74-1^) 
t = l m=0 i=2m=n-t+l 
-^τν-κ-ΐΓ+^ΣΣί-υν^) 
k=lm=0 
- »τν+ί-ΐΓ+^Σ Σί-1)*"^**«) 
t=lm=0 
-iTt-Xn-ib. 
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Let — : R —» R be an anti-involution of fc-algebras. We extend this anti-
involution to an anti-involution — : A —» A by defining (X)tj = X]i for every Χ E 
A. According to example 1.5 we may regard both R* and A' as quaternionic 
modules. 
3.2 T h e o r e m . The map Tr induces isomorphisms 
Ht(A) J * . Я.(Д) 
HC.(A) -St» ЯС,(Л) 
Я£?.(Л) J ^ Я(9.(Я) 
Proof. It is clear from the definitions that both t and Tr preserve ζ and y. · 
3.3 Theorem. The following diagrams commute 
HCo(A) -Z+ HxiA) 
[тг [те 
HCo(R) -2+ Яг (Я) 
Яо(А) -Ь» Яо(Л/рЛ) 
Яо(Л) - ^ H0(R/pR) 
НСгіА) ±+ HCl{AlvA)l\m{q) 
ЯСі(Я) -Ь» HCl(RlpR)l\m{q) 
HQM) - ^ Сокег(м(л/2^)) 
Я С ^ Д ) *й» С о к е г ( ^ ( я / 2 Л ) ) 
Proof. A little examination of the definitions shows that В, θ
ρ
 and i? commute 
with t. · 
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4 Generalized Arf invariants. 
Let (R,a,u) be a ring with anti-structure with ω = ± 1 . Thus u is central and 
a is an anti-involution. 
4.1 Theorem. The map 
T: Аг^(Д, α, и) -> Coker(l + ϋR) 
determined by 
(o, b) ι-> [a 0 b, ab) 
is a well-defined homomorphtsm. 
We are a bit sloppy here in denoting the projection HQi(R) —* Сокег(/хя/2я) 
by l . 
Proof. Recall the presentation of Arf {R, a, u) from theorem 2.4. 
For all a, Ò 6 Лі(Д) the element (a ® b, ab) is a cycle in HQi(R/2R): 
(b 1 - y)(a ® 6, aò) = ab + ba + ab + òo = 0. 
Next we will check that Τ respects all the relations of the aforementioned pre­
sentation. 
1. obvious 
2. obvious 
3. [a ® 6 + b ® a, ab + ba] = 0 
4. [a ® ( ι + a(i ) ) , a(x + a(x)] = [a ® χ + a(x) ® a, ax + xa] = 0 
5. [a ® a(x)bx + xaa(x) ® b, aa(x)bx + xaa(x)b] = 
[aa(x)ò ® χ + xa ® oc(x)b, aa(x)bx + xaa(x)b] = 
[aa(x)6 ® χ + bxa ® a(x), aa(x)6x + xaa(x)ò] = 0 
6. ΰ([α ® 6, aò]) = [aba ® b + ab ® ba + ab ® ba, abab] = [aba ® 6, aba6] 
7. Suppose 
( Î r ) e G L -W e a t i 8 f i e s i - ( ( z YT)) = (XZ T)1-
Then using the relations for Χ, Υ, Ζ and Γ, we equate 
(1 + ϋ)[Χα ® Τ + Ζ ® Ya, ΧαΤ] 
= [Χα®Τ+Ζ®Υα + 
Χ
α
ΤΧ
α
 ®Τ + ΖΥαΖ®Υα + ΧαΤ®TX" + ΖΥα ® Υ α Ζ + 
(ΧαΤ + ΤΧα) ® (ΖΥα + ΥαΖ) + ΧαΤ ® Τ"Χ, ΧαΤ + (ΧαΤ)3] 
= [ΧαΖΥα®Τ + ΤΧαΖ®Υα,ΧαΖΥαΤ\ 
= [ΧαΖ®ΥαΤ,ΧαΖΥαΤ\. 
Now theorem 3.3 finishes the job. 
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This finishes the proof. · 
4.2 Remark. In the case that R is commutative and α is the identity we have 
R 
Coker(l + uR) = Span{a; + χ 2 | χ £ R} 
Ωα 
2ΩΗ + 6R + {(г + т26а)6з | г, s € R} 
= Сокег(1 + öj: Ho(R) — Ho(R/2R)) θ 
Сокег(1 + І: H^R) — HCi(R/2R)). 
This can be verified by a little examination of 2.13 and the definitions of #2 and 
t? in proposition 2.1, theorem 2.2 and theorem 2.16. The projection of 
T: Arfh(Ä, 1, - 1 ) -» Coker(l + 02) φ Coker(l + Θ2) 
on the first summand is just the old primary Arf invariant. The secondary Arf 
invariant 
A r f ' i Ä . l . - l ) Ω Λ 
2Ω
Λ
 + 6R+ {(г + raís)6e I r, з € R} 
factors through the projection of Τ on the second summand. 
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Chapter IV 
Applications to group rings. 
1 Quaternionic homology of group rings. 
The following exposition is based upon the work of J.-L. Loday in [16]. 
Let к be a commutative ring with identity, G a group and k[G] the group 
algebra of G over k. By providing k[G] with the anti-involution ~ determined 
by g = g'1 for all g 6 G, k[G] ®fc k[G]n becomes a quaternionic module by 
means of example 1.5 of chapter III. 
Notation. Denote by Г the set of conjugacy classes of G and by C: G —» Г 
the map which assigns to g G G its conjugacy class C(g). Further we choose 
a section 5: Г -> G of С such that S ^ Í T 1 ) ) = ( ^ ( С ^ ) ) - 1 for every g € G 
with C(g) φ C(<7-1). Finally, for every set V endowed with a right G-action we 
supply the free ¿-module Ä:[V] with a fc[G]-bimodule structure by letting G act 
trivially from the left-hand side on V. 
1.1. For every ζ G G, the right action C(z) χ G —» G(z) of G on G(z) defined by 
(x,0) ι-» g~1xg for all a; G C(z) and g G G, makes Jb[G(z)] into a fc[G]-bimodule. 
1.2 Lemma. The map 
ф:к[С]®
к
к[С]п^ φ ¿[ОД] ®* ¿[G]" 
i € l m S 
determined by 
is an isomorphism of simplicial modules with inverse determined by 
h®gi® •••®ffn ·-» (tfi---ffn)~1h®0i® · ·®<7η for all fc G C(z). 
Proof. See [16]. · 
1.3 Definition. We say that ζ G G is of type 
1 i f z = z - 1 I 
2 if z^eCiz) and z ^ z - 1 , 
3 if ζ " 1 g C(z). 
For each г G {1,2,3} let Si denote the subset of Im 5 consisting of all elements 
of type t. Notice that Im 5 is the disjoint union of the S¿. Now S was chosen 
in such a way that ζ G S3 Ο z _ 1 G S3, This allows us to write S3 as a disjoint 
union of sets Sg" and S3 such that ζ G S3 Ο ζ - 1 G S J . 
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1.4 Definition. The simplicial module k[C(z) UC(z 1)] ®k ^[G]n becomes a 
quaternionic module by defining 
*(ί®0ι®·· ·®0η) := (-l)n(9i--9n)~1ggi • <7n®(ffi • • •ffn)~1í®íi®· · ·®ίη-ι 
and 
УІ9 ® 9ι ® · • · ® 9η) := (-l):^^(9i • · Sn) - 1« - 1«?! • · • Jn ® ffñ1 ® · ' ' ® il"1 
1.5 Theorem. 
* A[G] ® t Jb[G]n -» φ Jb[C(z) U Cíz-1)] ®fc k[G]n 
ú an ¿somorpAjsm o/ juaiemionic modules. 
Proof. This is easy to check. The maps χ and у were defined so as to make 
φ respect the quaternionic structure. · 
1.6. For every group G we define 
ti l:Jb[G]n+1-+Jk[G]n 
by 
di(9o®gi®-®9n) •= ffo® •••®it5t+i® •••®ffn if 0 < i < n 
dn(io®Pi® •••®0n) := ffo® •••® <?n-i, 
η 
d: Jfe[G]n+1 - ib[G]n by d := ]Г(-1)Ч 
and 
n-l 
df: k[G\n+1 - k[G]n by d' := £ ( - 1 ) 4 · 
t=0 
Now the map 
a: k[G]n+1 -» Jb[G]n+2 determined by s(ff0 ® · • · ® $„) := 1 ® g0 ® · · · ® gn 
satisfies sd + da = ad' + d'a = 1 and therefore provides for a chain contraction 
of both the chain complexes 
(Jb[Gr+1,d) and (¿[GT+V). 
Now let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. Choose a set-theoretic section 
β: H\G —» G, of the canonical projection ж: G —* Н\С, satisfying β(Η) = 1 
and define у := β ·*. 
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In what follows we will give homotopy-inveree maps of the inclusion-induced 
maps 
j.:(k[Hr+\d)^(k[G]-+\d) 
ji:(k[Hr+1,d')->(k[G\-+1,d') 
and appropriate chain homotopies. 
The chain map p . determined by 
p
n
:Jb[G , ] n + 1 -Jfc[tf] n + 1 
Pn{go ®•·•® 9n) •= 
до-уЫ)'1 ® y{go)gMgogi)~1 ® · · · ® y{gogi • • • g
n
-i)g
n
y(go • • i n ) - 1 
is a chain inverse to j , , through the homotopies 
h«: k[H]n+l - k[H}n+2 defined by ^ := 0 
and 
Л„: fc[G]n+1 -» fc[G]n+2 defined by Λ« := a(jnPn - 1). 
Thus 
Pnjn - 1 = dhn + hn-id 
J n P n - l = dhn + hn-id. 
Analogously we define 
р;:ІЬ[С?]п + 1^*[ЯГ+ 1 by p ; : = 0 I 
h'
n
: k[H]n+l -+ к[Н)п+2 by h'
n
 := -a 
and 
/»'„: Jb[G]n+1 -+ k[G]n+3 by Л7« := -s. 
Then again p'
n
 determines a chain map and 
p'j'
n
-i = ^ + л ; . ^ 
j'
n
p'
n
-l = ¿11'
п
 + Ы
я
-1*. 
1.7 Definition. For all ζ € G one defines the subgroups Gf and G2 of G by 
G« := {y G G I ffz = zg} 
and 
Gj-ííreGU-^yeíz.z-1}}. 
Notice that 
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• Gz = (7,-1. 
• the correspondences О Д С -• C(z) and GZ\GZ —• {z ,z - 1 } determined by 
Gta ι—» a~
1za are bijective. 
• G, acts from the right on {z, z - 1 } by conjugation and this makes k[z, z _ 1 ] 
into a ib[Gt]-bimodule. 
1.8 Theorem. For all ζ E G the inclusion Gz Ç G induces a morphtsm 
k[z, ζ " 1 ] 0 * ¿ [Gif —» Jb[G(z) U Gíz-1)] ®4 Jb[G]n 
α ® <7i ® • · · ® g
n
 ι-» α ® gi ® · · · ® g
n 
of quatemwmc modules. 
Proof. We distinguish between three cases and keep 1.6 and definition 1.7 in 
mind. 
1. For all ζ of type 1 we have Gz = Gt and the inclusion Gz Ç G induces a 
morphism of quaternionic modules 
k[z] ®k fc[G«]" 
•I 
* »MC] *[G*]n+1 
I 
-1 
fc[G(z)] ® t k[G\n 
mapping 
Z®ffl® •••®Уп to Ζ®*?! ® •••®Sn· 
Formulas for г and у can be found in definition 1.4. 
2. For all ζ of type 2 we have G(z) = G(z~ 1 ) and the inclusion G j Ç G 
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induces a morphism of quaternionic modules 
"L 
к 9kiat] k[Gz]n+1 
I 
к ® l [ G.] k[G\n+l 
k[c(z)] ® t k[a\n 
mapping 
a ® 0 i ® •••®<7
n
 to a®(7i® •·®ί„. 
Formulas for χ and у can be found in definition 1.4. 
3. For all ζ of type 3 we have Gz = Gt-i = Gt and the inclusion Gt Ç G 
induces a morphism of quaternionic modules 
*[zl*-1]®fc*[GJn 
-I 
(* ®мо.] t[G.]n+1) Φ (* вчв..і] *[σ.-.]η+1) 
i 
(* ®Mo.] *[G]n + 1) Φ (* ®*[o.-,] *[σ]η + 1) 
J b f C ^ U C ^ - 1 ) ] ® » * ^ " 
mapping 
a ® f f i ® - ® y
n
 to a®gi®-®g
n
. 
Formulas for χ and y can be derived from definition 1.4. 
In all cases this morphism induces a chain map of the associated quaternionic 
double complexes. · 
By applying к ®k[G,] — lQ the various situations of 1.6 that occur here, we see 
that these maps are chain equivalences on the columns by Shapiro's lemma. 
Further 1.6 enables us to compute explicit chain inverses and chain homo topics. 
To obtain the inverse homomorphism on the level of quaternionic homology we 
use the following lemma. 
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1.9 Lemma. Suppose j : С —• С is a chain map of double complexes 
O10 < O n » WO < <-Ίΐ 
J » jA j b "f* 
Coo * Ooi < (-Ό2 Ooo 4 *-Ό1 * 002 
which is a chain equivalence on the columns. Let p . t be a chain inverse of j , ь 
and 
PmJbjmfc — 1 = с С » + ц ' 1 т * + ^m-l fc^fc 
jmfcPmt - 1 = d
m + H|hmk +/im-lfcdmi-
Then 
τ: Я І (Tot С ) - » Я і (TotC) 
defined by 
[a, 0] У-* [pioa + РіоацЛоіЬ + Аоо<і0іРоі&іРоіЧ 
for all (a, 6) G Ker(d 1 0 ci01), is the inverse of 
> : Я і ( Т о І С ' ) - Я і ( Т о і С ) . 
Proof. The map j , is an isomorphism since j is an equivalence on the columns. 
By definition of double complex: 
< £ - і ь С * + С * - і < £ * = 0 forall m ( * e N 
# , - ι * £ , * + ^ , * - ι & * = 0 for all m . f c e N 
Now suppose α G Сю and 6 G Coi satisfy 
βζ0α + 5ο1ο = 0. 
Then 
^oÌPio11 + РіоЗи/ЧиЬ + Λοο^οιΡοι^) + <*01роіЬ 
= —Ροο^οι* — Ροο<ίοι<ζιΛοι& + рооІоо^оіРоі^ 
= -poo^oiJoiPoib + Ροο<ζι JoiPoib 
proves that r([a)ò]) G Яі(ТоіС). Further we equate 
j,T([a,b])-[a,b] 
= [лоРіо(а + d
n
hoib) + jiohood
olpoib — a, (joiPoi — 1)4 
= [(iioPio - l)(a + dnhoib) + jiohood0iPoib, 0] 
= [jioPioO'ioPio - !)(« + ¿ll^oit) + JioPioj'io^oodojPoift, 0]. 
To obtain this last identity we used the fact that 
(jioPio - l)(a + dnhoib) + Jiohood01poib £ Ker(d10) 
and 
(jioPio - 1) Кет(Т10) Ç Im(<i20). 
To continue the computation we define с := jioPioOioPio — l)(a + ¿ιχΛοιδ)· 
[с + jioPiojiohoodoiPoib, 0] 
= [с + jiohooPoojoodoípoib, 0] 
= [c + ІіоЛооРооа01іоіРоіЬ,0] 
= [с + Jiohoopood01(dnhoi + 1)6,0] 
= [с — jioftooPoo^io0 — iio^ooPoo^io^n^oib. 0] 
= [ с - ііоЛооаіоРіо(а + dllhoib),0] 
= [с - ¿loPioO'ioPio - 1)(α + ¿ii^oib), 0] 
= 0. 
Thus we find j»r = 1 and since j . is already an isomorphism, this proves the 
lemma. · 
1.10. We apply lemma 1.9 to the situation of theorem 1.8: Write Vi for the 
double complex 
vikiz.z-^ekiGir), 
'i>2 for the double complex 
©(¿[О Д и С ^ г - 1 ) ] ® * : ^ ] * ) 
and 
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for the chain map induced by the morphism of theorem 1.8. See definition 1.9 
of chapter III for the definition of V. Picture Vi : 
*[z,z-4®*[G,] ¿u. 
Ψ,ζ-
1} ¿s-
and 'Z>2 : 
¿[CízJUCÍz-1)]®*^]2 
¿[CízJUCÍz-1)]®*^ 
¿Γι 
φ , ζ"
1] Φ Jb[z, ζ"1] £ - Jb[z, ζ"1] φ Jbfz, ζ"1] 
¿и- (Jb[(7(z)UC7(z-1)]®Jfc[G])® 
(i[í7(z)UC7(z^)]®fc[G]) 
k[C(z)uC(z-1)] ¿s- Jb[C(z)uC(z-1)]®Jfc[C(z)UC(z-1)]¿í-
We use 1.6, definition 1.4, theorem 1.8 and lemma 1.9 to obtain the following 
formulas. 
dïo.dJo : o® ff t-*g~lag-a 
¿ίο.?o : α®ίι®52'- · ffrlaffi®ia-a®ffiff2+ a®ffi 
¿ ϊ ι . ί ι : (<»®ίι.0)^-»(-ίΓ1 αίι.0) 
(0,b®ff2)l-»(0IÒ-ff316ff2) 
(о.^^ь-ь-1 
dii.^ii : (a9gi,0)*-*a9gi + gîlagi9gïla 
(0,6 ® ffa) ·-» b ® ff2 + ffj 1Ь~1дз ® ffj1 
«tfa.^a : ( 0 , 0 ) ^ ( 0 , - α - a " 1 ) 
(0,»)^(b + b- l,0) 
Pio : g^agi ®92>-* УІді^адМді)'1 ® ^ (yOíaTÍffiffa)"1 
Poi : (yrloffbO)f-»0 
(O.PÍ^ffa) и· (O.TÍ ía^^^ya)" 1 ) 
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hoo = 0 
Λοι : (gï1agi,0)i-»(a®gi,Q) 
(О, д^Ьдз) ·-+ (О, Ь ® ff2 - Ь ® яМя*)'1) 
1.11 Theorem. ГА e inverse 
Г-.НІІЪЛСОІ)) —» Н^ТоЦ і)) 
of j , is determined by ( i , y) ι—• 
МУі^Г^тСЫ"
1
 »тСЫзаТ^іЫ
-1+t®&.(o.7(tf4)041c047(04r1)). 
where 
x = gïiagl®g2ek[C(z)öC{z-i)]®k[G] 
У = (g31bg3,gi1cgt)€k[C{z)UC{z-1)]®k[C(z)UC{z-1)]. 
Proof. Under the given conditions we have 
Piodiihoi(g^ Ьдз,д^ ед
А
) 
= Piod\iib®g3,c®gA-c®gAi(gA)-1) 
= Ріо(Ь ® дз + 9з1ь9з ® д^Ь + с ® ff4 + ffí ^ - 1 ^ ® 0Í 1 
-С®У47(У4)~1 -7(S4)tfí1C~1ff47(i;4)"1 ® 7 ( í 4 ) ^ 1 ) 
= Ь® ff37(S3)_1 +7(!73)ffJ1bff37(ï3)~1 ®7(í?3)S31b. 
Applying the first relation of the list of theorem 1.12 yields 
[b ® <?з7(?з)"1 + іЫ9зІЬ9зі(9з)~1 ® і{9з)д11Ь] = {Ь® b]. 
Using the formula for τ in lemma 1.9 yields the desired result. · 
1.12 Theorem. For every g,gi,g2 € Gt and a € { z , r - 1 } , the following rela-
tions are valid m Ні(ТоЬ( і)). 
Í- [g^agi ® J2 + α ® (ffi - îiffa). 0,0] = 0, 
2. [0,z + z-1 10] = 0I 
3. [0,α
Ι
α + α- 1 ] = 0 and[0,0,2(z +z-1)] = 0, 
l [ z®z 1 0,z + z - 1 ] = 0, 
5. [z®g-z'1 ®g,Q,z-g~1zg] = 0, 
6. [z ® ( л + 02 - ffiPî), 0, e(<7i, 52)] = 0, where 
1.0 otherwise 
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Proof. 
1 follows immediately from the definition of <^0. 
2 is clear since ά^Ο,ζ) = (г + г - 1 , 0 ) . 
J <i£2(a,0) = ( ο , - ο - α - 1 ) and 2 imply that [0,0,2(3 + ζ - 1 ) ] = 0. The rest 
is obvious. 
4 Using the definitions of d^ and ¿ n we find 
0 = [z®g+g~1zg®g~1z,-g~1zg,0\ 
= [ ζ β ^ + ζ β ί ζ - ^ , Ο , ζ + ζ - 1 ] by J and 5 
= [ζβζ,Ο,ζ + ζ-1]. 
5 Using the definitions of d^ and ^ we equate 
0 = [z®g + g~1z~1g®g~1,0,z-g~1zg] 
= [z®g + z~1 ®(l-g),0,z-g-1zg} by Î 
= [z® g - z'1 2>g,0,z- g~lzg]. 
Note that [z ® 1,0,0] = 0 by taking gi = y2 = 1 in J. 
ί If tfi € Gt, then 5 follows from Í. 
If 9i ^ G», then б follows from 1 and 5. 
This completes the list of relations. · 
Notation. For every group 3 we denote by Jab the commutator quotient of 3, 
i.e. J
a
b = 3/[3, J], and by J # the quotient group 7аь/(Ль) 3 · 
1.13 Theorem. Let к =Щ. 
1. For every ζ of type 1 the map 
і|:Яі(ТЫ(2>і)) 
determined by 
((<?*)#/ <z»xC3 
z®<7,,niz,njz ~([n*].< n') 
for all ni, nj 6 Jfc лпі д. G Gr, «»Aere Ga denotes the cyclic group of order 
two generated by t, is an isomorphism. 
2. For every ζ of type 2 the map 
ттЯхСМРО) (G, χ с , G4) # 
<[*,* 2 ]> 
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determined by 
Σ α. ® 9i,p(ni)z + p(n2)z-1, р(пз)г + /»(тч)*-1 
Π*·«" 
for all »П.па.пз.тц G Ζ, Oj € {г, ζ - 1 } oná <;< G G^, satisfying the cycle 
condition Σρ{ν>(9ί)) = />(тіз — тц), is an isomorphism. Here 
ρ is the canonical map Ζ —• Jfc, 
η := Σ
 w(9i) + 2 («ι + П2 + Щ + Σ "»'(^Mff«)) . 
w'(z) := 0, w'iz-1) := 1, 
w(g) := w'fa^zg) forali д€О
г
. 
And S 7 x Ca ^4 i* the pull-back of the diagram 
G4 
1-
G, -ïa. Сг 
Яеге d denotes the cyclic group of order four generated by t, xj « the 
non-tnmal map and irzíí/) := V"^ for every g G Gt. 
3. For every ζ of type 3 the map 
^ Я І С І Ы О Р О ) —(<?*)# 
determined by 
^Ot ® 9t,niz + niZ'1 ,пзг +η
Λ
ζ~
1 
Π**"' 
+ n j + n j 
for all пі,П2,пз,П4 G к, <ч G {ζ, ζ-1} and Ci G G ,^ satisfying the cycle 
condition пз = П4, »5 an womorpAism. 
Proof. We will not enter into all the details of the proof; it is not difficult but 
lather tedious. 
1 The data in 1.10 make it is easy to verify that the map on 
Ker(d;0 О = (k[z} 0 k[Gt]) φ k[z] φ k[z] 
deteimined by the expression in the definition of τ; is a homomorphism 
which vanishes on Im(ciJ¡2), Im(<£j0) and In^du d^j). 
Theorem 1.12 enables us to check that the inverse of η is determined by 
([*].<") »-»[«βϊ.ο,«] 
for every g G Gt, n G Ζ. 
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2 Again η is a well-defined homomorphism. The inverse homomorphism is 
determined by 
[ff, i n ] •- [z ® 9,0, />(ent((n + l)/2))z + ^ e n t i n ^ ^ z " 1 ] 
for all g € Gt and η G Ζ satisfying p(w(g)) = p(n). 
3 The homomorphism η - 1 maps [g] to [z 0 g, 0,0] for all g € G,. 
Here ent denotes the entier function. · 
Notation. Write 
ВД = φ («<*.)#/ < - » x C72) Θ 0 ( ^ f 7; 2 f; ) # Θ 0 (G.)# 
1.14 Theorem. We have on isomorpAjsm Ф:Я(Зі(/Ра[С]) —> E(G). 
Proof. By theorem 1.5, theorem 1.11 and theorem 1.13. · 
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2 Managing Сокег(1 + ι?). 
Before we start with our reflections on Сокег(1+Лр TQA recall the theorems 1.5, 
1.11, 1.13 and 1.14 of the previous section. 
2.1 Lemma. The isomorphism Φ induces an isomorphism 
* ! : Coker(i/) «—» Сокег(Ф . и) 
and 
Coker(*.i/) = e i 6 5 l ( ( ( G I ) # / < ^ > ) x C 2 ) ® 
© * e s 3 ( ^ ) # / < 2 > ® 
® . 6 S + ( G . ) # / < * > 
Proof. To determine Сокег(Ф · ν) we compute 
*(ф)) = Щ1®х,0,0]) 
for χ € IFatG]. We may assume that χ e G. There exist ζ € Im 5 and g E G 
such that χ = g~lzg. Now 
¿(1 ® ff"1*^) = ff-1^ ® g~lzg, 
т{\я~1*Я9я-1*9,^М) = [7(í)í"1*ff7(p)"1®7(ff)í" l*í7(*í)" l ,0,0] 
= b{9)9~lzgT(g)-1 ® ^ЫГ^втЫ" 1 ^^] ( [ζ® ζ, 0,0] if ζ is of type 1 
[ z ± 1 ® z ± 1 , 0 , 0 ] if ζ is of type 2 
[z®z,0,0] if ζ is of type 3 
applying the isomorphism η we find 
' ([z], 1) = 1 € ((Gt)#/ < ζ >) χ Ci if ζ is of type 1 
[z, i] e (Gl x C a CO*/ < \.z<*2] > i f г i a o f typ« 2 
[г]е(С?
г
) # if ζ is of type 3 
* ( [ 1 ® S - I z i , , 0 , 0 ] ) = ^ 
The rest is clear now. 
2.2 Definition. Let G be a group. Define 
( β « ) * 
F(z) := ^ 
< { x € G | x = z V i a = z } > 
Ш* 
< { x € G | x = z V x 2 = z } > , 
(ÇOi 
l < { x G G | x = z V x 2 = z } > , 
x Cj, if ζ is of type 1 
if ζ is of type 2 
if ζ is of type 3. 
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2.3 Lemma. The isomorphism Φχ induces an isomorphism 
Φ2: Coker(^) «—» Сокег(Фі · μ) 
and 
Сокег(Ф 1 .м)= φ F(z) 
Proof. To determine Сокег(Фі · μ ) we compute Φι([ι 0 г, 0,0]). Again we 
may assume that χ G G. There exist ζ G Im 5 and g £ G such that χ2 = g~1zg. 
Observe that (gxg'1)2 = z. Now 
φ(χ 0 1 ) = x2 0 χ = g~1zg 0 x. 
Notice that 7(yx) = 7(5) since gxg-1 G G*. 
r([fl-1^0xIo)o]) = Ь Ы У ' ^ ^ Ы " 1 ® ^ ^ ) ^ ^ ) - 1 ^ ^ ] 
= Wï)*-1*^^)"1 ®7Ы*7(<7Г\0,0] ( [ζ 0 т Ы У - 1 ^ * ^ " 1 ^ ^ ) - 1 1 0 . 0 ] »f z i8 of tyP« ! [z* 1 0 T Í S ) ? - 1 ? * ? - 1 ^ ^ ) - 1 . 0 , 0 ] if ζ is of type 2 [ z 0 7(ff)<7-1ffXff-1ff7(ff)_1.O,O] if ζ is of type 3 
applying the isomorphism η we find 
Г ( l i*»" 1 ] . !)_€ ((Gi)#/ < W >) x C2 if ζ is of type 1 
Φι( [χ0χ,Ο,Ο])= I [ffXff"1]G(C?i)#/< [z]> i f z i s o f t y p e 2 
I [ffsff ] £ (Gx)#/ < [z] > if ζ is of type 3 
This proves the claim. · 
The isomorphism Φ2 induces an isomorphism 
Φ3: Coker(l + * ) « — · Сокег(Ф2(1 + ^ Ф - 1 ) : 
HQipilGl) 2±4 CokerOO — Coker(H-i?) 
I* I*' Ь 
S —» Сокег(Фі./і) —» Сокег(*з(1 + 4) ~1) 
2.4 Lemma. Сокег(Ф2(1 + ι?)Φ - 1 ) arises from Сокег(Фі · μ) by imposing the 
following identifications. For all ζ of type 
1 identify 
(Ы.п e F(Z) and ([g],?) € F(l) 
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2 identify 
[g]eF(z) and ¡(Ш^ННп if *> is of type 1 
т W
 I [fl] 6 F ( z 2 ) if z 2 is of type 2 
3 identify 
f ( W . l ) G F ( í 2 ) if ζ 2 is of type 1 
[<7] € J'(z) and ^ [<,] e /-(ζ2) if ζ 2 is of type 2 
I [g] € /"(ζ2) if ζ 2 is of type 3. 
Proof. 
1. Let([ í 7]1 í i)e((G í)# /<z>)xC2 . 
*"
1([s].n = [y"^®Í.O."] 
since 
^(ff-1z®i7) = (z®g) and 0(¿z) = iz, 
T([z®g,Q,iz]) = [zQgiig)-1^,™] - [z®g,0,iz], 
V([z®g,0,iz}) = ([g],?)· 
Щд^г ® g, 0, iz]) = [g^z2 ® g + ζ ® ζ + iz ® z, 0, tz2] = [ff-1 ® ff, 0, i]. 
Ф з ^ -
1
 ®S,0,t]) = {[g],?) £ F(z2) = F(l) 
since 
^(S" 1®·;) = (1®S) and ^(*) = ». 
T([i®g,o,iz]) = [ і в г т Ы - 1 ^ , ! ] = [Ιβΐί,Ο,»], 
ч([і®д,о,і]) = (M,**)· 
2. Let [a,**] G (Gl xc
a
 C4)#/ < [z.i2] >. 
*-
1([ί,**]) = Ιί ' 1 *βί,0,ν], 
where y = ent((i + l)/2)z + е п Ц і ^ г - 1 , since 
Ф(д~хг®д) = {ζ® g) and ф(у) = y, 
r{[z®g,0ly]) = [z®gf(g)~1,0,y] = [гв^.О.у], 
v([z®g,o,y}) = [,,«·(')+»«»(*/»] = [,,**]. 
¿ ( [ Г ^ ® ff.0, y]) = [g-'z2 ® g, 0, ent((i + l)/2)z 2 + ent(i/2)z- 2]. 
Note that [ζ ® ζ* 1,0,0] = [ζ*1 ® ζ, 0,0] = 0 in Сокег^). 
Define y1 := ent((t + l)/2)z2 + ent(i/2)z- 2 . 
Φ , ί ί σ - ^
2
 « a 0 i/lì - í ÍW·*1) e F(z2) if z2 is of type 1 
*a l l í * ® » · ϋ · » » - \ [ , ]
€
> (
ж
а ) if ζ 2 is of type 2 
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since 
<f>{g~lz3®g) = (ζ2® g) and ф(у') = у', 
T([z2<8>g,0,y'}) = lz2®rr{g)-l,0,i/] = [ζ2 ® ¡,,Ο,ΐ/'], 
v(\z2®aOv']) - / ( Ы - * ' } € ^ а ) i f z a i e o f t y p e l 
η[[ζ 9 9,U,V1) - \ [ g ] e F i z 2 ) if 22 is oí type 2 
3. Let [g] G ( G . ) # . 
since 
Ф"
1(Ы) = [о-1г®<7,0,0] 
г([г®р,0,0]) = [г®<77(«7)"1,0,0] = [ζ® g,Ο,Ο], 
η{[ζ 9 9.0,0]) = [g]. 
¿([g'1* ® g, 0> 0]) = [g-^2 ® g, o, o]. 
( M . l ) e F ( 2 2 ) if г 2 is of type 1 
Ф г Ш
- 1
*
2
 ® g, 0,0]) = { [g] e F(z2) if z2 is of type 2 
[g] € ^ ( г 2 ) if г 2 is of type 3 
since 
<t>{g-1z2®g) = (z2®g), 
r ( [ z 2 ® S , 0 , 0 ] ) = [z2®gi{g)-1,Q,0] = [z2®g,0,0], 
{ МЛ) G H*') if г 2 is of type 1 
η([ζ2 ®g,0,0]) = \[g]eF(z2) if ζ 2 is of type 2 
l [g] e F{z ) i f z2 i s o f typ 6 3 
This completes the proof. · 
2.5 Definition. Let G be a group. For every ζ G G we define y/z as the 
subgroup of ( С
г
) # resp. (G
z
)# generated by the set 
{g G G I g2* = ζ for some к G Ν } . 
2.6 Definition. Define 
.7(G) := limiez), 
where 
f (G.)# 
(G.)# 
χ Gj if ζ is of type 1 
ί·(ζ) := \ i ^ k if ζ is of type 2 
v/z 
,_ if ζ is of type 3 
v
z 
and the limit is taken with respect to the homomorphisms 
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F(z) —• F(x 1zz) for every a; G G defined by 
Γ ([ff]·**) ·-» ( [ " Î " 1 ^ ] . ί') for all ζ of type 1 
l [я] ,~~* fc-1^] for &^ z 0 f *УРе 2 and 3 
*•(*) — F(z2) defined by 
' (Μ.*1) ·-» (W.*1) fo' a" z of type 1 
W ^ i f W . * " ^ ) ^ ; ί 8 0 ί ^ β ; for all ζ of type 2 
І У І
 \[ff] if z 2 is of type 2 ' K { ([ff],!) if z2 is of type 1 [g] if z2 is of type 2 for all ζ of type 3 
[<;] if z 2 is of type 3 
• F(z) -* F(z-1) defined by [g] ·-» [</] for all ζ of type 3. 
2.7 Remark. 
J ( G ) - 0 Дс), 
с G «(G) 
where 
2.8 Theorem. 
£(c) := Urn F{z). 
Coker(l +1?) S J(G) 
Proof. Obvious in view of lemma 2.4. · 
2.9 Proposition. Suppose {g,h) ts an element of Arf (G). ТЛе »nvortont Τ 
of chapter III mops (g,h) to 
f[l,t] G £([!]) if gh ts of type \ 
\ [/»] G £([ίΛ]) if gh is of type 2 
Note that gh is never of type 3. 
Proof. Define ζ := gh. Note that p2 = h2 = 1 and ΛζΛ = ζ - 1 . By definition 
T((ff> Ό) = ¡3 ® Λ, ff/i] G Coker(l + 1?). By the definitions of φ, τ and τ;: 
Ф(дк) = fffc, 
ф(д ® Л) = hg® h, 
T([hg®h,0,gh]) = τ([ΛζΛ0 Λ,Ο,ζ]) 
= [ T W / I Z M O ' ^ T C O M , * ] 
= [ Ζ ^ Θ Λ , Ο , Ζ ] 
nfíz-1 « Λ 0 zìi - ί (Μ·*)-€ ^ ^ ) i f 2 І 8 o f t y p e 1 7 , ( 1 2
 ® f t ' ü · ^ - \[h]eF(z) if ζ is of type 2 
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Hence 
' gh is of type 1 
' gh is of type 2 •.(ьвмчЦ'и1'1»^11·" S; 
2.10 Lemma. For all ζ € G 
Ker(G7-(Gr)#/v^)cGt. 
Proof. Every commutator is a product of squares: і у і - 1 ^ - 1 = x 2 (x - 1 y) 2 y~ 2 . 
Every square of an element in Gz belongs to d . If y
2
 = z, then y G G
z
. · 
2.11 L e m m a . T ( ( j l /ι)) is never trivial in »7(G). 
Proof. Define ζ := (ρΛ)2 , with к large. If ζ is of type 1, the statement is true 
by proposition 2.9. If ζ is of type 2, then g G G
z
 \ Gz. Therefore [g] G £([z]) 
cannot be trivial. · 
Now we review one of the examples we encountered in section 5 of chapter 
II. 
Example. Let G be the group with presentation 
G := (X, Y, S I S2 = (XS)2 = (YS)2 = 1, XY = YX). 
To compute Arf (G) we determine 
J{G)= φ C(e). 
с G a(G) 
It is immediately clear from the presentation of G that vT = G and for all 
ζ G Я we have Gt = G. (Recall that H is the subgroup generated by X and 
У.) Therefore 
( G ^ # = G/G 2 = G / ( X 2 i y 2 ) . 
A little examination shows that 
« ( G ) = {[1]}U {[X2iY2i+i], [ Х " + 1 У 2 ' ] 1 [A-'m+iyîn+i] ι j.Jfe.m > 0} 
and 
£(c) = 
G2 i f c = [ l ] 
G/{X2,Y) S Ga x Cj if с = [Х 2 І У 2 ' + 1 ] 
G/(Χ, У 2) S Ga x Ca if с = [ Х " + 1 У 2 ' ] 
I G/{X2,XY) * Ci χ Gt if с = [ Х 2 т + 1 У 2 п + 1 ] . 
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Proposition 5.2 of chapter II says that the elements 
(1,1) 
(X*Y*>+lS,S) f o r j > 0 
(X2l+1Y2>S,S) f o r i > 0 
(X2, + ly2j + l 5 ) S ) f O I . ¿>o 
( X J , + l y 2 , + l S i X 5 ) folJ->0 
{X3l+1Y2'+1S,YS) f o r t > 0 . 
K(X2tY*>+lS,XS) f o r j > 0 
generate Arf (G). But since 
T « ! , ! ) ) = < e G 2 
Ύ({Χ2Ύ2>+13,3)) = [5] G C([X2tY23+1]) 
r((X2l+1Y23S,S)) = [S] e C{[X2l+1Y23]) 
r{(X2,+1Y2'+lS,S)) = [S\ € C([X2,+1Y2l+1]) 
r((x2t+1Y2>+1s,xs)) = [xs\eC{[x2,Y2>+1]) 
T((Ä-2.+ly2J + l 5 i y S ) ) _ [YS]eC([X2l+1Y2>]) 
T{{X2tY2>+1S,XS)) = [XS\ G £([Ха»-ІУа»+1]) 
we may conclude that these elements constitute a basis for Arf (G). 
We revert to one of the examples of chapter I. 
Example. Let G be the group with presentation 
G := (X, Y, S I S 2 = (X S)2 = (У S ) 4 = (У 2 5) 2 = 1, XY = Y Χ). 
2.12 Proposition. 
{(1,1)} U {(X2t+1Y2>S,S)\i>Q} 
U { ( X 2 * y 4 ' + 2 S , S ) | i > 0 } 
U {(X2t+1Y43+2S,XS)\j>0} 
is о basis for Ai?^(G). 
Proof. We know already that these elements generate Arf (G). To prove 
independence we use our invariant T. We proceed to compute the sununands 
£(c) of value group »7(G). It is not hard to verify that 
Ct(G) = {[1]}υ{[Χ2ι+ιΥ23] | i > 0} U {[ΧΎ23+1} \j > 0} . 
We omit the proof. 
(Ci if с = [1] 
-, χ _ I G/(X,Y2,(YS)2) S C2 x G2 if с = [X2t+lY23] 
4 c ;
 - 1 G/(X2,Y, (yS) 2 ) Si C 2 χ G2 if с = [ Л ^ У ^ + Ч 
. G/<X 2 ,Xy,(yS) 2 ) S G2 χ C 2 if с = [A'2*+1y2í+1]. 
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Note that the class of 5 is non-trivial in any C(c) Further, the classes of X, S 
and XS in C{[X3,Y2'+1]) as well as in ЩХ^+Ф'*1]) are distinct. Now we 
can use the list of images 
T((i,i)) = tec2 
r((x7l+1Y2>s,s)) = [S] e £({X2l+1Y7>]) 
Τ((Χ4*Υ4 '+ 25,5)) = [S] e £([Χ2Ύ2>+1]) 
T ( ( X 4 . + 2 y 4 , + 2 5 | 5 ) ) _ [S\ec([x2t+1Y2}+1]) 
rftX*+iY*i+*S,XS)) = [XS] e C{[X2lY23+1]) 
T ( ( X 4 . + 3 y 4 , + 2 S ( X 5 ) ) _ [XS\GC([X2t+1Y23+1]) 
to see that the assertion is true. · 
Example. Let G be the group with presentation 
{X,Y,Z,S Ι Χ,Υ, Ζ commute , S 2 = {XS)2 = (YS) 2 = {ZS)2 = 1). 
Let с e Ct(G) be the class of XYZ. The invariant Τ maps 
Í := (XYS, SZ) + (XZS, SY) + (YZS, SX) + (XYZS, S) e Arfh(G) 
to the class [SZSYSXS] = [1] 6 C(c) = G/(X2,Y2,Z2,XYZ). But it is not 
clear at all whether ζ is trivial in Arf (G). 
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3 Groups with two ends. 
We wish to prove that our invariant Τ is injective for all groups having two 
ends. For that purpose theorem 3.3 gives a suitable characterization of these 
groups. 
Notation. Throughout this section 
G denotes a group, 
E denotes a finite group, 
С denotes the infinite cyclic group, 
C
m
 denotes the cyclic group of order m, 
D denotes the infinite dihedral group 
with presentation < S,T | S 2 = (ST)2 = 1 >, 
D
m
 denotes the dihedral group of order 2m 
with presentation < σ, r | σ2 = (στ)2 = r m = 1 > . 
3.1 Theorem. [20] The following statements are equivalent; 
1. G has two ends. 
2. G has an infinite cyclic subgroup of finite index. 
S. G has an infinite cyclic normal subgroup of finite index. 
Proof. We refer to loc. cit. for a proof. · 
3.2 Definition. A group extension of С by E is a short exact sequence of 
groups and homomorphisms 
l - » C 7 - » G - » £ - » l 
The extension is called central if the image of С is central in G. 
3.3 Theorem. 
1. l—*C—*G-+E—*lisa central extension if and only if G fits into a 
pull-back diagram 
G - E 
l i 
С - C
m 
2. \—*C—*G—*E—*\isa non-central extension if and only if G fits into 
a pull-back diagram 
G -» E 
ι ι 
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Proof. In the sequel we will regard С as a subgroup of G. 
1. "=>·" Suppose 1 —» С —* G —^ E —• 1 is a central extension. Define 
the so-called transfer homomorphism φ: G —+ С as follows: choose a set 
theoretic section a: E —* G of the projection τ : G —> E such that α(1) = 1 
and define 
ф(д) := J J a(e)ga(eir(g)y1 for all g £ G. 
Note that 
о а(е)да(е-к(д))-1 € Кегт = С for all e £ E and g £ G. 
« φ does not depend on the choice of a: 
If a' is another section of τ we have a ( e ) a ' ( e ) - 1 £ С for every e £ E. 
Hence 
Y[a(e)ga(e^g))-1 = Ц a'(e)ga'(e^g))-1 • 
ЦаИаЧеГ
1
· 
e€ß 
«ев 
о φ is a homomorphism: 
¿(Siffa) = Π a(e)gig2a(eir(gig2))~1 
«€ß 
= Π « » ( е ^ а ^ * · ^ ! ) ) - 1 · «(eirtoi^saûrieirteiMffa))"1 
«ев 
= Φ(9ι)Φ(92) 
о ^(с) = с'*' for every с e С. Неге \Е\ denotes the cardinality of E. 
Now it is easy to verify that G fits into the pull-back diagram 
G -s-» E 
С -*-» Cm 
where m := \E\/[C : Ітф], 
[С : Im φ] is the index of Im φ in С, 
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Ф':=е-Ф, 
с is an isomorphism Im φ —» С and 
ρ: С —» C
m
 is the canonical projection. 
Note that рф'а does not depend on a. 
"·<=" Suppose 
G -^ E 
i i 
С -^ C
m 
is a pull-back diagram, then 
1 —* С—• G -^ E—•! 
с - ( c m , l ) 
(с,с) ι—» e 
is a central extension. 
2. "=*•" Suppose 1 —• С —» G -ï-+ E —» 1 is a non-central extension. Choose 
a set theoretic section α: E —• G as before. The homomorphism 
u>: Я -» Aut(C) S Сг 
defined by tí>(e)(c) := a(e)ca(e) - 1 for all с € С and e G i?, does not 
depend on the choice of a. Let φ: Ker(ii>ir) —» С be the transfer homo­
morphism associated to the central extension 
1 -> С — Kei(wir) -s-» K e r H — 1. 
Choose an element u € G \ Кег(илг) and define 
i¡>:G-+D 
,un\ ._ ƒ ¿ Ы »f 9 e Кег(гі;т) 
W
 '
_
 l Ф{9п-1)8 i{g€G\ Ker(u;ir) • 
For every y G Кег(іілг) we equate 
^(wffu - 1) - 1 = и~1ф(иди~1)и 
= TT u-1Qf(e)uyu~1af(eir(uju-1))_1u 
«6Ker(ii)) 
•€Ker(ii/) 
eEKer(w) 
PJ o(ir(u) -1eir(u)ir(s))u -1a(eT(uju~1)) -1u 
e€Ker(w) 
= ФІ9). 
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In particular ^(u 3 ) = 1 and ip is a homomorphism. 
Again it is easy to verify that G fits into the pull-back diagram 
G -^ E 
where 2m := \E\/[D Лтф]. 
Note that m · [D : Ітф] = | Кег(и;)| and \E\ = 2| Ker(u;)|. 
ф'-е.-ф, 
с is an isomorphism Im φ —» D and 
p:D—* D
m
 is the canonical projection. 
Note that ρφ'α does not depend on a. 
"<="If 
G 
D 
is a pull-back diagram, then 
1 — • С—• 
CI-» 
-*-» E 
-^ D„ 
G 
(e-,1) 
KO 
is obviously a non-central extension. 
This completes the proof. 
E 
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4 Τ for groups with two ends. 
This section is devoted to the following theorem. 
4.1 Theorem. The invariant T: Arf (G) —» J(G) is mjecUve for all groups G 
having two ends. 
4.2 Lemma. For all к 6 N the relation 
(α16) = (β,α(α6)2*) = (6,6(α6)2*) 
holds in Arf^G). 
Proof. By the relations mentioned in remark 2.7 of chapter I, we have 
(o, 6) = (a, òoò) = (a, a(o6)2) and (a, 6) = (b, a). The rest is obvious. · 
4.3 Lemma. If (a, az) and (b, bz) are elements of Arf (G) and abz1 has fínite 
order, for some г € Ζ, then (α, az) = (b, bz). 
Proof. First we consider the case that t = 0. Let us write г = αό and let's 
say that the order of χ equals 2fcm with m odd. 
Note that a 2 = 62 = (az) 2 = 1 and xz — zx. Using the relations of remark 2.7 
of chapter I we equate 
(6,6z) = (αι,αχζ) 
a x
m
, a x
m
z ) 
a j ! m , a x m z 2 b ) 
a x
m
, a x
m ( a x m a z ) 2 * ) 
ax
m
,az) 
az ,ax
m ) 
az,az(azax m ) 2 ) 
αζ,αζ(αζα) 2 ) 
αζ,α) 
a, az) 
The case t φ 0 can be reduced to the previous case. 
(6,6z) = ( г - ' б г ' . г - ' б г г ' ) = ( 6 z 2 j , 6 z 2 j + 1 ) 
(6,6z) = (6,66z6) = (6,6z- 1 ) = ( б г ^ . б г 2 ' " 1 ) = ( 6 z 2 ' - 1 , бг 2 '), 
thus (6,6z) = (6z , ,6z < + 1 ). · 
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4.4 Proposition. In the case where G fits into α pull-back diagram 
G —• E 
ι 1 
С —» С
т 
Τ is mjecttve. 
Proof. Let χ e Ker(T). The relatione in Arf^G) listed in remark 2.7 of 
chapter I and remark 2.7 on the structure of J(G) allow us to assume, without 
loss of generality, that 
г!
 = Ц(а».а» г)· 
Every product of two elements of order two, is of finite order, since all elements 
of order two in G take the form (l,e). So we may use lemma 4.3 to see that 
χ = 0 or χ = (α,αζ). But according to lemma 2.11 Т((а1аг)) is non-trivial, so 
the second case does not occur. · 
It remains to show that Τ is injective for groups G which fit into a pull-back 
diagram 
G -!-» E 
l· i' 
Intermezzo. 
4.5 Definition. Let G be a group. Suppose we have 2-primary elements 
a, 6 € G which satisfy [a, 6a] = [a2,6] = 1. Here [х,у] denotes the commutator 
xj/x - 1 y - 1 . Denote by H the subgroup of G generated by α and 6. The matrix 
(a i V / a i V f a + a- 1 1 λ Μ ΐ + α" 2 ) 1 \ 
\Q b) + \Q b) - \ 1 b + b-1)-^ 1 b(l + b-*)) 
is invertible, since 1 + a - 3 and 1 + b~2 are nilpotent and central іпЩі[Я]. It is 
therefore legitimate to define 
"*"=[(; ¡Ms ί)Μ">· 
We call such elements of Lh(H) as well as their images in Lh(G) pseudo-arfian. 
Notice that pía, 6) is not necessarily an element of Arf (Я) or Arf (G). 
However, applying theorem 1.34 of chapter I to the ring ! $ [ # ] and its nilpotent 
ideal (a3 + 1, b2 + 1) yields an isomorphism 
І
н{Н)^-+І.н{Н/<а*,Ь2>), 
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which maps pía, 6) € Lk(H) to the Arf-element (a, 6) G λτ{Η(Η/ < а7, Ь2 > ) : 
p(a,ò) ι—» (α, Ь) 
Anh(G) — Arffc(tf) --* Аг^(Я/<о 2,6 2>) 
Π Π η 
Lh{G) «— Lh(H) ^ — Lh{H/ < a 2 ! ò 2 > ) 
4.6. Let G be a group and g, ζ £ G. Assume </~1zy = z - 1 and y is of finite 
order, say 2 rro with ro odd. Define Я as the subgroup of G generated by ζ and 
h:=gT,>. 
Since h~1zh = z - 1 , i.e. A2 = ( Ί ζ ) 2 we obtain a pseudo-arf element p(h,hz) G 
Lh(H). The question is whether this element depends on h. 
4.7 Theorem. Let E be a finite group. The invariant w* of chapter II induces 
an isomorphism 
Lh(E)-*Q)k/ix + x2\xek} 
Here the summation runs through all representations р:Щ[Е] —* M
n
(Jb) which 
take the form ¿>(e)-1 = P~1p(e)tP for all e € E, for some mvertible matrix Ρ 
and t means matrix transpose. What's more, the image of p(h,hz) under this 
isomorphism is the element which has [Ύτ(ρ(ζ))] at the place with index p. In 
particular p(h, hz) does not depend on h. 
Proof. Define R := ]$[£]/ rad(l$[.E]) where rad means Jacobson radical. For 
every ring A, we denote by A the truncated polynomial ring А[7*]/(Т3) and 
in this context (T) is the two-sided ideal of A generated by T. Consider the 
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following diagram. 
Lh(E) 
S! 1 
Lk(R) 
~ 2 
Ь
А ( П А ) 
« 3 
θ,^(^) 
«! 4 
,^(*,) 
S! Б 
,АгГ*(*,) 
\ 
·* 
Ф
г
Сокег(1+а ;) 
θ , Ζ/2 
We elucidate the diagram. 
Я
0 (^(Л) ) 
s β 
# Ο ( Φ # Ι ( Α ) ) 
~ 7 
е ; я» (вд)) 
а< 
^
0 ( Θ ( * ; Θ Ι + Τ Α ; ) ) 
ш 
Я ^ Ф ^ І + Г І ; ) 
У 
1. It follows from theorem 1.34 of chapter I that LK{E) and Lh[IC) are iso­
morphic, because radfU^i?]) is a nilpotent ideal. 
2. The ring R is artinian and rad(J?) = 0, so we can apply the Wedderbum-
Artin theorem. In our case this reads: R is isomorphic to a direct product 
of full matrix rings over finite fields of characteristic two. Explicitly, 
here Ό
χ
 := Af
n
,(ib,) is the ring of (η, χ тц )-matrices over the finite field Jb, 
and сЬаг(Лц) = 2. 
Denote by />, the composition Щ[Е] —» R —» φ Д —»Д. 
3. Let ~ denote the (anti-) involutions on R and Π Д induced by the in­
volution on !$[£?]. Before we decompose Y\ Д as a product of rings with 
involution, we fix some notations concerning finite fields of characteristic 
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two. If Jb is such a field, the group of automorphisms of Jb is cyclic and 
generated by the Frobenius automorphism a:k—>k which assigns to an 
element χ of к its square. The field trace Тг: к —»1$ induces an isomor­
phism Coker(l + σ) —•]$. If the degree of к overig is even there exists a 
unique automorphism of order two, which we denote by σ. 
Now, for a factor D = M
n
{k) of f| Dt we have three possible cases: 
• D is invariant under the involution, i.e. D = D, and the restriction 
of — to Jb is σ. 
• D = D and the restriction of — to к is the identity. Since the 
composition of the (anti-) involution ~ with matrix transpose is a 
fc-linear automorphism of D, this composition takes the form Χ ι-» 
PXP-1, for some invertible matrix P. Further we may assume that 
Ρ is symmetric, since this automorphism is of order two. Thus for 
all X € D we have X = P" 1 *' .? . 
• D φ D. So D χ D is a factor of f ] Д · l{ D ^_D0 i s endowed with 
the involution (x,y) i-> (y, x), the map D χ D —• D χ D0 defined 
by (x, y) ·-» {x,y) is an isomorphism of rings with involution. Recall 
that о means opposite multiplication. 
Thus we obtain a decomposition of f ] Di in which three diiFerent types of 
factors occur. The L-groups split accordingly. See e.g. [26]. We assert 
that only the groups Lh(D), where D is of the second type, survive. 
In the first case we have 
Lh(D,-,l)^Lh{k,»,l) 
by Morita invariance. But Lh(k, σ,1) = 0 by [24, §6]. 
For the third case we will show that quadratic modules (Μ,θ) over the 
ring D χ D", with involution a(x,y) = (y, x), are in fact hyperbolic. Note 
that there is no need to worry about bases, because we are working in Lh. 
Define λ := (1,0), Mi := Ш and Mj := (1 + A)M. So Μ = Mi® M2. 
Since b$·. M —» Ma is an isomorphism and for all m, η G M 
ò,((l + A)m)((l + A)n) = A(l + A)6#(m)(n) = 0, 
the restriction of 6« to Aíj yields an isomorphism Afj —• Jiff. Now it is 
easy to verify that the map 
(M, 0) — H{Mi) = (Μι Θ Mf, υ) 
defined by 
mi-»(Am,6i((l + A)m)) 
is an isometry. In Walls terminology [24] this says that (D χ {0})M is a 
subkernel of M. This proves our assertion. 
We use the index j to refer to summands of the second type. 
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4. Lh(Dj, , 1) is isomorphic to ^(kj, 1,1) by Morita invariance. 
5. Since the field trace Ti: к —>Щ is surjective we can choose an element α 
in к such that Tr(a) = 1. The Arf invariant 
ω?: Arf^fc, 1,1) -> Coker(l + σ) S Ζ/2 
maps (α, 1) to the non-trivial element in Z/2. Combining this with the 
fact that Lh{k, 1,1) 3 Z/2, see [24, §6], we find 
L^lb, 1,1) = АгГ'ЧМ, 1) Ξ Z/2. 
6. It is almost immediately clear from the definition of K\, that for all rings 
А, В one has Κι(Α χ Β) Ξ K^A) Θ Κι(Β). 
7. The argument here is roughly the same as the one_on the '¿-side' of the 
diagram (item 3). By Morita theory we have Ki(D) Ξ Ki(k). Alterna­
tively one can see this directly by looking at the definition of Κι. Since 
the projection к —> к splits we have 
It is well-known that Ki(k) = k*, the group of units in к and we already 
saw that Ki(k, (T)) = 1 + TJfe. To decompose φ , ΑΊ(Α) into invariant 
parts, we consider the same three possibilities: 
• D is invariant under the involution and the restriction of — to к is 
σ. In this case 
Я
0(ЛГі(0)) = tf0(Jb' 9 ( 1 + Τ*)) = Я 0 ( Г ) φ Я 0 (1 + ТА). 
But Η0(к*) vanishes, because к* has odd order. And in the third 
section of chapter II we computed # 0 ( 1 + ТА) = C(k), but this also 
disappears since H0(k;â) = 0. 
• D = D and the restriction of - to к is the identity. By the same 
arguments as in the previous case we obtain H0(Ki(D)) = C(k), 
but now C(k) is precisely Coker(l + σ). 
• D φ D. Here the involution interchanges the summands K\(D) and 
Κ^φ), so Я 0 clearly dies. 
Thus only the summands of the second type survive. 
This completes the proof of the first part of what the theorem asserts. To prove 
the second part let / ^ [ i ? ] —» D = M
n
(k) be a representation of the special 
kind, i.e. D is of the second type, and assume that p{h) = Я and p(z) = Z. 
Then 
„f(P,,M)=.î([(s ¿)]- (! ;)])• 
no 
and 
so 
Now 
(h M + ii + r i f 1 ι \ · Α + (ΐ + τ)Λ-» 1 \ 
(Si) + i l + 1 1 (!! i ) '=((. + %i)·-
ί/Λ + α + τ μ - 1 ι Wo iv1], 
[\ (1 + г) fcz + (i + r ) (M- x A(i + r) oj J -
[V 1 Ail+TO^ + h - ^ l , 
Ц 1 + Л2г(1 + Τ ) " 1 + Λ-2ζ(1 + Τ) Λ(1 + Τ)- 1 + Λ"1 \j
 = 
Γ/1 + h2z{\ + Γ ) " 1 + h-2z(l + Γ) 0\1 _ 
[(1 + h2z(l + Τ)-1 + h-2x{l + Τ))} € Я0(ІСі(Д)). 
The image of this element in # 0 ( 1 + Tib) equals 
[det (l + H2Z{1 + Τ + Τ3) + H-2Z(l + Τ))} 
= [det (1 + H2ZT2)] [det (l + (Я 2 + H-2)Z(l + T))] 
= [det (1 + Я 2ЯТ 2)] 
= [1 +Тг(Я 2 ^)Г 2 ] 
= [1 + Τι(Ζ)Τ2] 
Here 
det (1 + (Я 2 + H-2)Z(l + Τ)) = 1 and Тг(Я22) = Τι(Ζ) 
by lemma 4.8, because (Я 2 + Я~2)і? and 1 + Я 2 are nilpotent. Finally, the 
image of [1 + Τ Γ ( Ζ ) Γ 2 ] in Coker(l + σ) equals [Tr(Z)] = [Ττ(ρ(ζ))] according to 
the computations in chapter II. · 
4.8 Lemma. If V is a finite dimensional fc-vectorspace, N: V —» V is a nilpo-
tent linear map and s is an indeterminate, then 
Тг(ЛГ) = 0 and det(l + itf) = l. 
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Proof. Suppose Nn = 0. We apply induction on n. 
If η = 1 the matter is clear. 
If η > 1 consider the diagram 
0 —» NV —+ V —• V/NV —> 0 
[* [N [O 
0 —» i^V — V —• V/NV —> 0 
The first vertical map in this diagram has nilpotency degree n— 1 and N: V —• V 
takes the form I . . 1. This proves the assertions. · 
End intermezzo. 
4.9 Theorem. If (a,b) +{c.d) e Ker(T), then (o,6) = (c.d) m Arfh(G). 
Proof. Note that (a, 6) + (c, d) G Ker(T) if and only if 
[ab] = [cd\ 6 a(G) and [Щ = 1 e C([ab]). 
Again the relations in Arf (G) and the structure of J(G) allow us to assume 
that ob = cd. Elements of order two in G either have the form (1, e) with e 2 = 1 
and p(e) = 1 or the form (ST, e) with e2 = 1 and p(e) = p{ST). Thus we may 
assume that 
(a, 6) + (c, d) = ((Δ, e), (AT, « ) ) + ((ΔΤ*, ex), (AT*, exz)), 
where 
• Δ = ST": if Δ = 1 we are through by lemma 4.3 
• e, χ, ζ G E satisfy e2 = ( e i ) 2 = (ez)2 = 1 and xz = zx 
.[(T,x)) = ieC([(T,z)]). 
Lemma 4.2 permits us to replace (Τ, ζ) by any power-of-two power of (T, z). 
Hence we may assume that ζ has odd order, let's say order /Q = 21 — 1. 
Case 1: іфО. 
Write m = 2μτηο and ι = 2т»о with mo and ¿o odd. Since (T, z) G G and ζ has 
order ίο in E, we have m|i/o, i.e. μ<τ and тоІЫо· If ^ < T, then 
((Δ, e), (ΔΤ\ ez)) = ((A, e), (AT^.ez1)), 
by lemma 4.2, where 
• (T*/2,z') € G , because il = j / 2 (mod m) 
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So we may assume that μ = т. 
Further, conjugation by a suitable power of (Γ 7 , χ) allows us to replace (TJ, x) 
by any odd power of (T3 , x). Thus we may assume that χ has order a power of 
2, let's say 2*. 
о If necessary we conjugate by ( T m , 1) to achieve that 0 < j < 2m. 
о If m < j < 2m, then conjugation by ( T , - m l x) yields 
((AT>,ex),(ATl+j,exz)) = {{ΑΤ2τη-> ,
e
x-
1),(ATi+:im-', e x ^ z ) ) , 
so we may assume that 0 < j < m. 
It is important to note that these changes do not affect the order of x. 
о If j = 0, then lemma 4.3 gives the desired result. 
о If j = m, then conjugation by (T( m + *)/ 2 ,z ') yields 
({ATm,ex),(ATi+m,exz)) = ((ΑΤ^,βχζ-^^Α,εχζ1-21)) 
= ((А,е),(А-Г,ег)) 
The second identity follows from lemma 4.3. Note that (T^m+i^2, z') € G 
if and only if (t + m)/2 = il (mod m). But this condition is satisfied 
because 
(i + m)/2 = 2μ{ΐο + mo)/2 = 2μί01 = il (mod 2μτηο). 
This finishes the proof in the case that j — m. 
о If 0 < j < m, write j = 2"jo with jo odd. 
We know that (T3 ,x) 6 G and χ has order 2k in E, hence ттф'г', i.e. 
μ < k + v and mo|jo· Taking the fact that j < m into account this implies 
ν < μ. 
• Choose r e N such that r > Jfe + i/ and ίο!2Γ - 1. 
• Define w := z' 
• Choose an e which satisfies the congruence 
je + ίΙμ-ν = j + »о2" (mod m). 
This is possible: 
mod mo it reads 
ίο2ν2μ-Ίμ-ν = ¿02" 
ί
ΰ
2ν({21)μ-ν - 1) = 0 
io2v((lo + 1)"-" - 1) = 0, 
but since mo|to/o, this is automatically true; 
mod 2μ it reads 
2,'jo(e - 1) = 2vio (mod 2μ) 
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which is equivalent to 
jo(f-l) = iQ (mod 2"-"), 
but since jo is odd this is solvable. 
exex w) = ex[xfw) — exz 
• Define "j := j - (2 r - l)Ti0 and x:=xc. 
These definitions and facts support the following computation. 
((ΔΤ',βχΜΔΤ'+',βΜ)) = 
(r - μ times lemma 4.2) = {(AT},ех),(АТ,2Г~''+3 .exz 2 "") ) 
(r - »/ times lemma 4.2) = ((AT3, ex), (AT02"*3, exw)) 
(r times lemma4.2) = ((AT3+2''t°-2r+''i°,ex),(ATt<>2,'+3,exw)) 
= ((AI^^^^AT^^+^exw)) 
(μ - ν times lemma 4.2) = ((AT3, ex), (AT2*+3, exw)) 
(r times lemma 4.2) = ((ΔΤ^, еж), (ΔΤ* + ΐ , exz)) 
Observe that j is a multiple of 2v+lmO. Thus we replace the old (T3,x) 
by a new one. Apply one of the preceding steps if j > m or j < 0. 
Repeat this process until μ = и, which implies m|j. 
This completes the proof in this first case. We did not need the fact that 
[(T3, x)] = 1 G С([(Т* ,z)])\ This means that the primary Arf invariant is already 
good enough to detect the Arf-elements in this case. 
Case 2: i = 0. 
Our purpose is to show that 
((Δ, β), Δ, ez)) = ((AT3, ex), (AT3, exz)) e Arfh(G). 
We apply induction on j , as follows. 
о If j < 0 or j > 2m, 
we conjugate by a suitable power of (T™, 1), to attain 0 < j < 2m. 
о If m < j < 2m, 
we conjugate by (AT"1, e), to achieve 0 < j < m. 
о If j = 0, 
lemma 4.3 does the job. 
olfjJtm, 
we define d := gcd^'.m). Obviously (T^.x"0) G G(i,r) for some no G Ζ. 
Now conjugating by (Td, xna) allows us to replace j by j — 2d. Notice that 
j-2d> 0. 
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о If j\mt 
there are two possibilities. If there exists {Tc,y) € G(i>z) with 0 < с < j , 
then we conjugate by (T', y) to replace j by j — 2c. We have 
-j + 2 < j - 2c < j - 2. 
Conjugating by (Δ,β), if necessary, yields 
0 < j - 2c < j - 2. 
If there is not such a c, then the elements of (7(ι,ζ) either have the form 
(T>v, ••) or ( Δ Τ ^ , •·)· Since any element of 
KeT(G{lii)^F(l,z)) 
is a product of squares and 2-power roots of (l,z), so is (ТУ ,x). A little 
examination reveals that this can only happen when there exist 2-power 
roots yi and ya of ζ such that (Д,уі ) ,(ДГ ; , уг) € G 
Consider the pull-back diagram 
and define 
j i : F i - » G by 
ί
,
2 : = ρ -
1 ( < σ τ , ' + > > ) 
h:Fi-* G by 
ib := ίΊ Π Fa = Кег(р) 
G 
D 
^o:=Ker(u;: í;- .Aut(C)) 
Now ζ €F0,e e Fi, ex G ia and 
Fo 
η 
Fi 
— y E 
f 
—» ö m 
,
і ( Л ._/(1.Я i W ) = l 
•
7 U / ; _
 \ ( Δ , / ) otherwise 
Μ / ;
· ~ \ ( Δ Τ * ^ otherwit 
in the diagram 
С F 0 
Π 
С E 
[Fi : Fo] = [E:Eo] = 2 and [E : Fi] = [E0 : F0] = m. 
We know there exist yi G Fi \Fo such that yiz = zyi. Then we have eyi G 
Fo and eyiz(eyi)~l = z~l, so 4.6 guarantees the existence of a pseudo-
arf element p(fi,fiz) G Lh(Fo). Analogous, the existence jfc G Fj \ FQ, 
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satisfying yiz — zy-ì, yields a pseudo-arf element p(f2,f2z) G Lh(Fo). 
through the element exjfe € ^o· 
But these pseudo-arf elements must coincide by theorem 4.7. 
p(h,hz) (ex.exz) 
Pih.fiz) Lh(F0) • Lh(F2) 
["• 
(e.ez) ¿"(Fx) -^-> Lh(G) 
Therefore we may conclude that 
ju((e,ez)) = j2.((ex,exz)) € Lh(G). 
This completes the proof of theorem 4.9. · 
proof of theo rem 4 .1 . Suppose we have an element of Arf (G) which is 
killed by T. As before we may assume that it has the form ^ ( α ί , α , ζ ) . We 
apply induction on the number of terms occuring in the expression for our ele­
ment in Arf (G). Recall that we are dealing with terms like ((Δ, e), (AT1, ez)) 
and ((AT' ,ex),(ATi+} ,exz)). If there are less than three terms theorem 4.9 
does the job. Thus assume that the number of terms exceeds two. If a term 
((1, ·•), • · ·) appears, lemma 4.3 enables us to cancel two terms. Otherwise there 
are two cases: 
• іфО 
We can cancel terms by the first case of theorem 4.9 without having any 
information on (T3, x). 
• i = 0 
The following terms occur: 
((Α,β),(Α'Γ,βζ)) 
((AT^.ex^^AT+^.exiz)) 
((AT>\ex2),(AT+i\ex7z)) 
Now define j = gcd(ji, j j ) , say j = oij'i + 02J2· We conjugate the second 
and third term by a suitable power of 
(τ»', *?·*;') 
to obtain 
((A,ex),(A,exz)) 
or 
((ATi,ex),(AT+j,exz)). 
Applying lemma 4.3 once more, we can cancel terms. 
We see that two terms cancel in all cases. 
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Samenvatting 
In dit proefschrift worden nieuwe invarianten in de algebraïsche ¿-theorie 
bestudeerd. Een interessant bijprodukt van deze studie is de ontwikkeling van 
gereduceerde machtsoperaties in cyclische homologie. 
¿-groepen van een ring met anti-structuur zijn in essentie Grothendieck 
en Whitehead groepen van de categorie van kwadratische modulen over die 
ring. Om meetkundige redenen is men vooral geïnteresseerd in ¿-groepen van 
groepenringen. 
Hoofdstuk I behelst een eigenzinnige poging de relevante K- en ¿-theorie 
te etaleren en daarmee een geschikte setting voor de rest van het proefschrift 
te creëren. In hoofdstuk II worden if-theoretische invarianten geconstrueerd 
door de anti-structuur op de gegeven ring, op een nogal exotische manier, uit 
te breiden tot de ring van formele machtreeksen over die ring. Deze invarianten 
generaliseren klassieke invarianten zoals de Arf invariant. Uitvoerige berekenin-
gen aan de waardengroepen van deze nieuwe invarianten leiden vervolgens tot 
de bestudering van homologische invarianten in hoofdstuk III. Hiertoe worden 
gereduceerde machtsoperaties in Hochschild, cyclische en quaternionische ho-
mologie gefabriceerd. Hoofdstuk IV tenslotte, is gewijd aan de toepassing van 
het voorafgaande op groepenringen. Het belangrijkste resultaat is hier dat de 
homologische invariant 'goed genoeg' is voor elke groep met twee einden (Stelling 
4.1). 
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